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THE SONOMA-MARIN SAVING WATER PARTNERSHIP

The Sonoma-Marin Saving Water Partnership (Partnership) is the parent Professional Certifying Organization 
(PCO) for the Qualified Water Efficient Landscaper (QWEL) professional certification in irrigation system audits.

The Partnership represents 13 water utilities in Sonoma and Marin counties that have joined together to 
provide regional solutions for water use efficiency. The utilities include the Cities of Santa Rosa, Rohnert Park, 
Petaluma, Healdsburg, Sonoma, Cotati, Cloverdale; North Marin, Valley of the Moon and Marin Municipal Water 
Districts; Town of Windsor, California American Water - Larkfield District, and Sonoma County Water Agency 
(Partners). Each of the Partners have water conservation programs that can assist customers in reducing their 
water use. The Partnership was formed to identify and recommend implementation of water use efficiency 
projects, and maximize the cost-effectiveness of water use efficiency programs in our region.

The Partnership has received national recognition from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) 
WaterSense program with 16 awards over 10 years for continued efforts in promoting water use efficiency 
in our region. This includes three consecutive Professional Certifying Organization (PCO) Partner of the Year 
awards for its QWEL program, a WaterSense labeled professional certification course in irrigation auditing for 
landscapers. Following these initial accolades, the Partnership’s QWEL program has gone on to receive six 
consecutive EPA WaterSense Sustained Excellence awards.

The QWEL program was developed in 2007 by Sonoma County Water Agency in partnership with the North 
Coast Chapter of the California Landscape Contractors Association, local landscape maintenance contractors, 
local water retailers, and academia. Since 2007, the QWEL program has been adopted by over 20 PCOs 
throughout the U.S. and Canada.
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THE QUALIFIED WATER EFFICIENT LANDSCAPER 
TRAINING PROGRAM

MISSION STATEMENT
The Qualified Water Efficient Landscaper training presents an affordable proactive local approach to reducing 
landscape water demand. QWEL provides graduates with knowledge in water efficient and sustainable 
landscape practices, including water management and preservation of other valuable resources.

The QWEL professional certification in irrigation system audits provides landscape professionals with 20 hours 
of education on local water supply, sustainable landscaping, soils, water budgeting and water management, 
irrigation system components and maintenance, irrigation system audits, and scheduling and controller 
programming. QWEL is recognized as an EPA WaterSense labeled Professional Certification Program for 
Irrigation System Audits. 

The list of topics covered in the QWEL curriculum include:
1. Where Our Water Comes From
2. Sustainable Landscaping
3. Soils
4. Landscape Water
5. Irrigation Systems
6. Irrigation Maintenance & Trouble Shooting
7. Irrigation System Auditing
8. Irrigation Scheduling
9. Irrigation Controllers
10. Bringing It All Together

BECOME A QWEL CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL
In order to become a QWEL certified professional an individual must:

1. Pass the QWEL exam (75% pass rate).
2. Complete an irrigation system audit using the QWEL irrigation audit form.
3. Maintain certification with two hours of continuing education units (CEUs) each calendar year.

QWEL training is offered by many Professional Certifying Organizations (PCOs) in the U.S. PCOs provide training 
classes with a certified instructor, as well as the opportunity to take the QWEL exam and conduct an irrigation 
system audit. Visit the QWEL website to see if QWEL is offered in your area. Information for organizations 
interested in becoming a QWEL Professional Certifying Organization is provided on the QWEL website.
www.QWEL.net 
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TERMS OF USE

The QWEL program provides educational materials designed to provide a better understanding of landscape 
water management for the landscape industry. The QWEL curriculum and content may not be altered without 
written approval by the QWEL Board. 

If the QWEL curriculum is used to achieve the QWEL professional certification the course content must be 
taught in its entirety. For more information on QWEL, please visit the QWEL website or contact the QWEL 
Program Manager.

QWEL materials and logo are copyright protected and may not be used without the express written consent of 
the QWEL Board of Directors. By participation in the QWEL program or use of the QWEL curriculum, the 
participant and/or user, including any applicant or Adopting PCO, agree on behalf of themselves and their 
organization to follow and adhere to the QWEL Policies and Procedures, and to hold the Sonoma-Marin 
Saving Water Partnership and the Sonoma County Water Agency harmless from and against any and all 
claims, loss or damage to any property, real or personal, liabilities and costs, including attorney’s fees, 
as a result of participating in the QWEL training program.

©2008, 2012, 2018, 2022 Sonoma-Marin Saving Water Partnership

QWEL Program  
Sonoma County Water Agency
404 Aviation Blvd, Santa Rosa, CA 95403
www.QWEL.net

QWEL BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CO-CHAIRS
Megan Allison, Horticulture Department Chair and Instructor, MiraCosta College
Paul Piazza, Water Use Efficiency Manager, Sonoma County Water Agency

MEMBERS AT LARGE 
Carrie Pollard, Water Use Efficiency Manager, Marin Water  
Peter Estournes, Vice President/COO Gardenworks, Inc.
Deb Lane, Water Resources Analyst, City of Santa Rosa
Raul Gonzalez, Vice President of Industry Relations- Ewing Irrigation & Landscape Supply 
Chris McNairy, Northern California Sales Manager, Hunter Industries
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WHERE OUR WATER COMES FROM

Learning Objectives

1. Understand the water cycle and the concept of a watershed

2. Understand the big picture of water supply in Montana

3. Understand water supply sources in the Bozeman area

4. Understand how we use water

5. Be knowledgeable about Montana water law

6. Be knowledgeable of national and statewide programs for water use efficiency

7. Be knowledgeable of local utility sponsored programs for water use efficiency

8. Be able to read water meters, understand their uses, and perform basic leak detection

Section 1: 
WHERE OUR WATER COMES FROM
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1 WATER CYCLE AND WATERSHED

1.1 The water cycle (Figure 1-1) is essential to understanding where your water comes from and how water 
moves between the earth’s land, atmosphere, and oceans. 

• Evaporation occurs when the sun’s energy turns liquid water on the earth’s surface into water vapor, 
which enters the atmosphere.  Water vapor leaves plants in a process called transpiration. Together, 
they are called evapotranspiration.

• The water vapor in the atmosphere cools to form clouds (condensation).  

• Through precipitation in the form of rain or snow, the water returns to earth.

• Water:

- Evaporates from surfaces.

- Transpires from plants.

- Infiltrates into the ground.

- Recharges groundwater.

- Runs off into creeks, rivers, and lakes. 

Figure 1-2: Distribution of earth’s water 
(image courtesy of USGS)

Condensation
Precipitation

Transpiration from Plants

Surface Runoff

Ground Water

Evaporation 
from Oceans, 
Lakes and Streams 

Figure 1-1: Water cycle

• Distribution of the earth’s water supplies (Figure 1-2):1

- Over 96% of the earth’s water is salt water (saline).

- Over 68% of freshwater is contained in ice and glaciers.

- 30% of freshwater is in the ground.

- Less than 0.3% of freshwater is contained in lakes and rivers.

1 https://water.usgs.gov/edu/earthwherewater.html
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Figure 1-3: Watershed

1.2 A watershed (Figure 1-3) is all of the land that drains to a single water body such as a creek, river, lake, or   
ocean. Watersheds are often named after the water body that they drain into.

• Watersheds determine where water flows and infiltrates into the ground.

• The concept of a watershed can be used for large areas of land that are made up of sub watersheds 
or can be focused to an area as small as a residential lot.

• Watersheds are important for water supply, storm water management, and sustainable landscaping.

Rain

W
atershed divide Watershed divide

Snow

Precipitation

Tributaries

Percolation

Percolation

Groundwater

(Aquifer)
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2 WATER SUPPLY IN MONTANA

2.1 In Montana we rely on surface water from rivers, lakes, and reservoirs , snowmelt and groundwater drawn 
from local aquifers. 

• Water use in Montana totals around 3,582,200 acre-feet annually.

• Montana’s water supply varies from year-to-year and is highly impacted by seasonal temperature 
and precipitation. 

• Continued population growth combined with Montana’s variable climate highlights the importance 
of water conservation. 

Figure 1-4: Montana Precipitation 1895-20141

2.2 Montana’s topographic variability causes large regional variations in precipitation across the state. 

• West of the Continental Divide generally has a wetter and more temperate climate than the rest of 
the state. While east of the divide is generally drier, windier and experiences more extreme seasonal 
temperature fluctuations.

• Annual totals of precipitation range from less than 7 inches in lowland and valley locations to more 
than 35 inches in the mountainous northwest.2

1 NOAA 
2 NOAA State Climate Summary Montana 
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Figure 1-5: Montana Statewide Mean Annual Precipitation1

2.3    Montana’s climate is highly variable and is prone to cyclical periods of drought. 

• Figure 1-6 shows periods of drought that have taken place historically within Montana and are 
categorized by orange bars. There have been approximately eleven cycles of extreme drought (-4.00 
or less). 

Figure 1-6: Montana PDSI 1895-20202

1 2015 Montana State Water Plan. MT DNRC 
2 NOAA 
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Figure 1-7: Montana Water Supply Initiative Planning Basins1 

2.4   Due to it’s size, geographic difference and climate variability, the Missouri River Watershed was separated 
into upper and lower basins for planning purposes in the development of the 2015 Montana State Water 
Plan. 

1 2015 Montana State Water Plan. MT DNRC 
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3 WATER SUPPLY IN THE MISSOURI RIVER WATERSHED

3.1 The Missouri Watershed

• Less than 30 miles northwest of Bozeman, in the town of Three Forks, Jefferson, Madison, and 
Gallatin Rivers combine to form the headwaters of the Missouri River.

• The Missouri River has a watershed of more than 500,000 square miles and includes portions of 10 
states and one Canadian Province.3

• Within the Greater Missouri River Watershed, Gallatin County is located in the Upper Missouri River 
Watershed. 

Figure 1-8: Missouri River Watershed4

• The Upper Missouri River Basin is one of seven major river basins in Montana.

• The City of Bozeman is located at the headwaters of the Missouri River Basin.

• Other major cities located in the Upper Missouri include Three Forks, Helena, and Great Falls.
Figure 1-9: Missouri River Watershed5

3  Basin Report: Missouri River. U.S. Department of the Interior 
4  U.S. Department of Interior 
5  Montana DNRC 
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3.2  The Gallatin River Watershed begins in Yellowstone National Park and covers nearly 1.2 million acres in  
southwest Montana.

• The (West) Gallatin River begins in Yellowstone and flows northeast along Highway 191. 

• The East Gallatin River forms from the Gallatin and Bridger Mountains then flows through Bozeman 
and Belgrade.

• The West and East Gallatin Rivers merge near Manhattan to form the Gallatin River proper, which 
joins the Madison and Jefferson Rivers at Three Forks to form the Missouri River.

Figure 1-9: The Gallatin River  Watershed6

  

3.3  City of Bozeman’s water supply comes from three main sources:

• Lyman Creek - 20% of the City’s water supply  

 - Lyman Creek’s recharge area is 13 square miles.

• Hyalite Creek - 40% of the City’s water supply

 - Hyalite Creek’s watershed drainage area is 51 square miles. 

• Bozeman Creek - 40% of the City’s water supply 

 - The Bozeman Creek watershed drainage area is 33 square miles. 

• The City of Bozeman serves as the water utility for the City and has been supplying water to residents 
since 1889.

• Water from the Sourdough and Hyalite drainages is treated at the Sourdough Water Treatment Plant 

6 Greater Gallatin Watershed Council 
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which was updated in 2014 and has a maximum output capacity of 22 million gallons per day. Water 
from Lyman Creek is chlorinated and fluoridated separately. 

• There are 312 miles of water mains that convey potable water throughout the city. 

• There are 211 miles of sewer mains that connect to the Water Reclamation Facility where the water 
is treated through a technology called biological nutrient removal (BNR) and returned to the East 
Gallatin River.

• Private wells do exist within City limits for the purpose of landscape irrigation.

 - Private well water is not provided or tested by a municipal water suppliers and is the 
responsibility of the individual property owner.

3.4    Bozeman’s Water Supply Challenges 

• Bozeman has high quality water, but in very limited supply. 

 - Bozeman relies on snowpack to feed supply sources (Sourdough Creek, Hyalite Creek, and 
Lyman Spring). 

 - Limited raw water storage increases Bozeman’s reliance on the timing of snowmelt through the 
year. 

 - With only 16-18 inches of average precipitation a year, Bozeman’s climate is considered semi-
arid and drought prone. 

 - Shifting climate patterns may lead to more rain instead of snow, warmer temperatures, earlier 
peak flows in local streams, and drier summers. 

 - With a growing population, Bozeman’s water demand is increasing. Water conservation is a key 
factor for a sustainable future with our limited and variable water supply. 

4 HOW WE USE WATER

4.1 Average annual residential water use in the United States is 88,000 gallons per household per year 
(gphy).7

4.2 Average indoor annual water use in single-family homes is 50,000 gphy.

4.3 Toilet flushing is the largest indoor use of water in single-family homes, followed by faucets, showers, 
clothes washers, leaks, bathtubs, other/miscellaneous, and dishwashers (Figure 1-11).

Figure 1-11: Indoor Household use by fixture (Water Research Foundation, 2016)

7  DeOreo, W.B. and Mayer, P.W. et al, 2016. Residential Uses of Water 2016. Water Research Foundation, Denver Co

TOILET

24%
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20%
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16%
22.0 GPHD
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13%
17.8 GPHD

BATH

3%
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OTHER*

3%
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DISHWASHER

2%
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4.4 Outdoor use is more variable than indoor use due to differences in climate and weather patterns.

•        A typical single family home in the City of Bozeman uses over 50% of its water outdoors. This 
percentage is often higher for newly developed homes that have underground irrigation systems 
(Figure 1-12).

•  Landscape water management is a dynamic process requiring specific knowledge and the ability to 
react to changing site conditions and provide continuous monitoring.

•  Understanding the plant-soil-water relationship is key to effective landscape water management and 
sustainable landscaping.

5 MONTANA WATER LAW

5.1 Basic concepts of water law in Montana:

•  Montana waters, in all their varied forms and locations, belong to the state. Water right holders do 
not own the water itself, but instead possess the right to use the water, within state guidelines.

•  Montana water law is guided by the Prior Appropriations Doctrine - first in time, first in right

 - This means water rights are ranked according to the date when the use of the water began.

•  All water use must be reasonable and beneficial, and cannot be wasted.

- Beneficial uses include irrigation, municipal use, flood control, etc.

- Reasonable use varies as the current situation changes, e.g. drought.

5.2 Water Rights in Bozeman

• The Upper Missouri River Basin is a closed basin.

 - This means that all water rights in the basin have already been appropriated. The only way to 
obtain ‘new’ surface water rights is through transfer of existing water rights.

 - All water rights that go through a change of ownership are subject to the Department of Natural 
Resources and Conservation change review process. Depending on what the change includes 
(different beneficial use etc.), the total volume of water associated with that water right may 
change.

Indoor,
49.5%

Outdoor,
50.5%

Figure 1-12: Indoor and outdoor water use 
(Water Research Foundation, 2016)
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 - Since Bozeman is located within a closed basin our current water rights are what we will have to 
depend on for the future. 

• In Bozeman, exempt wells are allowed within City limits for irrigation purposes. 

- Exempt wells = 35 gallons per minute (gpm) or 10 acre-feet per year whichever is less.

- Exempt wells cannot be connected to the City of Bozeman’s water distribution system.

- Approval for exempt wells must be obtained by the MT Department of Natural Resources and 
Conservation (DNRC).

5.3   The Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC) protects, conserves and 
manages Montana’s water supply. DNRC responsibilities include, but are not limited to:

• Administering the monitoring water rights 

• Hydrologic assessments of Montana’s water resources 

• Implementation of federal and tribal water compacts 

• State infrastructure maintenance and development

• Floodplain management

• Water conservation projects

• Well Permitting

• Drought monitoring   

5.4   The Montana Department of Environmental Quality (MT DEQ) ensures that Montana’s water supply 
remains clean and usable. MT DEQ responsibilities include, but are not limited to:

• Drinking water testing

• Water resource protection and monitoring

5.5   In 2015, the DNRC published the Montana State Water Plan. 

• Within this plan the importance of water conservation and increased efficiency is highlighted due to 

a variable supply and continued population growth. 

6   NATIONAL AND STATEWIDE WATER USE EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS

6.1   The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) WaterSense16 program is both a label for water-efficient 
products and a resource for saving water.

• WaterSense labeled products include irrigation controllers, toilets, showerheads, bathroom faucets, 
urinals, and pre-rinse spray valves.

• WaterSense partners with manufacturers, retailers and distributors, homebuilders, irrigation 
professionals, and utilities to bring WaterSense to the community.

6.2   The Irrigation Association (IA) is a membership organization for irrigation equipment manufacturers, 
dealers, distributers, designers, consultants, contractors and end users.  

• IA offers many educational opportunities to learn about efficient water management and irrigation 
systems.
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6.3   LEED1, or Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, is a green building rating system. 

6.4   The Alliance for Water Efficiency (AWE)2  is a stakeholder-based nonprofit organization dedicated to 
the efficient and sustainable use of water. AWE serves as a North American advocate for water efficient 
products and programs, and provides information and assistance on water conservation efforts.   

6.5    The Gallatin Watershed Council (GWC)3 guides collaborative water stewardship in the Gallatin Valley 
through restoration projects, partnerships, and community education. 

6.6   The Gallatin Local Water Quality District (GLWQD)4 Focuses on water resource education and water   
quality monitoring for increased awareness of water-related issues and public health.

• Gallatin Stream Teams is a volunteer stream monitoring program operated by GLWQD and GWC.

6.7   The Montana Nursery and Landscape Association works with various horticulture trades, state agencies 
and others to improve standards which help members offer quality plant materials and services.

7  LOCAL UTILITY SPONSORED WATER USE EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS

7.1  Local utilities often provide incentives, technical assistance, and education to residential and commercial 
water customers.

• Check with your water supplier for services that they offer

• These services often include programs and initiatives focused on outdoor water use specifically. 

1 https://www.usgbc.org/leed
2 https://www.allianceforwaterefficiency.org/

3 https://www.gallatinwatershedcouncil.org/ 
4 https://glwqd.org/ 
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7.2    In 2013, the Integrated Water Resources Plan (IWRP) was adopted by the City of Bozeman.

• The IWRP guides Bozeman’s water supply and use policy to implement best practices for the next 50 
years.

 - Three primary components of the IWRP are water supply planning, drought, management 
planning, and water conservation planning

 - The IWRP recommends that water conservation fill 50% of future supply/demand gap over a 50 
year period. 

7.3    In 2017, the City of Bozeman adopted a Drought Management Plan. 

• The City’s drought management plan includes a vulnerability assessment, a drought monitoring 
plan, drought response actions, a drought communication plan and drought response measures. 

7.4    The City of Bozeman Water Conservation Division works to encourage the efficient use of water, protect 
and enhance water resources through conservation, and ensure reliable supplies for future generations 
and during times of shortage. 

• Bozeman’s Water Conservation Division offers rebates to residents and businesses connected to City 
water for the installation of water efficient products. 

 - Indoor rebates for residents and businesses are available for the qualifying toilets, showerheads, 
urinals, and clothes washers.  

 - Outdoor rebates for residents and businesses are available for qualifying WaterSense® labeled 
irrigation controllers, Multi-stream Multi-trajectory (rotary) and H2O Chip sprinkler nozzles, rain 
sensors, drip irrigation equipment, drought tolerant plants, and turf removal within landscapes. 

• Bozeman’s Water Conservation Division offers a  free Sprinkler System Assessment Program. During 
a scheduled sprinkler system assessment, trained City staff will audit the irrigation system and 
complete the following: 

 - Evaluate each zone and map out all sprinkler heads within the system. 

 - Identify repairs and opportunities to increase water efficiency throughout the system. 

 - Create a customized watering schedule based on the irrigation output and landscape water 
demands. 

• The City of Bozeman has partnered with Dropcountr to offer Bozeman residents connected to City 
water a free water use portal application.  the mobile or desktop application can be downloaded 
through Dropcountr so Bozeman water users can see their water use in real time. 

 - Dropcountr notifies users of possible leaks and shows how water use compares to similar and 
efficient households.  

7.5   The Gallatin River Task Force works with the Big Sky community to lead conservation efforts and inspire 
stewardship of the Gallatin River Watershed. 

• The Gallatin River Task Force offers rebates to Big Sky residents for installing qualifying toilets, 
showerheads, clothes washers, weather-based irrigation controllers, rain sensors, sprinkler heads 
and nozzles.
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8   WATER METERS

8.1   A water meter is a device that measures the volume of water used at a home or business. 

• Water meters are usually installed, owned, and maintained by the water supplier. 

• Depending on the utility, some meters are the property of the home or business owner and some are 
the property of the utility.    

8.2  What does Montana law require?

• The Uniform Plumbing Code is state adopted, and there are no state-wide metering requirements. 

• In the City of Bozeman, the water utility is required to provide, install, and maintain customer water 
meters. Property owners are responsible for maintenance of service lines from curb box to the meter.

8.3  There are several categories of water meters commonly found:

• Mixed-use meters measure both indoor and outdoor water use and may be found at the majority of 
residential properties.

• Dedicated irrigation meters measure only outdoor water use and are found at larger landscapes 
such as parks, HOA common areas, and sports fields.

- A dedicated irrigation meter allows the accurate measurement and budgeting of landscape 
water.

• Sub meters may be installed by businesses or homeowners to measure the water use of specific 
fixtures or certain types of water use.

- Proper location and installation of a sub meter can facilitate measurement and budgeting of 
landscape water when there is not a dedicated irrigation meter.

- Water providers do not read or maintain sub meters. 

8.4  Reading a water meter is useful to:

• Understand how much water is being used in a specified time period, by a specific fixture, or by an 
irrigation hydrozone.

• Manage water use over time. 

• Check for leaks.

• Provide utility billing based on water usage. 

8.5  Water meters measure volume in gallons or cubic feet (CF). Water charges are typically based on 1,000 gallon 
or 100 cubic feet units (HCF)

• 1 CF = 7.48 gallons.

• 100 CF = 1 CCF = 748 gallons. 

8.6  There are three basic types of water meters:

• Straight-reading meters (Figure 1-13) are very common.

- For a typical residential meter one sweep around the face is equal to 10 gallons or 1 cubic foot. 
For meters larger than 2-inches one sweep around the face is equal to 100 gallons or 10 cubic 
feet.

- The black numbers with a white background reflect the current meter read either in 1,000 
gallons or CCF.

- Most have a low-flow indicator that turns as water moves through the meter. Typically a small 
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- Most have a low-flow indicator that turns as 
water moves through the meter. Typically  
small triangle, star, or gear.

• Digital-reading meters are becoming more 
commonplace as older meters are replaced. 

- There will typically be a flashing indicator 
when water is moving through the meter.

- The display may alternate between the 
meter read and the flow rate.

• Round-reading meters with several separate dials 
are less common. 

8.7  How to read a water meter

• Locate the water meter.

- Generally located in the basement or 
crawlspace of your home. 

• Read and record the numbers on the face and/or 
take a photo. 

- In Figure 1-13 the meter on the top reads 
3,699,389.3 gallons.

- If the utility bills in units of 1,000 gallons 
they would read this meter as 3,699.

• Subtract the previous reading to determine 
water usage.

- If the previous reading was 3,673 thousand 
gallons the usage would be 26 thousand gallons.

8.8  How to perform basic leak detection.

• Ensure that no water is currently being used.

- Ensure that faucets and fixtures such as clothes washers and dishwashers are turned off. 

- Disable automatic fixtures such as ice machines. 

- Do not flush toilets. 

- Ensure that the irrigation system is not running.

• Check the low flow indicator on the water meter. Movement at the meter may indicate a leak.

• If the meter does not have a low flow indicator, mark the position of the sweep hand and/or record the 
numbers on the meter.

• Wait for a specified period of time, e.g. 30 minutes, and check the position of the sweep hand and/or 
take a second meter reading.

• To determine the size of a leak using a meter reading:

- Subtract the first reading from the second to get the number of gallons or cubic feet.

- Divide by the number of minutes to get the gallons or cubic feet per minute.

Figure 1-13: Straight-reading meters in gallons (upper) 
and cubic feet (lower)
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• Tips for locating a leak:

- If there is a shut-off valve to the house, close it and check the meter again.

- If the meter has stopped moving the leak is probably indoors.

- If the meter is still moving the leak is probably outdoors and/or the shut-off valve does not close 
properly.

- If there is a shut-off valve to the irrigation system, close it and check the meter again.

- If the meter has stopped moving the leak is probably outdoors in the irrigation system.

- If the meter is still moving the leak is probably indoors and/or the shut-off valve does not close 
properly.

- Toilets are a common source of indoor leaks. Check the water level inside the tank and then 
place vegetable dye tablets (or a few drops of food coloring) inside the tank. If the dye passes 
through to the toilet bowl in a few minutes, there is a leak.

8.9  Water meter maintenance is almost always the responsibility of the utility. 

• Do not operate the shut-off valves on either side of the meter. 

- The water account holder will be liable for the cost of any repair.

• Contact the water supplier for any maintenance issues such as a leak, a strange noise, or an incorrect 
meter reading.
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9    WHERE OUR WATER COMES FROM REVIEW QUESTIONS

9.1    Explain the concept of the water cycle.

9.2    What is a watershed?

9.3    Can a residential lot be viewed as a small watershed?

9.4    True or false: Montana’s climate is highly variable and is prone to cyclical periods of drought.

9.5    True or false: Montana relies on surface water and groundwater for its water supply.

9.6   What three rivers combine in Three Forks to form the headwaters of the Missouri River?

9.7   What are the three sources of the City of Bozeman’s water supply?

9.8    True or false: With an annual average of 16-18 inches of precipitation, Bozeman’s climate is not prone to 
drought.

9.9    True or false: There are over 250 miles of water mains that convey potable water throughout the City of 
Bozeman.

9.10   True or false: The majority of water supplied by the City of Bozeman is ground water.

9.11   What are the primary uses of water in the average household?

9.12   Name the two Montana state agencies responsible for the regulation and management of Montana’s 
water supply. 

9.13   True or false: The 2015 MT State Water Plan highlights the importance of water conservation and 
increased efficiency. 

9.14   True or false: EPA WaterSense, the Alliance for Water Efficiency, and the Irrigation Association are national 
water efficiency programs.

9.15   Who should you check with for information about local water use efficiency programs?

9.16   What is a water meter?

9.17   What are some reasons to read a water meter?

9.18   What are the two units of measurement used by different water meters?

9.19   What’s the easiest way to check for a leak?
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SUSTAINABLE LANDSCAPING

Learning Objectives

1. Be familiar with the concept of sustainable landscaping

2. Understand the reasons for adopting sustainable landscaping

3. Understand key sustainable landscaping practices

Section 2: 
SUSTAINABLE LANDSCAPING
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1 SUSTAINABLE LANDSCAPING CONCEPT

1.1 Sustainable landscaping is an approach to landscape design, construction, and maintenance that 
encompasses ecologically sound practices. One way to look at sustainable landscapes is as mini-
watersheds that retain and clean storm water, conserve resources, and provide a healthy habitat for plants 
and wildlife.

1.2 Sustainable landscaping is a whole systems approach.

• The focus of the QWEL program is on practicing efficient irrigation and water management.

• These practices are key components of the landscape system and are enhanced by the use of other 
sustainable landscaping practices.

2 WHY SUSTAINABLE LANDSCAPING?

2.1 Sustainable landscapes are increasingly required by regulation.

2.2 The installation and maintenance of sustainable landscapes provide landscape professionals with the 
opportunity to generate revenue by offering landscape conversion services, water management, and 
maintenance requiring specific skills and expertise.

• Sustainable landscape maintenance includes hand pruning, soil management, and water 
management. Additional knowledge and skills are required to maintain plant health as well as the 
function of green infrastructure such as rain gardens and swales.

2.3 Sustainable landscapes are an aesthetic and functional upgrade to outdated traditional landscapes.

• Property owners are increasingly converting traditional landscapes to sustainable landscapes, and 
their neighbors are starting to take notice.

2.4 Sustainable landscapes save water, time, and money.

• The City of Bozeman has installed various drought tolerant landscapes throughout town to provide 
the community with examples of sustainable landscapes. 

• These projects demonstrate that a sustainable landscape requires significantly less water than a 
traditional landscape (Figure 2-1).

2.5 Healthy living soils enable plants to thrive, hold more water, and are able to absorb water more quickly.

2.6 Selecting climate appropriate plants helps to ensure that they will thrive in the landscape which reduces 
the ongoing costs associated with plant replacement.

2.7 By keeping storm water on site, sustainable landscapes provide cleaner waterways, protect wildlife 
habitat, and contribute to groundwater recharge.

2.8 Diverse landscapes provide food and shelter to wildlife.

2.9 By providing shade to urban environments whilst reducing the use of synthetic fertilizers and gas 
powered maintenance equipment, sustainable landscapes reduce energy consumption and contribute to 
cleaner air. 
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Figure 2-1: City of Bozeman North 7th Ave sustainably landscaped median project

The City of Bozeman compared sustainable and traditional landscape practices at the North 7th median and 
the Valley Center Drive median to highlight the difference in achievable water savings. When compared to the 
Valley Center Drive control site, the sustainable landscaping installed at the North 7th site used 86% less water 
compared to the traditional turf grass median. 

Figure 2-3: Sustainable landscaping practices
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Figure 2-2: Consult The New Sunset Western Garden 
Book to identify climate appropriate plantings
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3 SUSTAINABLE LANDSCAPING PRACTICES OVERVIEW

3.1 Landscape locally – landscapes should be considered mini-watersheds that reside within a larger 
watershed (Figure 2-4).

• Sustainable landscaping begins with a site assessment including the soil, topography, existing 
plants, and microclimates.

• It is important to understand the sources of water, how water flows, and how water is used:

- Building roofs are often located at the top of the mini-watershed and provide a source of water 
during rain events.

- Water travels downhill due to gravity, it runs off impermeable surfaces, and infiltrates into 
permeable surfaces.

- Water that runs off the landscape typically flows into storm drains, which connect to creeks and 
rivers. 

- In some communities, residents and users of building structures can provide an additional 
supply of water in the form of graywater that can be diverted into the landscape.

- Soil type and structure provide information about how quickly water can be absorbed into the 
soil and how much water can be stored in the soil.

• An understanding of existing plants on the site and local plant communities helps to provide a sense 
of place and is a great starting point for selecting appropriate plants for a landscape.

- The plants selected for a landscape determine how much water is needed.

3.2 Foster healthy living soils (Figure 2-5) – soil is a combination of minerals, air, water, organic matter, and 
microorganisms and is the foundation of a sustainable landscape.

• Healthy living soil is teeming with bacteria, fungi, protozoa, beneficial nematodes, insects, worms, 
and other organisms.

• Section 3 provides a detailed overview of soils including mulch and soil amendments. Below are a 
few key sustainable landscaping practices that relate to soils.

• Organic matter is a vital component of living soils. It includes plant and animal debris in various 
stages of decay as well as many living organisms. Incorporating organic matter improves soil health, 
productivity, water retention capacity, and carbon sequestration.

- Recycling organic matter onsite reduces the need for supplemental fertilizer application.

- Adding compost and other organic soil amendments kick-starts neglected or non-living soils.

- Retaining leaf litter and plant clippings onsite to improve soil structure and recycle nutrients. 
They can either be left in place or composted and reapplied to the soil surface.

- Avoiding tilling to protect soil structure.

• Mulch applied to the surface of the soil limits water lost to evaporation, moderates soil temperature, 
and reduces weed seed germination.

- A 3 to 4-inch layer of organic mulch is recommended, depending on the material used.

- Keep mulch away from the crown of the plants and tree trunks.

- Some areas of bare soil are recommended to provide habitat for beneficial insects.

- Living green mulch can also be used to cover areas of bare soil, and involves planting desirable 
low growing plants as an understory to other landscape plantings.

- Organic mulch is an effective alternative to landscape fabric and plastic sheeting. Organic mulch 
improves soil health over time, whereas landscape fabric and plastic sheeting eventually break 
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Figure 2-4: A traditional landscape (upper) compared to a sustainable landscape (lower)
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Figure 2-5: Soil food web
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down leaving small pieces of plastic in the landscape that may be harmful to wildlife.

• Reducing or eliminating pesticides and herbicides limits human and wildlife exposure to harmful 
chemicals, and reduces landscape input costs.

• Preventing soil compaction and de-compacting damaged soils allows subsurface air and water flow, 
plant growth, and water storage.

• Sheet mulching (Figure 2-6) is a quick and inexpensive approach to turfgrass conversion that 
provides an environmentally friendly alternative to removing turfgrass while simultaneously 
improving the soil. 

- Sheet mulching involves composting existing turfgrass in place. 

- Rather than cutting the turfgrass out or killing it with herbicide, it is smothered with layers of 
cardboard, compost, and organic mulch. 

- As the turfgrass and other materials decompose they return nutrients to the soil and benefit the 
soil food web. 

Compost & Mulch Volume Calculation:
Area in square feet x Depth in feet = Volume in cubic feet
Volume in cubic feet ÷ 27 = Volume in cubic yards
Example: How many yards of mulch are needed to cover a 1,000 sq. ft. area with 3 inches of 
mulch?
1,000 x (3 ÷ 12) = 250 cubic feet
250 ÷ 27 = 9.26 cubic yards
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Figure 2-6: Sheet mulching

Type of Turfgrass
• Sheet mulching is most effective for removing 

cool season grasses.
• Warm season grasses such as Bermudagrass 

and St Augustine tend to come back 
aggressively and will require additional 
intervention over time.

• One alternative is to use a sod cutter to remove 
warm season grasses and as much of the roots 
as possible before sheet mulching to improve 
soil structure.

• Be careful not to till areas with species that can 
grow from root fragments (Bermudagrass) or 
bulbs (oxalis and yellow nutsedge) as this will 
result in them spreading and proliferating.

Sheet mulching process
• Remove or cap any sprinkler heads or convert 

the sprinkler system to drip.
• Remove any invasive species.
• Mow the lawn and leave the grass clippings in 

place.
• Bevel all edges that contact hardscape.
• Contour the area to optimize rainwater capture.
• Water the area thoroughly.
• Plants in 5 gallon or larger containers can be 

planted before the sheet mulching is applied 
leaving the rootball extending 3-4 inches 
above the soil surface.

• Lay cardboard or similar organic weed barrier 
over area. 

• Overlap edges by 6 - 8 inches to block out light. 
• Thoroughly wet the cardboard to keep it in 

place and to kick start the composting process.
• U stakes can also be used to secure cardboard.
• If waiting to plant add 2 to 4 inches of compost 

followed by 2 to 4 inches of mulch.
• Water thoroughly after each layer is applied, or 

wait for the rain to come.
• For best results wait 1-2 seasons for the process 

of decomposition to get a head start before 
planting.

• Consider the suitability of the materials being 
used for the plants that will be installed.

Mulch

Compost

Cardboard

Compost/Soil

Turf

Soil
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1 https://www.mtnativeplants.org/
2 https://plants.usda.gov/java/noxiousDriver
3 https://gallatinisa.org
4 http://ucanr.edu/sites/UrbanHort/files/218577.pdf

3.3 Right Plant, Right Place, Right Time – appropriate plant and landscape materials determine how much 
water and long term maintenance the landscape needs.

• Section 4 provides an overview of plant water use and the concept of a hydrozone. Below are some 
additional sustainable landscaping practices that relate to plants.

• Choose native1 or climate-adapted plants for a specific region and geography (Figure 2-7). 

- Many native plants provide essential habitat for pollinators, insects, birds, and other animals. 

- Native plants are adapted to our local climates, often require less water during the summer 
months, and produce less green waste than a traditional landscape when managed and 
irrigated properly.

• Choose non-invasive plants that won’t spread aggressively and cause ecological damage. The USDA 
publishes a list of introduced invasive and noxious plants2.  

- Within Montana the Gallatin Invasive Species Alliance3 provides a list of plants to avoid.

• Areas of turfgrassgrass provide great recreational spaces but should be limited to planned 
functional areas in shapes that can be irrigated efficiently and without overspray and run off.

• Where turfgrassgrass is being installed: 

- Consider drought tolerant and no mow varieties. Warm season varieties require significantly less 
water than cool season varieties and tend to be more tolerant of drought conditions.

- Use maintenance practices such as an increased mowing height and limited watering to 
encourage deeper root system development, improve drought tolerance, and reduce inputs4. 

Figure 2-7: Montana native plants clockwise (1) Sedum,  (2) Rabbitbrush, (3) Coneflower, (4) Butterflyweed

1. Sedum

4. Butterflyweed 3. Purple Coneflower

2. Rabbitbrush
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6  http://ipm.montana.edu

• Consider planting edible plants in a portion of the landscape.

• Select and space plants for mature size to avoid the need for excessive pruning. This reduces the 
amount of maintenance required and promotes healthier plants.

• Select plants that are suited to the existing soil type and pH so that they can efficiently obtain 
nutrients without supplemental fertilizers.

• Plant in the appropriate seasons to help conserve water.  The middle of spring and beginning of fall 
are typically the best times to plant in Montana, when the intensity and duration of solar radiation 
is lower. It’s important to ensure that plants have adequate time to establish and grow root systems 
before harsh winter conditions set in.

• Applying only the amount of water required in established landscapes can reduce excessive plant 
growth and vigor, which results in less maintenance and green waste.

- Over- or under-irrigating is a major cause of plant 
failure. Plants from desert and steppe climates are often 
susceptible to disease with too much water.

- Drowning is a major cause of plant failure because 
healthy soils and roots need oxygen.

- Heat and cold stress plants.  Properly hydrated plants 
have a greater ability to withstand such stresses.

• Prune to enhance a plant’s natural shape and structural 
strength, remove weak or diseased stems/branches, 
improve yield of flowers and fruit, and to maintain design 
intent.

- Avoid pruning into geometric shapes.

• Have an understanding of the plants in the landscape and 
their regular management and maintenance requirements 
(Figure 2-8).

• Remove weeds that compete with landscape plants for 
water and nutrients.

• Recycle plant debris onsite by composting, grass cycling, 
and chipping.

• Proper soil management should mean that most landscapes 
don’t require supplemental fertilizer 
application. However, if adding fertilizer, 
favor slow release organic fertilizers and 
avoid synthetic, quick release fertilizers.

• Use integrated pest management6 
(IPM) to manage pests. IPM focuses on 
prevention of pests or their damage 
through a combination of all techniques 
such as biological control, habitat 
manipulation, modification of cultural 
practices, and use of resistant varieties 
(Figure 2-9).

- Chemical controls such as pesticides 
are used as a last resort in IPM. 

Figure 2-8:  2011 Water Smart 
Planting Guide for the Bozeman Area 
(Bozemanwater.com)

Figure 2-9: An approach to Codling Moth integrated 
pest managment  (https://agresearch.montana.edu)
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3.4 Conserve water – Section 1 provided insight into where our water 
comes from and how water is used and highlights the importance 
of conserving water.

• Water conservation in a sustainable landscape begins with 
healthy living soil to maximize water holding capacity, and a 
climate appropriate plant selection to minimize how much 
supplemental water is needed.

• High-efficiency irrigation systems and landscape water 
management are important components of conserving water 
supplies and are covered in detail in the following sections.

• Use the water meter as a tool for managing landscape water 
use where possible.

• A dedicated irrigation meter is recommended for large and 
non-residential landscapes.

• Capture and retain rainwater to limit the need for 
supplemental irrigation, and reduce storm water runoff.

- Downspouts can be redirected to rain gardens (Figure 
2-10) to retain storm water onsite and recharge 
groundwater.

- Downspouts can also be redirected into rain barrels or 
cisterns to store water for future use.

- Water stored in rain barrels can be released following 
each rain event. This strategy helps to reduce peak flows 
into storm drains and recharge groundwater.

- For mosquito abatement, ensure that storage containers 
are properly sealed and that infiltration systems such as 
rain gardens are designed to drain within 48 to 72-hours.

- In climates with freezing temperatures, 
rainwater harvesting systems require 
additional precautions to prevent damage 
from freezing.

• Where legally allowed, reuse graywater to limit 
the need for supplemental irrigation, and reduce 
wastewater flow.

- Graywater is wastewater generated from 
domestic activities such as laundry and 
bathing, which can be reused onsite for uses 
such as landscape irrigation.

- Reusing graywater can provide significant 
potable water savings and reduces flows to 
the wastewater treatment plant.

- More information relating to graywater 
systems is available in the QWEL Graywater 
Specialty Module.

Rainwater Volume:
• 1 inch of rain falling on a 

1,000 square foot roof will 
generate approximately 
600 gallons of runoff

• Rain catchment potential = 
area in square feet x rainfall 
in inches x 0.62

Graywater sources include:
• Clothes washers 

 - 8,000 gallons per 
household per year

• Showers and baths
 - 11,000 gallons per 

household per year
• Bathroom sinks

Graywater sources do not 
include:
• Toilets
• Kitchen sinks or 

dishwashers
• Clothes washers when 

washing diapers, greasy 
rags, or loads containing 
other chemicals

Figure 2-10: Raingarden
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7  https://bozeman.net/departments/utilities/stormwater/learn-about-stormwater

• The use of alternate water sources such as graywater and rainwater is regulated by state and local 
laws. Check local codes and regulations for additional requirements.

3.5 Protect water and air quality – as part of a larger watershed, each landscape has an impact on the 
environment. Sustainable landscapes can be designed to reduce the amount of pollution that runs off 
into streams and creeks.

• When rain and snow fall in the natural environment, most of it soaks into the ground. But when 
precipitation falls on impervious surfaces such as pavement and rooftops it runs off and can wash 
pollutants into the storm drain system, which connects to our creeks and rivers.

• Runoff from roofs and other impervious surfaces can result in a number of undesirable 
consequences such as increased peak flows in creeks, pollution, erosion, degraded fish and wildlife 
habitat, and damage to surfaces and structures.

• Practices7 to minimize the effects of storm water include:

- Slow the runoff.

- Store it for the future.

- Spread it out in planters, gardens, and other permeable surfaces.

- Sink it back into the ground.

• Green infrastructure is a cost-effective approach to contain and treat stormwater at its source. Runoff 
is directed into features where it can soak into the ground. This approach mimics the storm water 
benefits of the natural environment. Specialized swales, planters, and raingardens provide beauty 
while also slowing runoff and removing pollutants. Plants and microbes that live in healthy soil use 
pollutants as nutrients, removing them from runoff.

• Use permeable landscape materials to clean and absorb water, recharge groundwater, and limit the 
need for supplemental irrigation.

- Permeable “hardscape” surfaces include sand set pavers and flagstones, interlocking pavers, 
gravel, and permeable concrete.

• Air quality can be improved by reducing the use of power equipment. 

• Plants contribute to cleaner air as they absorb air though their leaves and roots. 

• Properly composting plant debris reduces harmful green house gas emissions such as methane.

3.6 Create and protect wildlife habitat – landscapes provide essential habitat for wildlife in urban 
environments (Figure 2-11).

• Recognize that in many urban areas, landscapes are the ecosystem. Therefore, plant and other 
landscape choices have an impact on wildlife species.

• Wildlife need food, water, cover, and space. 

- Examples of wildlife in the landscape include insects, birds, butterflies, bees, mammals, and soil 
fauna such as worms, bacteria, fungi, protozoa, and nematodes.

• A diverse landscape provides the most wildlife benefit:

- Local native plants typically offer the most habitat value to local native wildlife species.

- Incorporate a variety of deciduous and evergreen plants for aesthetic and structural diversity.

- Select plants that utilize vertical space by including plants of different heights such as trees, 
shrubs, and groundcovers.
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- Select plants that bloom and fruit at different times of year.

- Recognize that large areas of turfgrass do not provide significant wildlife habitat value.

• When using landscapes to create and protect wildlife habitat together with IPM, some damage to or 
loss of plant material should be expected.

3.7 Conserve energy – sustainable landscapes use less energy than traditional landscapes.

• Potable water use has embedded energy associated with it due to the energy consumed to collect, 
treat, transport, and distribute it from the source to the end user. Using less potable water saves 
energy.

• Sustainable landscapes can shade our buildings and other hardscapes to moderate temperatures. 
This can reduce summer cooling costs in buildings and mitigate the heat island effect of parking lots 
and streets.

• Gas powered landscape maintenance equipment such as vehicles, lawn mowers, and leaf blowers 
use significant amounts of fuel which generates pollution.

- Minimize the need for extensive use of maintenance equipment by selecting the right plant, 
right place, right time.

- Use hand powered equipment where possible.

- Minimize the use of gas powered leaf blowers.

- Minimize hauling by recycling plant debris on site using grasscycling, composting, and chipping.

• Consider the useful life and embodied energy of the materials used such as plants, stone, gravel, and 
lumber.

- Source materials as locally as possible to reduce green house gas emissions from transportation.

Figure 2-11: Habitat gardening (image courtesy of the City of Santa Rosa)
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- Smaller plants in 4-inch pots are cheaper to transport, easier to install, transplant effectively into 
native soils. Many plants transplanted from small pots grow rapidly to mature size.

4 SUSTAINABLE LANDSCAPING REVIEW QUESTIONS

4.1 What is sustainable landscaping?

4.2 Name the seven sustainable landscaping practices outlined.

4.3 What does it mean to consider a landscape site as a mini-watershed?

4.4 True or false: organic matter is an essential component of living soil?

4.5 Explain the process of sheet mulching, when it might be used, and why.

4.6 Why is it important to plant native or climate appropriate plants?

4.7 Suggest a practice to reduce excessive plant growth and green waste.

4.8 True or false: Drowning is a major cause of plant failure.

4.9 Using integrated pest management (IPM), when would pesticides be used?

4.10 Name two alternatives to potable water for use in the landscape (dependent on local and state 
regulations).

4.11 Approximately how much runoff will 1 inch of rain on a 1,000 sq ft roof generate?

4.12 Name some common sources of graywater.

4.13 What is low impact development?

4.14 Name some of the benefits to sustainable landscaping.
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SOILS

Learning Objectives

1. Be familiar with different soil properties

2. Know how to recognize or identify different types of soil

3. Understand how water interacts with various soil types

4. Know how to monitor soil moisture

5. Have an understanding of common soil issues

6. Know the role of mulches and soil amendments

Section 3: 
SOILS
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1 SOIL PROPERTIES

1.1 Soil is unconsolidated mineral or organic material on the surface of the Earth that serves as a natural 
medium for the growth and anchoring of plants. Soil properties contribute to:

• The rate at which water penetrates into the soil.

• The rate at which water is lost by evaporation.

• The ability of the soil particles to hold water.

1.2 Four major components of soil:

• Air

• Water

• Organic matter

• Mineral matter

- Sand

- Silt

- Clay

• Proportions vary for different soils but 
a good soil for growing plants should 
generally contain about 50% pore space and 
50% solids. The pore space should consist of 
half air and half water, and the solids should 
be made up mostly of minerals mixed with 
some organic matter (Figure 3-1).

Figure 3-1: Major components of soil
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• Soil organic matter is beneficial to all types of soils either to retain water or increase air space, both 
of which are beneficial for plant health.

1.3 Soil functions are often challenged in urban settings due to issues such as compaction. Healthy soil is 
essential for cleaning and storing storm water, and for maintaining plant health. Vital functions of soils 
include:

• Sustaining plant and animal life above and below the surface (Figure 3-2).

• Medium for water and nutrient flow.

• Filtering, buffering, degrading, immobilizing, and detoxifying.

• Storing and cycling nutrients (Figure 3-3).

• Providing support to plant and man-made structures.

1.4 It is Important to understand how water and soils interact in order to properly apply the correct amount 
of irrigation water at the appropriate rate and at the right time.

• Water moves relatively quickly through sandy soils but they have a lower water holding capacity.

- Irrigation strategy: shorter run times to prevent water draining beyond the root zone, more 
frequent water days due to lower water holding capacity.

• Water moves relatively slowly through clay soils but they have a higher water holding capacity.

- Irrigation strategy: lower application rate to prevent runoff, multiple start times to give water 
time to move through the root zone and allow time for air to return to the soil, less frequent 
water days due to higher water holding capacity.
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Figure 3-2: Soil food web

Figure 3-3: Soil nutrient cycle
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2 SOIL TYPES

2.1 Texture refers to the mineral content of soil and is determined by the proportions of sand, silt, and clay 
known as soil separates (Figure 3-4). The three soil separates vary in size, chemical properties, and physical 
properties.

• Sand

- The largest particles are mostly weathered quartz. 

- Size varies between 2.0 and 0.05 mm in diameter.

• Silt

- Larger than clay and smaller than sand.

- Size varies between 0.05 and 0.002 mm in diameter.

• Clay (invisible at this scale)

- The smallest soil mineral constituent.

- Size is less than 0.002 mm in diameter.

Figure 3-4: Relative size of soil separates
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2.2 Soil texture cannot be changed.

2.3 There are 12 textural classes of soil based on the percent of sand, silt, and clay that a soil sample contains. 
The soil textural triangle can be used to identify the textural class if the percent of each soil separate is 
known.

2.4 Steps for using textural triangle (Figure 3-5): 

• Identify the percentage of sand separate along the bottom of the triangle and draw a line up that is 
parallel to the right side of the triangle (1).

• Identify the percentage of silt separate along the right side of the triangle and draw a line down that 
is parallel to the left side of the triangle (2).

• Identify the percent of clay separate along the left side of the triangle and draw a line across parallel 
to the bottom of the triangle (3).

• The point at which the three lines intersect is the soil’s textural class.

2.5 Example textural classes:

Percent Sand Percent Silt Percent Clay Textural Class

40 40 20 Loam

30 35 35 Clay loam

60 30 10 Sandy loam

Table 3-1: Example soil textural classes
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Figure 3-5: Soil textural triangle (image courtesy of United States Department of Agriculture)

2.6 Soil Testing

• A soil test with a professional laboratory will accurately identify soil texture and provide information 
such as organic matter content, pH, salinity, and nutrient levels.

• When preparing a soil sample, follow the directions of the laboratory.

• General directions for taking a soil sample:

- Depending on the size of the area being tested, take 5 – 20 random samples.

- Samples should be to a depth of 12-inches. 

- A soil probe is the ideal tool for this, or a spade is a good alternative.

- Ensure tools used are clean.

- Scrape away surface residue.

- Mix the samples together and take a subsample to send to the laboratory.

- A re-sealable plastic bag is the ideal container for a soil sample.

- About 2 cups of soil is normally sufficient for testing.

• Lists of soil testing laboratories are often published by local universities and cooperative extension 
services.
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Figure 3-6: Soil analysis report example (image courtesy of A & L Western Agricultural Laboratories)
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Figure 3-7: Soil texture report example (image courtesy of A & L Western Agricultural Laboratories)
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2.7 Web Soil Survey

• The Web Soil Survey1 is operated by the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NCRS) and 
provides maps and data for the majority of the United States.

• The USDA-NRCS provides various SoilWeb apps and websites to access USDA soil survey data for 
most of the United States.

• While the Web Soil Survey is a useful tool, use caution in urban environments where topsoil may 
have been removed, replaced and/or amended.

2.8 While the proper identification of soil texture is best 
performed by a soil laboratory, there are several field tests 
to determine a preliminary evaluation of soil texture.

• Soil sedimentation test (Figure 3-8).

- This method depends on the property of soil 
particles to settle separately when they are 
placed in water that contains an agent that 
separates the particles.

- Place approximately half a cup of soil in a quart 
jar.

- Add 3 ½ cups of water and 5 tablespoons of 
detergent solution to the jar. 

- Detergent solution should be 6-8% Calgon 
solution  (or non-foaming laundry detergent). To 
make solution, mix 1 tablespoon of detergent 
per cup of water.

1 https://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/

Figure 3-8: Sedimentation test

- The test can also be performed without detergent, but the soil particles will take longer to settle 
and some will remain in solution.

- Cap the jar and shake for 60 seconds, then place on a stable surface so that the various soil 
particles are allowed to settle to the bottom of the jar.

- Sand particles will settle to the bottom first, followed by silt particles, and then clay. The smallest 
clay particles will remain in solution.

- After several hours, measure the thickness of the various bands to provide as an estimate of the 
proportions of sand, silt, and clay in the soil. It can take 24 hours or more for clay particles to 
settle out.

- Note that not all soils contain significant amounts of all three soil separates.

- Fine to coarse very dark particles either suspended or floating on the water or settled on top of 
the clay layer are organic matter and do not need to be taken into account for this test.

• Determining soil texture by “feel” using the hand (Figure 3-9).

- Take soil and remove gravel or plant debris. 

- Form soil sample into a half inch ball and wet the soil to make it pliable. 

- Work the soil between the fingers until is uniformly moist without any dry lumps. 

- Note the degree of grittiness which indicates sand; stickiness indicates clay. 

- If the sample can be molded into a ball but breaks at the slightest pressure, the soil is sandy. 

Water

Fine Clay & 
Organic Matter

Silt

Sand

Gravel
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3 https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_MEDIA/nrcs142p2_050352.jpg

- If the soil can be shaped as a ribbon without breaking apart, it indicates various amounts of silt 
and clay.

- A ribbon less than 1 inch long indicates a type of loam soil.

- A ribbon from 1 to 2 inches indicates a type of clay loam soil.

- A ribbon greater than 2 inches long indicates a type of clay soil.

- An in-depth guide to texture by feel is provided by the United State Department of Agriculture.3 

2.9 Soil structure refers to the arrangement of soil separates into small structures called soil aggregates. Soil 
structure is important, as it affects pore size. Pores within an aggregate are smaller, and those between 
aggregates are larger. The balance of large and small pore spaces affects soil aeration, permeability, and 
water holding capacity.

• Aggregates are described by their shape, size and stability.

• Common top soil aggregate types (Figure 3-10) are: 

- Granular (rounded surfaces) – generally considered desirable for horticultural purposes

- Crumb (larger than granular)

- Platy (rectangular with long horizontal dimension)

• While soil texture cannot be changed, soil structure can be affected by environmental and 
maintenance factors.

• Tillage, rain and irrigation, and compaction can break down aggregates and deteriorate soil 
structure.

• Incorporating organic matter can improve the soil structure of all soil types, including clay and sandy 
soils.

Figure 3-9: Texture by “feel” test

Figure 3-10: Soil structure  from left to right (1) granular, (2) crumb, (3) platy 

1. Granular 2. Crumb 3. Platy
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3 HOW WATER INTERACTS WITH DIFFERENT SOIL TYPES

3.1 Infiltration is the entry of water into the soil surface. Percolation is the flow of water through soil. The 
infiltration rate is the rate at which soil absorbs water from rainfall and irrigation. The percolation rate is 
the rate at which soil moisture moves down the soil profile. Infiltration and percolation rates are governed 
by gravity and capillary forces.

• Runoff occurs when the rate at which irrigation water is applied exceeds the rate at which the water 
can move into the soil.

• Soils dominated by sand are considered light and have rapid infiltration and percolation rates.

• Soils dominated by clay are considered heavy and have slower infiltration and percolation rates than 
sandy soils.

• Loam is considered ideal for horticultural purposes and the rate at which water infiltrates and 
percolates is between the rates in sandy or heavy soils.

• Figure 3-11 shows the different wetted patterns produced by a 1 gallon per hour drip emitter in 
three different types of soil.

Figure 3-11: How water travels in soil – wetted pattern of a drip emitter

Figure 3-12: Water molecule

5 sq. ft.

1. Sand

11 sq. ft.

2. Loam

18 sq. ft.

3. Clay

3.2 There are various properties of water that relate to soils and which 
are important to understand for irrigation:

• A water molecule (Figure 3-12) is made up of 2 hydrogen 
atoms and 1 oxygen atom.

• Water molecules form hydrogen bonds with each other and 
are polar – the oxygen atom has a slight negative charge and 
the hydrogen atoms have a slight positive charge.

• Polarity is responsible for the cohesion of water molecules to 
each other, and adhesion of water to other substances such 
as soil particles.

• Cohesion results in the surface tension of water as illustrated 
by the formation of water drops on leaf surfaces.

O atom 
-ve charge

H atom 
+ve charge

H atom 
+ve charge
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Figure 3-13: Capillary action (image courtesy of 
United States Department of Agriculture)

Figure 3-14: The soil moisture reservoir

• Capillary action results from the forces of cohesion, 
adhesion, and surface tension as illustrated by water 
climbing to different levels in glass tubes of varying 
diameters (Figure 3-13). It enables plants to pull water 
from the soil up through roots and stems.

• Capillary action is why soil, especially soil with 
good structure, is able to hold water and move it 
in directions that are against the force of gravity.  
Excessive soil compaction collapses the pore spaces in 
well-structured soil and reduces the soil’s capacity for 
capillary flow.

Soil particles with 
forms of soil moisture

Hygroscopic H2O

Capillary H2O

Gravitational H2O

Soil-moisture availability (increasing )

Wilting point Field capacity

Saturation

Gravitational  
water

H2O
Unavailable 

for plants H2O available H2O 

3.3 These considerations are important for irrigation (Figure 3-14):

• Not all of the water in the soil is available to plants because some of it is held too tightly by soil 
particles for plant roots to absorb. 

• Plants require available water, which is water in the soil that can be absorbed by plant roots. 

• After abundant water is applied to the soil, most pores are filled with water and the soil reaches the 
saturation point.

• In a saturated soil, some water is pulled down further by gravity. This is gravitational water. Water 
clinging to soil particles resists the force of gravity.

• After the gravitational water infiltrates deep into the soil, the soil reaches field capacity.

• When most of the available water from the soil is depleted, the soil is considered to be at the wilting 
point.  Plant stress is noticeable at this point and may show as discoloration or weakened structure. 
Irrigation needs to be applied prior to the permanent wilting point (plant death).

• Hygroscopic water is water formed in very thin films around soil particles. It is not available to plants 
because it is held too tightly by the soil to be accessible to plant roots. 

• The goal of irrigation is to restore soil moisture to field capacity and to maintain soil moisture well 
above wilting point.
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3.4 Soils retain water depending on texture, structure and 
organic matter content (Figure 3-15).

• Water and air are stored in pore space between 
soil particles.

• Clay soils hold the most water at field capacity, 
whereas sandy soils hold the least.

• Loam soils have the most available water since 
water molecules are held more tightly in clay soils 
due to their smaller pore spaces.

Figure 3-15: Soil water (image courtesy of Soil Quality 
Pty Ltd)

Table 3-2: Available water holding capacity of various soil textures

Soil Texture Plant-available Water Holding Capacity 
(inches of water per foot of soil)

Very coarse sands 0.4 - 0.75

Coarse sands, fine sands, loamy sands 0.75 - 1.25

Sandy loams, fine sandy loams 1.25 - 1.75

Very fine sandy loams, loams, silt loams 1.50 - 2.30

Clay loams, silty clay loams, sandy clay loams 1.75 - 2.50

Sandy clays, silty clays, clays 1.60 - 2.50

3.5 Available water holding capacity is dynamic and is affected by factors such as organic matter content and 
compaction of the soil. 

• Organic matter increases a soil’s ability to hold water for plant use. Organic matter also improves soil 
structure and aggregate stability, resulting in increased pore size and volume.

• Compaction is covered below in Section 5. Common Soil Issues.

3.6 Leaching is the process whereby water-soluble plant nutrients, minerals, and chemicals are lost from the 
soil due to excessive rain and/or irrigation. 

• Leaching of fertilizer and other products in the soil is an important environmental concern and can 
have negative impacts on groundwater, surface water, and the ocean.

• Nitrate leaching is a source of soil acidification.

• Salt removal is a beneficial application of leaching. The practice of applying excess irrigation water 
can be used to prevent salt buildup in the soil.

 Plant-available water holding capacity of various soil textures (Table 3-2). 
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Figure 3-16: Left to right (1) dry soil, (2) dry on top, moist beneath, (3) moist below root zone

Figure 3-17: Tensiometer top, soil probe bottom

Figure 3-18: Left to right (1) Watermark 200SS, (2) RainBird SMRT-Y, (3) and (4) Hunter Soil-Clik (images courtesy of Irrometer 
Company, Inc, Rain Bird Corporation, and Hunter Industries Inc)

4 HOW TO MONITOR SOIL MOISTURE

4.1 Soil probes (Figure 3-16 and Figure 3-17 bottom) can be used to take soil samples to determine the depth 
at which water has infiltrated. The visual examination of the depth at which water has infiltrated is a useful 
element to assess the quality of irrigation.

4.2 Tensiometers (Figure 3-17 top) can be used to determine water availability in the soil. These devices 
measure the strength by which water is retained in the soil and are another useful element when planning 
irrigation.

4.3  Soil moisture sensors (Figure 3-18) can be used in conjunction with an irrigation controller to activate an 
irrigation cycle when the soil moisture level is depleted, and shut down the irrigation system when the 
desired soil moisture level has been reached.

1 2 3 4

1. Dry soil 2. Dry on top, moist beneath 3. Moist below root zone
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5 COMMON SOIL ISSUES

5.1 Soil compaction (Figure 3-19) occurs when soil particles are pressed together due to factors such as heavy 
machinery, foot traffic, and excessive tillage. 

• Compacted soils contain less air and are less porous than well-aerated, friable soils. 

• Compacted soils have relatively few large pores, resulting in a lower water holding capacity, a slower 
infiltration rate, and less oxygen for plant roots, all of which can cause issues for the health of plants 
in the landscape.

• Compaction is a significant issue in urban areas. In construction projects, it is common in 
specifications for landscape areas to allow for up to 85% compaction of soils, as opposed to the 
approximately 50% compaction recommended for optimal plant growth. Techniques aimed at 
reducing compaction, both prior to planting and as part of ongoing maintenance can provide a 
huge benefit to the structure and water holding capacity of soils.

• Saturated soils are particularly prone to compaction. Exercise caution when working with saturated 
soils to prevent excessive compaction.

5.2 Erosion is the removal of soil layers caused by wind, rain, or irrigation hitting bare soil not covered by 
vegetation or mulch.

• Slopes are particularly susceptible to erosion.

• Prevent soil erosion by:

- Covering soils with vegetation or mulch. Plant roots are highly effective at stabilizing soils.

- Avoiding runoff during irrigation by matching the application rate of the irrigation system 
with the infiltration rate of the soil and/or using multiple irrigation start times spaced to give 
sufficient time for the water to infiltrate (cycle and soak).

- Not applying more water than can infiltrate into the soil.

- Improving soil structure with the addition of organic matter. Optimal soil structure will increase 
the infiltration rate and water holding capacity of the soil.

Figure 3-19: Soil compaction

Normal Soil

Water                   Air

Compacted Soil

No moisture or air
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5.3 Soil pH describes the relative acidity or alkalinity of the soil and is important to understand because it 
affects plant nutrient availability (Figure 3-20).

• A pH of 7.0 is neutral.

• Soil pH levels that are too high or too low lead to deficiency of many nutrients, decline in microbial 
activity, and a decrease in plant and soil health.

- Soil acidification can be accelerated by the inefficient use of nitrogen fertilizers, and acid rain.

- Alkaline soils may be caused by calcium carbonate-rich parent material weathering in an arid 
environment.

- A soil pH in the range of 6 to 7.5 is considered ideal for nutrient availability for most plants. At 
pH levels outside of this range the availability of critical nutrients may be reduced, which may 
inhibit plant growth; or the availability of certain micronutrients may increase to levels that are 
toxic to many plants (Figure 3-18).

- Some plants have evolved to survive and thrive outside of the 6 to 7.5 pH range. For example, 
blueberries and azaleas prefer more acidic soils.

• Soil pH can be determined through a soil laboratory test or by using off-the-shelf test kits.

• Changing soil pH can be challenging, may take several years, and may yield temporary results. When 
possible, it is recommended to select plants that thrive in the known pH.

- Periodically adding small amounts of micronutrients may be more cost effective than 
attempting to change pH.

- The addition of organic matter over time through compost, mulch, and other plant residues has 
some ability to ameliorate pH issues.

Figure 3-20: pH and nutrient availability (image courtesy of growing-life.com)
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• Lowering pH.

- The addition of acidic organic matter such as pine needles gradually lowers pH over time as it 
decomposes and contributes small amounts of acid to the soil.

- Elemental sulfur (90-99% sulfur) oxidizes slowly to form sulfuric acid in soil, so direct application 
of elemental sulfur, as well as liquid acids, has the potential to temporarily lower soil pH, though 
this is limited by cost and by the buffering capacity of native lime in the soil.

• Raising pH.

- Ground limestone or other liming materials have the ability to raise pH. Soils with a higher 
proportion of clay require proportionately more limestone to raise the pH.

5.4 Salinity in soils.

• Salinity is a measurement of the total amount of soluble salts in the soil.

• As soluble salt levels increase, it becomes more difficult for plants to extract water from soil. Some 
plants are more resistant than others, but as salt levels increase, their ability to extract water 
decreases until they become water stressed. 

- This is known as chemical drought, since affected plants show visual symptoms similar to those 
of plants suffering from a lack of water.

• There are different kinds of salts in the soil, including fertilizers and all kinds of minerals. 

• Sodium (table salt) is one of the most troublesome soil salts. Soil sodicity can be a more serious 
problem than other types of soil salinity because sodicity causes not only chemical changes, but also 
physical changes to the soil structure. When soil sodicity occurs, clay particles separate and block 
the spaces in the soil structure, inhibiting water infiltration and air circulation. The soil hardens and 
cracks when dry and is slippery mud when wet. Sodic soils can be amended by applying gypsum to 
improve soil structure. Sodic soils should be identified by a lab.

• Salt-affected soils are common in arid climates where there is insufficient rainfall to flush salts from 
the upper soil layers and high evaporation.

• Salinity in soils can be worsened by:

- Excessive fertilizer.

- Runoff from road and sidewalk deicer.

- Poor soil drainage.

- Poor irrigation water quality.

- Improper irrigation (frequent short increments).

• Methods for dealing with saline soils include:

- Leaching if there is adequate drainage and a clean source of irrigation water available.

- Application of gypsum and sulfur can help in leaching sodium from the root zone of identified 
sodic soils.

- Using salt-tolerant plant species.
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6  MULCH AND SOIL AMENDMENTS

6.1 Mulch refers to material placed on top of the soil, whereas soil amendments are worked into the soil.

6.2 Mulch (Figure 3-21) can be made from organic matter (such as wood chips, leaves, or grass clippings) or 
inorganic matter (such as pebbles or gravel). Mulch should be applied to a depth of 2 to 4 inches and 
should be kept away from the crown of the plant. 

• Organic mulch is not incorporated into the soil because the process of decomposition would result 
in significant amounts of nitrogen being tied up and unavailable to plants.

• Organic mulch will need to be reapplied periodically since it gradually breaks down and is 
incorporated into the soil.

• Plastic mulch should be avoided as it does not promote healthy living soil and eventually breaks 
down into small pieces that result in pollution.

6.3 To benefit ground nesting pollinators, leave some areas without mulch.

6.4 The benefits of mulch include:

• Inhibit weed seed germination and weed growth.

• Retain soil moisture by reducing evaporation from the 
soil surface.

• Gradual addition of organic matter to the soil as organic 
mulch breaks down and helps to maintain an active soil 
food web.

• Reduction in soil compaction and improvement in soil 
structure.

• Moderation of soil temperature.

• Reduction of soil erosion.

6.5 Soil amendments (Figure 3-22) are frequently used to 
improve soil structure, fertility, and water holding capacity. 
Examples include:

• Compost to improve soil structure. The addition 
of organic matter can improve the water holding 
capacity of sandy soils and the aggregation of clay 
soils.

• Biochar has various benefits as a soil amendment 
including enhancing the stability and fertility of soils, 
as well as long-term carbon sequestration.

• Composted aged manure is frequently used to add 
organic matter and nutrients to soils. Manure should be aged and not green. Manure can contain 
weed seeds and have high salt levels.

• Lime is used to raise the pH of acidic soils.

• Gypsum can benefit soils with a high sodium and alkalinity content. Following a soil test, apply 
gypsum at the recommended rate.

• Polymers can be added to the soil to improve water holding capacity in some instances, thereby 
potentially reducing the required frequency of watering.

Figure 3-21: Arbor mulch 

Figure 3-22: Compost
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7 SOILS REVIEW QUESTIONS

7.1 What are the four major components of soil?

7.2 What is soil texture and what are the three types of soil separates/particles?

7.3 How many soil textural classes are there?

7.4 What are the steps for using the soil textural triangle?

7.5 True or false: texture by feel and the soil sedimentation test can be used in the field for a 
preliminary evaluation of soil texture.

7.6 What is soil structure and why is it important?

7.7 True or false: Soils dominated by clay are considered heavy and generally have slower infiltration 
and percolation rates than sandy soils.

7.8 True or false: Loam is considered ideal for horticultural purposes because the rate at which water 
infiltrates and percolates is generally between the rates in sandy or heavy soils.

7.9 What is the term used to describe the ability of plants to pull water and dissolved nutrients from 
the soil up through roots and stems?

7.10 What is the term that describes the total amount of water stored in the soil after gravitational 
water infiltrates deep into the soil profile?

7.11 True or false: Loam soils have more available water than clay soils, as water molecules are held 
more tightly in clay soils due to the predominance of smaller pore spaces.

7.12 Name three devices used to monitor soil moisture.

7.13 Why is soil compaction a concern?

7.14 How can soil erosion be prevented?

7.15 True or false: A soil pH in the range of 6 to 7.5 is considered ideal for nutrient availability for most 
plants.

7.16 True or false: Salt-affected soils are common in arid climates.

7.17 What is the difference between mulch and soil amendments?
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LANDSCAPE WATER

Learning Objectives

1. Understand the concept of a landscape water budget

2. Have a basic understanding of evapotranspiration

3. Be familiar with sources of evapotranspiration and weather station information

4. Understand plant water use classifications

5. Understand hydrozones and the selection of plants based on various uses and other 

factors

6. Learn how to calculate a basic landscape water budget

7. Learn how to calculate how much irrigation water to apply

8. Understand key issues for developing a water budget for a landscape site

9. Examples of water budgets

Section 4: 
LANDSCAPE WATER
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1 LANDSCAPE WATER BUDGET CONCEPT

1.1 A landscape water budget (water budget) is an estimate of how much water is needed to maintain a 
healthy landscape for a given time period.

1.2 Water budgets are an essential tool in planning and managing landscape water use.

1.3 There are three elements to a basic water budget:

• Weather

• Plant Type

• Area

Water Budget = Weather x Plant Type x Area

2 EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

2.1 Evapotranspiration (ET) is an important component of the water cycle. It is the loss of water to the 
atmosphere by the combined processes of evaporation (from soil and plant surfaces) and transpiration 
(through plant tissues) (Figure 4-1).

Figure 4-1: Evapotranspiration

Transpiration

Evaporation

Precipitation
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2.2 ET changes as the weather changes and is affected by many factors, including:

• Solar radiation - light energy that comes from the sun. It varies by geographic location, time of day, 
season, weather, and due to factors such as shade.

• Air temperature.

• Relative humidity.

• Wind speed.

• Soil exposure.

• Planting density. Transpiration is directly related to the amount of leaf surface area within a given 
area. Areas with more dense planting have more transpiration than sparse plantings.

2.3 Reference ET is the ET rate of a reference crop expressed in inches. 

• The landscape industry uses ET from a well-watered cool season turfgrass maintained at 4 to 6 
inches tall as the reference (ETo).

- Cool season turfgrass is used as the reference crop because it may be grown and managed 
consistently in a wide variety of locations, allowing meaningful comparisons.

2.4 ETo is the reference point for landscape plant water use calculations and represents the weather 
component when  calculating a water budget. 

2.5 ETo can be measured using any available time period, e.g. hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, or annually.

3 SOURCES OF ETo AND WEATHER STATION INFORMATION

3.1 A source of reliable and accurate ETo data is essential 
to accurately perform plant and landscape water 
requirement calculations.

• Weather stations are used to obtain the data 
required to calculate ETo.

• Daily ETo data is preferred to provide the most 
accurate estimation of plant water requirement.

• If such data is not available, historical averages can 
be used. NOAA1 and state climate centers are good 
resources for historical data.

3.2 Typical measurements taken by weather stations 
(Figure 4-2) include: 

• Solar radiation (pyranometer)

• Soil and air temperature (thermistor)

• Relative humidity (probe)

• Wind direction (wind vane)

• Wind speed (anemometer)

• Precipitation (tipping-bucket rain gauge)

1 www.ncdc.noaa.gov/

Figure 4-2: Weather station
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2 https://www.epa.gov/watersense/water-budget-data-finder
https://www.usbr.gov/gp/agrimet/station_bozm_bozeman.html
http://www.noaa.gov/weather

3.3 The EPA WaterSense Water Budget Data Finder2 can be used to determine peak watering month and the 
estimated ET and rainfall values for a specific United States zip code.

• The Water Budget Data Finder relies on historic information collected from 1961 to 1990.

3.4 Montana: Up to date reference evapotranspiration (ETo) data is publicly available at the  Bureau of 
Reclamation’s AgriMet stations.

• There are 25 AgriMet stations in Montana, including one in Bozeman (Figure 4-3).

• AgriMet data uses alfalfa as the reference crop. A 0.75 turf coefficient is then applied to obtain the 
appropriate  ETo  for turf.

• Historic climate data is available through other sources including the National Oceanographic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

Figure 4-3: List of AgriMet Stations in Montana

List of AgriMet Stations in Montana

Big Flat - Turner
Blackfeet - Seville Colony

Bozeman
Browning

Buffalo Rapids - Glendive
Buffalo Rapids – Terry

Conrad
Dillon

Glasgow
Greenfields - Fairfield

Greenfields Irrigation District (West Side)
Harlem

                                               Helena Valley 
Jefferson River Valley - Whitehall

Lower Musselshell - Melstone
Malta

Moccasin
Ruby River Valley - Laurin

Shields Valley - Wilsall
Teton River - Farmington

Toston
Ulm

Upper Musselshell - Harlowton
Valier

White Sulphur Springs
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Figure 4-4: Examples of monthly ETo by climate station in Glasgow, Helena, and Bozeman Montana (average 2015-2019)

Figure 4-5: AgriMet ETo and precipitation for Bozeman, MT (average 2015 to 2019)
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4   PLANT WATER USE CLASSIFICATIONS

4.1   Different plant species require different amounts of water to remain healthy. The water requirement of a 
plant species may be expressed as a percentage of ETo and is referred to as a plant factor (PF). 

• PF represents the plant type component when calculating a water budget.

• Plants are often categorized as having water needs that are high, moderate, low, or very low; or by 
plant type, e.g. trees, shrubs, perennials, turfgrass.

4.2   The EPA WaterSense Water Budget Tool uses the following classifications.

Table 4-1: EPA WaterSense Water Budget Tool plant factors

Plant Type Low (%) Medium (%) High (%)
Trees 20 50 90

Shrubs 20 50 70
Groundcover 20 50 70

Turfgrass 60 70 80

4.3    Montana specific plant water demand resources are few and far between, but a few helpful resources that 
are available include:

• Local Master Gardeners

• Local plant nurseries 

• City/agency publications and websites

• Sunset Western Garden Book (Figure 4-6)

  

Figure 4-6: The New Sunset Western Garden 
Book
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4.4   Many plants have identifying characteristics that are indicators of water use (Figure 4-7).

• Plants adapted to a summer-dry climate may go summer dormant to survive drought conditions.

• Mediterranean plants have adaptations such as hard leathery leaves, small leaves, deep taproots, 
and fibrous roots.

• Waxy or hairy leaves, and grey foliage, are water conserving features for plants.

• Succulents have fleshy stems and leaves that can absorb and store water.

• Higher water use plants often have large soft leaves, large flowers, or shallow fleshy roots.

- If required, concentrate higher water use plants in high use/visibility areas where they can have 
the greatest aesthetic impact within a small irrigated area.

• Many edible plants have a low or moderate water use classification. Examples include apple, 
crabapple and currant. Using water to grow food is a highly beneficial use and reduces the need for 
industrial production and transport of that food.

Figure 4-7: Low water use plants

Golden Currant Juniper Common

Lilacs Prairie Coneflower
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5   HYDROZONES AND PLANT SELECTION

5.1    A hydrozone is a group of plants with the same water use classification and microclimate assigned to a 
single irrigation valve. Plants should be grouped and planted in separate hydrozones due to factors such 
as:

• Plant water use classification (Figure 4-8).

• Root depth.

• Microclimate (sun, shade, wind, heat).

• Slope and elevation.

• Soil type.

• Irrigation emission devices with different application rates.

• Summer-dry adapted plants should be on a different hydrozone to those that require more summer 
moisture.

 Figure 4-8: Hydrozone example

Moderate Water Use

Low Water Use
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Native Mow Free Lawn

Garage

Driveway
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5.2    The landscape area or hydrozone area represents the area component used when calculating a water 
budget.

5.3    Never mix high water use plants with moderate or low water use plants on the same hydrozone. Where 
a landscape planting area must contain species with different water use classifications, the highest plant 
water use classification determines the plant factor for the entire hydrozone. 

• For example, a 500 sq ft area irrigated with a single valve that contains 250 sq ft of low water use 
plants and 250 sq ft of moderate water use plants would be considered a moderate water use 
hydrozone.

• This practice will result in water waste, as the lower water use plants will receive more water than 
required.

5.4    Additional considerations relating to plant selection include:

• Environmental site conditions.

- Select plants that will thrive in the existing microclimate, considering factors such as sun 
exposure, prevailing winds, temperature range, precipitation, topography, soil type, and soil 
pH. 

- Changing the site to fit the plant can be expensive and may ultimately be unsuccessful.

• Mature plant size, growth rate, and management characteristics.

- Select plants that will achieve the desired size at maturity, and avoid plants that will out-grow 
their planting area. Failure to do so will lead to excessive pruning, more water use, a weaker 
plant, and utilization of more resources.

- Do not plant directly in front of sprinklers, as potential blocking will lead to poor distribution 
uniformity, runoff, and overwatering.

• Plant function.

- Consider the desired function of the plant, such as screening undesirable views, enhancing 
privacy, blocking wind, providing shade, preventing erosion, firescaping, providing wildlife 
habitat, or providing an area for recreation, e.g. deciduous trees provide summer shade and 
allow light and warmth in winter.

• Regulations which influence plant selection. Check local codes and regulations.

- Limited turf areas.

- Design review of new landscapes.
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6   WATER BUDGET CALCULATION

6.1    The calculation of a basic water budget formula multiplies reference evapotranspiration (ETo), the plant 
factor (PF), and the landscape area (LA). The result is multiplied by a constant of 0.62 to convert from 
inches into gallons (7.48 gallons per cubic foot divided by 12 to convert ETo from inches to feet).

Water Budget = Weather x Plant Type x Area
Water Budget = ETo x PF x LA x 0.62

 

6.2   Water budget examples.

• 1,000 sq ft landscape area, PF of 0.8, peak monthly ETo of 7.23 inches 
Water Budget = 7.23 × 0.8 × 1,000 × 0.62 = 3,586 gallons

• 500 sq ft landscape area, PF of 0.8, peak monthly ETo of 7.23 inches 
Water Budget = 7.23 × 0.8 × 500 × 0.62 = 1,793 gallons

• 1,000 sq ft landscape area, PF of 0.2, peak monthly ETo of 7.23 inches 
Water Budget = 7.23 × 0.2 × 1,000 × 0.62 = 897 gallons

6.3    Table 4-2 shows the annual estimated water budget range using the example of a 1,000 square foot 
landscape in Montana.

• There is a dramatic difference between the amount of water required to sustain high and moderate 
water use plants compared to low and very low water use plants.

• With conscientious landscape design, it is possible to maintain a landscape that, when mature, can 
thrive without supplemental irrigation.

Table 4-2: Annual water budget range for a 1,000 sq. ft. landscape in Montana

Category PF Annual ETo 
(inches)

Approximate Water Budget 
(gallons)

High 0.8

24 - 28

11,904 - 13,888
Moderate 0.5 7,440 - 8,680

Low 0.2 2,976 - 3,472
Very low 0.1 1,488 - 1,736
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7   IRRIGATION WATER REQUIREMENT

7.1    Precipitation in the form of rainfall reduces the need for supplemental irrigation. But not all rain that falls 
is absorbed by the soil to become available to plants. Effective precipitation (EP) is an estimate of the 
amount of rain that enters the soil and is available to plants. 

• EP is less than actual rainfall for several reasons. Small amounts of rain do not infiltrate into the soil. 
Conversely, when rain is intense, a significant proportion will run off into the storm drain system or 
be lost to deep percolation. 

• The EPA WaterSense Water Budget Tool estimates effective precipitation as 25% of average peak 
monthly rainfall.

7.2   When using an irrigation system, it is necessary to apply more water than required by plants to make 
up for irrigation system inefficiencies. Two different metrics are commonly used to estimate how much 
additional water to apply to account for irrigation system inefficiencies. 

• Irrigation efficiency (IE) is a metric that reflects the amount of water that is beneficially used by 
plants compared to the amount of water that is applied by an irrigation system. 

- IE is usually expressed as a percentage, where 100% is perfect efficiency.

- IE reflects factors such as water management, runoff, evaporation, leakage, and wind spray.

• Distribution uniformity (DU) is a different metric that provides a measurement of how evenly water 
is applied to a hydrozone.

- DU is a value between zero and 1.0, where 1.0 represents perfect uniformity.

- DU is more easily measured than IE.

• Some water budgets use IE and others use DU.

• The concepts of IE and DU are covered in detail in Section 7, Irrigation System Auditing.

7.3    The calculation of the amount of irrigation water to apply in gallons subtracts effective precipitation (EP) 
from the basic water budget in 6.1 and accounts for irrigation system inefficiencies (IE).

Irrigation Water = [(Weather x Plant Type) – Rain] x Area ÷  Efficiency
Irrigation Water = [(ETo x PF) – EP] x LA  ÷ IE x 0.62

7.4   Irrigation water requirement examples (values used are for example purposes only).

• 1,000 sq ft landscape area, PF of 0.8, peak monthly ETo of 7.23 inches, EP of 0 inches and IE of 0.7 
Irrigation Water = [(7.23 × 0.8) - 0]  × 1,000 ÷ 0.7 × 0.62  = 5,123 gallons

• 1,000 sq ft landscape area, PF of 0.8, peak monthly ETo of 7.23 inches, EP of 1 inch and IE of 0.7 
Irrigation Water = [(7.23 × 0.8) - 1]  × 1,000 ÷ 0.7 × 0.62 = 4,237 gallons

• 1,000 sq ft landscape area, PF of 0.8, peak monthly ETo of 7.23 inches, EP of 1 inch and IE of 0.6 
Irrigation Water = [(7.23 × 0.8) - 1]  × 1,000 ÷ 0.6 × 0.62 = 4,943 gallons
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6  https://youtu.be/Rogg7stSj6c

8   WATER BUDGET CHALLENGES

8.1   ETo must be known.

• Not all areas have reliable ETo data.

• Current ETo data is preferred to historical averages.

8.2   Determining the PF may not be straightforward in practice.

• New landscapes should have a design plan that identifies plant species.

• Existing landscapes rely on the knowledge, experience, and observations of the water manager.

• There are differences of opinion on appropriate PFs depending on the source used, and related to 
factors such as microclimate and planting density.

8.3   The irrigated landscape area must be known or measured.

• New landscapes should have plans that provide measurements.

• Existing landscapes will require measurement.

• Exclude hardscapes and unirrigated areas from measurements.

• Effective measurement methods include:

- Aerial imagery such as Google Maps or local GIS tools.

- Tape measure.

- Measuring wheel.

- Pace (assuming you know the distance of your pace).

• Visual estimation of measurements is not an effective method.

• Basic geometry can be useful in estimating landscape areas.

- Square or rectangle = width x length

- Triangle = ½ x base x height

- Circle = 3.14 x radius2

• Irregular areas must be estimated (estimation tips/methods/examples described below).

- Divide area into smaller areas with even shapes and add them together.

- Measure as a circle where the radius is the average of 16 readings. This method requires a 
board with 16 lines drawn at 22.5 degree angles from the center point. Place the board in the 
center of the area and measure to the edge along each of the 16 lines. Calculate the average 
radius and then use the formula for a circle to calculate the area.6 
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9   EXAMPLES OF WATER BUDGETS

9.1   Water budgets are frequently used to provide a water allowance which is then compared to the water 
requirement for the landscape. Irrigating a landscape to a water budget requires the water manager 
to take regular water meter readings to ensure that the amount of water applied does not exceed the 
budget.

9.2   EPA WaterSense labeled new homes must use the WaterSense Water Budget Tool7  to design a landscape 
based on a regionally appropriate amount of water.

• The WaterSense Water Budget Tool determines the landscape water allowance (LWA) and compares 
it to the landscape water requirement (LWR) to determine if the landscape meets the available water 
budget.

• The landscape water allowance is equivalent to a plant factor of 0.7.

• ETo used is the peak month as per the Water Budget Data Finder8 and may differ from locally 
available data.

7 https://www.epa.gov/watersense/water-budget-tool
8 https://www.epa.gov/watersense/water-budget-data-finder

Figure 4-9 Example of the WaterSense Water Budget Tool
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10  LANDSCAPE WATER REVIEW QUESTIONS

10.1        What is a landscape water budget and what are the three elements of a basic landscape water budget?

10.2       True or false: ET changes as the weather changes and is affected by factors including solar radiation, air 
temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed?

10.3       What does ETo stand for?

10.4       The plant factor is expressed as a percentage of ___.

10.5       Name a few identifying characteristics of low water use plants.

10.6       What is a hydrozone?

10.7       How do you calculate a basic landscape water budget using ETo, the plant factor (PF), and the 
landscape area (LA)?

10.8       What’s the difference between the basic landscape water budget and the amount of irrigation water to 
apply?

10.9       Montana focus: What is the average annual ETo for Montana?

10.10     Montana focus: What is the peak irrigation month for most climate zones in Montana?
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NOTES:
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IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

Learning Objectives

1. Know how to determine static and operating water pressure

2. Understand the effect of elevation change on an irrigation system

3. Understand how to use manufacturer catalogs

4. Be familiar with irrigation system components and their functions

5. Be familiar with application devices and application rates

Section 5: 
IRRIGATION SYSTEM
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1 STATIC AND OPERATING WATER PRESSURE

1.1 It is important to have an understanding of water system pressure, as it has a significant impact on 
irrigation system performance.

• The irrigation auditor measures pressure throughout the irrigation system to validate system testing 
and to check for variations in pressure within irrigation zones.

• Water system demands change throughout the day and night, which can result in changes in system 
pressure.

1.2 Static and operating pressure

• Water pressure is measured in pounds per square inch (PSI).

• Static pressure is defined as the pressure of water in a 
pressurized line, and is determined using a pressure gauge 
when water is not running through the system (Figure 5-1).

• Operating pressure (dynamic pressure) is defined as the 
measurement of pressure in a line as water flows through 
the line, and is determined using a pressure gauge when 
water is running.

1.3 Pressure and flow relationship

• Flow is measured in gallons per minute (GPM) or gallons 
per hour (GPH) for low volume irrigation.

• Water pressure decreases as water travels through the 
irrigation system due to the friction of water against pipe walls as well as through components and 
fitting.

- This is referred to as friction loss.

• The larger the pipe diameter the lower the pressure needed to deliver a quantity (flow) of water. In 
other words, larger pipes can deliver a greater volume of water with less pressure.

• The smaller the pipe diameter the greater the pressure loss due to friction against the pipe surface, 
components, and fittings (e.g. given the same flow rate, a ¾-inch schedule 40 PVC pipe will have 
more pressure loss than a 1½-inch schedule 40 PVC pipe).

• The accepted industry standard for maximum safe flow velocity in plastic irrigation pipe systems is 
5 feet per second (FPS). This is typically indicated on a friction loss chart by shaded areas where the 
velocity exceeds 5 FPS.

- Velocity is the speed at which the water travels through the irrigation piping.

- As flow increases, velocity also increases within a given pipe size.

• Irrigation manufacturers publish friction loss charts for different types of pipe. An example friction 
loss chart for schedule 40 PVC is included in Figure 5-2.

- IPS stands for Iron Pipe Size and is the pipe sizing standard commonly used by PVC pipe 
manufacturers. Using this standard ensures that different types of PVC of a given size have the 
same outside diameter.

1.4 Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) piping is commonly used in irrigation systems.

• PVC pipe should not be left exposed to sunlight for more than a few months. The PVC breaks down 
when exposed to light and will weaken over time. If PVC pipe is above ground:

- Paint the pipe with several coats of paint, or 

Figure 5-1: Toro flow and pressure gauge 
(image courtesy of The Toro Company)
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Figure 5-2: Friction loss chart for schedule 40 PVC (image courtesy of Hunter Industries Inc)

How to Read the Friction 
Loss Chart

• Select pipe size at the  
top of the chart.

• Each pipe size has two 
columns:

- Velocity

- PSI Loss

• Select flow rate on the  
left side of the table.

• Find the pressure loss 
value that corresponds to 
the two readings.

• For example, 
the  pressure loss for 1-inch 
schedule 40 PVC with a 
flow rate of 10 GPM is 2.40 
PSI per 100 foot of pipe.

• Ensure velocity is outside 
of shaded area (< 5 FPS).

- Wrap the pipe with aluminum foil or pipe insulation held securely in place, or

- Build a wood or metal box to go over the pipe to keep out sunlight. This is also a good way to 
hide the valves and protect them from vandalism.

• Color

- White, gray, or blue PVC is used for potable water.

- Purple PVC pipe is used for non-potable water, typically recycled water.

• Type

- Schedule 80 pipe is usually dark gray (although it can be white) and has thicker walls than 
schedule 40, which results in a narrower inside diameter for a given outside diameter, and is 
rated for higher pressures. The narrower inside diameter means that schedule 80 pipe has a 
more restricted flow.

- Schedule 80 PVC is often used for risers. 

- Schedule 40 PVC pipe is usually white and can be used for mainlines (typically up to 1 ½-inches) 
and is commonly used for lateral lines.

- Class 200 small diameter PVC should not be used due to the thin walls and potential of 
breakage.
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- Class 315 PVC is white, and may be seen used on mainlines 2-inches and larger.

• Pressure rating (Figure 5-3)

- As the pipe size of schedule 40 and schedule 80 increases, the strength and pressure rating 
decrease.

- Class 200 and class 315 PVC pipe have a constant pressure rating, 200 psi and 315 psi, 
respectively.

- Class 315 exceeds the pressure rating of schedule 40 at 2-inches

2 EFFECT OF ELEVATION CHANGE

Figure 5-4: Effect of elevation change

A

B

2.1 The relationship between pressure and elevation is referred to as feet of head.

2.2 Water moving up hill in a pipe loses pressure while water moving down hill gains pressure (Figure 5-4).

• Water moving downhill from point A to point B will gain 0.433 psi per 1 foot of elevation change. 
Conversely, water moving uphill from point B to point A will lose 0.433 psi per 1 foot of elevation 
change

• Another way to visualize this is that every 2.31 
ft of elevation change will result in a  
1 psi change in pressure.

2.3 A rough figure of 0.5 psi per foot of head is often 
used as an approximation.

3 MANUFACTURER CATALOGS

3.1 Use pipe friction loss charts to determine 
pressure loss for a given flow rate (measured in 
GPM) through a given size pipe.

Figure 5-3: PVC pipe pressure rating
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Figure 5-5: Example MP Rotator performance data (image courtesy of Hunter Industries Inc)

3.2 Use nozzle performance charts (Figure 5-5) to identify sprinkler nozzles, operating pressures, radii of 
throw, flow rates, and precipitation rates.

• Precipitation rate is the application rate measured in inches per hour. Further detail is provide in 
Section 7 Irrigation System Auditing.

3.3 Take care in choosing nozzle types and brands when installing or repairing an irrigation system, as they 
will typically have different application rates.

4 IRRIGATION SYSTEM COMPONENTS

4.1 Figure 5-6 provides an overview of an irrigation system, using generic terms as well as Hunter Industries 
product names.
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4.2 As-built plans should be created during or soon after installation and reflect the system configuration as 
it was actually installed.

• The actual location of some irrigation system components often differs from their location on an 
irrigation plan.

Figure 5-6: Irrigation system overview (image courtesy of Hunter Industries Inc)

• Having a record of the irrigation system “as-built” is extremely helpful for maintenance and repairs 
in the future, and can save significant amounts of time and money.

• This is especially true for mulched landscapes where in-ground components can be difficult to 
locate over time.

• Maintenance contractors should use these plans to record and map irrigation system components, 
hydrozone boundaries, and to identify when and where repairs are undertaken.

• It is recommended to color code each hydrozone.

4.3 A water meter (Figure 5-7) allows for measurement of water being used and is an important tool for leak 
detection and determining the flow rate of an irrigation zone.

Figure 5-7: Water meter
4.4 The point of connection (POC) is where the irrigation mainline is 

joined to the water service line. 

4.5 Backflow devices (Figure 5-8) ensure water quality by preventing 
contamination of the potable (drinking) water supply due to 
back-pressure or back-siphonage of irrigation water into the 
municipal system. 

• This is important for irrigation systems due to potential 
contamination from fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides.
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• Local regulations vary as to acceptable backflow standards; check with local officials to determine 
correct devices and configuration in your area.

• Backflow preventer devices must be inspected annually by a certified backflow inspector.

• Reduced pressure (RP) backflow devices. 

- The RP valve is the most reliable backflow prevention device and can protect against both back-
pressure and back-siphonage.

- Above-ground installation is required with a concrete pad and a minimum 12-inch gap between 
the relief valve and finished grade to allow the RP to discharge water when a back-siphon 
situation occurs.

• Double check valves were commonly used for backflow prevention prior to RP devices becoming 
the standard.

- Because double check valves do not discharge, they cannot protect against high hazard 
situations and may not be permitted for use in landscapes by some municipalities.

• Atmospheric vacuum breaker (AVB).

- One AVB is installed per valve.

- AVBs are not designed to be under continuous pressure.

- To operate effectively, AVB must be located at least 12-inches above the highest outlet point on 
the system.

• Anti-siphon valve (ASV) is a control valve with a built-in AVB.

- The most common type of backflow preventer used on residential systems.

• Pressure vacuum breaker (old technology not approved for new construction).

- Similar to AVB but installed on mainline leading to control valves, as it is designed to be under 
constant pressure.

4.6 The irrigation mainline supplies water from the point of connection (POC)  to the control valves and is 
under constant pressure unless the water meter or backflow device is shut off.

4.7 A pressure regulator (Figure 5-9) regulates high inlet water pressure to reduce outlet water pressure. 
This can improve the performance and longevity of the irrigation system components if the inlet water 

pressure is too high.  These devices should be checked periodically to ensure proper function.

4.8 Mainline isolation valves (Figure 5-9) are used to shut off (isolate) a section of  pressurized irrigation 
mainline, allowing for repairs to be performed without  shutting off water to the entire irrigation system. 

Figure 5-8: Left to right (1) RP double check valve, (2) double check valve, (3) atmospheric vacuum breaker  
(images courtesy of Watts)
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• Gate valves open and close gradually, reducing water 
hammer.  Extra care should be taken to open gate valves 
slowly on large lines to further protect them.

• Ball valves may be opened and closed with a ¼ turn of the 
handle. Generally, ball valves are less prone to leak over time 
than gate valves.

- Ball valves should be operated slowly to prevent 
damage to system components and fittings.

4.9 Manifold isolation (shut-off) valves (Figure 5-10) shut off irrigation 

Figure 5-9: Pressure regulator 
(image courtesy of Zurn)

- Exceptions to this might be in locations where the visual presence of valve boxes is not 
acceptable, or where they are likely to be vandalized.

• Do not hide valves beneath plants.

• Valves open when an electrical signal from the controller energizes an electromagnet (solenoid) that 
allows the valve to open. 

• Most electric irrigation valves are normally closed and require an electric signal to allow the flow of 
water. Some valves are normally open (rare) and require an electric signal to stop the flow of water.

• Since most irrigation controllers run on AC power, 24-volt AC solenoids are the most common type 
of solenoid. These solenoids are designed to have power to them throughout the irrigation cycle. 

• Battery or solar powered controllers require DC latching solenoids. These solenoids are designed to 
conserve energy by only requiring power when actuating (opening or closing) the zone.   

• A master valve is most often a normally closed valve that is installed prior to (upstream of) all other 
electric irrigation valves. It opens when any valve connected to the same controller is activated. 

- A master valve is used to prevent any malfunctioning valves in the system from wasting water 
after the system is off and to prevent the likelihood of water loss from pipe breaks outside of the 

water to individual irrigation manifolds, allowing the valves to be repaired without shutting down the 
entire irrigation system, or the indoor water supply for a mixed use meter. The shut-off valve should be 
positioned before (upstream from) the irrigation valves.

4.10 Electric irrigation valves (Figure 5-11), also called remote control valves (RCV), are used in conjunction 
with an irrigation controller to turn water on and off and actuate the various zones of the irrigation 
system. 

• A manifold is a grouping of irrigation valves. 

• Locate valves close to sidewalks or hardscape and the area to be irrigated. This helps to identify 
valve locations and improves ease of servicing them. 

Figure 5-10: Left to right (1) brass gate valve, (2) brass ball valve, (3) PVC ball valve (images courtesy of Nibco)
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Figure 5-11: Left to right (1) irrigation valve cutaway, (2) globe irrigation valve, (3) anti-siphon irrigation valve with pressure 
regulating filter (images courtesy of Rain Bird Corporation)

321

irrigation window.

- A normally closed master valve provides protection from system water loss during non-
irrigation hours.

- Some master valves are normally open where constant system pressure is required, such as for 
use with quick coupler valves (a subsurface valve that utilizes a key and attachments to access 
water), when used in conjunction with a flow sensor.

- Depending on the specification of the irrigation controller, both normally open and normally 
closed master valves can be used in conjunction with a flow sensor to shut down the 
irrigation system and send alerts to the water manager in the event of a pipe rupture or valve 
malfunction.

• For drip irrigation valves it is recommended that they are used in conjunction with proper pressure 
regulation and filtration devices for the system to operate at optimal performance.

• An in-ground valve is an electric RCV located and installed in an underground valve box.

- Must be connected to a mainline that has a backflow prevention device.

- Industry standard installation is parallel to and spaced 18-inches from hardscapes with a 12-
inch separation between each in-ground valve.

• Above-ground electric atmospheric breaker valves (anti-siphon).

- Must be installed higher than the highest point of water in the pipe and emission devices it 
serves in order for the built-in backflow preventer to function properly. Refer to local code 
specifications for minimum height, typically 12 to 18-inches.

 - Anti-siphon valves are not ideal for Montana climate due to possible damage caused by freezing 
conditions. 

4.11 Irrigation wiring from the irrigation controller to the valve.

• 110 volt is the standard line voltage for electrical outlets and is used to power irrigation controllers. 
Irrigation controllers use a transformer to step-down to 24 volts for the valve wiring that energizes 
irrigation valves.

• The valve wiring goes between the irrigation controller and the irrigation valves, and is often 
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located adjacent to or under the irrigation mainline, sharing a common trench. In some instances, 
it is housed in electrical conduit for protection and to allow for additional wire(s) to be installed at a 
future date if needed.

• Common wire gauge sizes for irrigation valves are 18-gauge multi-conductor for residential and 
short distance runs.

• Commercial sites typically use larger 12-14-gauge single-conductor wire.  Choosing the correct wire 
size depends on multiple factors including: Transformer output, minimum valve voltage, valve PSI, 
total amps drawn, length of wire run, number of valves running at one time (including master valve) 
and allowable voltage loss.

- Consult with a licensed electrician if necessary.

• Conventional wiring uses one common wire and a hot wire for each irrigation valve.

- The common wire is typically white.

• Two-wire uses only two wires combined with a decoder. Two-wire systems are used for large 
commercial and residential systems or phased installations where the cost savings in wire and other 
advantages can be significant.

4.12 Irrigation controllers (Figure 5-12) are devices that control the operation of electric irrigation valves and 
the delivery of water to the landscape. This is the ‘brain’ of the irrigation system. Controllers can be used 
to efficiently manage the application of irrigation water, but if not managed and programmed properly, 
can be a major source of water waste in the landscape.

• Conventional stand-alone controllers are programmed with fixed schedules.

• Weather-based irrigation controllers (WBICs), commonly referred to as smart controllers, use local 
weather, landscape conditions, and type of irrigation equipment to tailor watering schedules to 
actual conditions on the site.  Some conventional controllers can be upgraded to WBICs with the 
addition of a module and/or sensor. 

• EPA WaterSense provides a list of WaterSense labeled irrigation controllers.1 These WBICs have been 
independently certified to ensure that they can adequately meet the watering needs of a landscape 
without overwatering.

• Smart Water Application Technologies (SWAT)2 is a coalition of water purveyors, equipment 
manufacturers, and irrigation practitioners that develops testing protocols and promotes water-

Figure 5-12: Left to right (1) Hunter Pro-C, (2) Irritrol Rain Dial-R, (3) Rain Bird SST, (4) Toro Evolution (images courtesy of Hunter 
Industries Inc, Irritrol, Rain Bird Corporation, and The Toro Company)
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1 https://www.epa.gov/watersense/irrigation-controllers
2 https://www.irrigation.org/SWAT

efficient products, including WBICs.

• Irrigation controllers are covered in detail Section 9, Irrigation Controllers.

4.13 Sensors (Figure 5-13) for irrigation controllers are devices that interrupt the 
electrical signal in response to specific site conditions and modify the operation 
of the irrigation controller.

• Sensors are covered in detail in Section 9, Irrigation Controllers.

• ET sensors can upgrade a standard controller to a WBIC.

• Flow sensors shut down the irrigation system when a specified level of 
overflow or underflow has occurred.

• Soil moisture sensors measure soil moisture within the root zone, and can be programmed to shut 
down the irrigation controller when the desired soil moisture level has been reached.

• Rain sensors shut down the irrigation controller during periods of measurable rainfall.

• Wind sensors shut down the irrigation controller during periods of high wind.

• Freeze sensors prevent the irrigation system from operating in freezing temperatures.

5 APPLICATION DEVICES AND APPLICATION RATES

5.1 Overhead irrigation devices are used to apply water across the surface through the air. Overhead 
irrigation is best suited to turf and other low-growing ground covers. When overhead spray is used to 
irrigate plants that grow taller than the emission device, the spray may become blocked. Most overhead 

Figure 5-13: Left to right (1) Hunter Solar Sync, (2) Irritrol Climate Logic, (3) Rain Bird WR2 Rain/Freeze Sensor, (4) Toro Precision 
Soil Sensor, (5) Hunter Flow Sensor (images courtesy of Hunter Industries In, Irritrol, Rain Bird Corporation, and The Toro 
Company)
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1 2 3

Figure 5-14: Left to right (1) Hunter PRS30, (2) Hunter Pro Fixed Nozzle, (3)Rain Bird 1800 (images courtesy of Hunter Industries Inc 
and Rain Bird Corporation)

irrigation devices sold today pop up when activated and are flush with the landscape when not in use. 
Many older irrigation systems have overhead irrigation devices on fixed risers.

5.2 Fixed spray sprinklers (Figure 5-14) apply a fan of water over a given area. 

• Typical radius of throw of 2-17 feet.

• Typical precipitation rate of 1.5 to 2.0 inches/hour (up to 8 in/hr for shorter throw nozzles).

• Typically designed to operate at 30 psi.

• Pop-ups are available in a variety of heights. 6-inch is recommended for turfgrass to avoid the spray 
being blocked as the grass grows between mowing.

• Many spray bodies are available with built in check valves to eliminate low head drainage and 
pressure regulation to avoid misting from water being sent through the nozzles at too high 
a pressure. Spray bodies with these features can save significant amounts of water and are 
recommended.

• Nozzles screw onto the spray body and can be removed for maintenance and repair. Nozzles used 
should have matched precipitation rates, which means that all of the sprinklers operating on a valve 
will apply water to a given area at the same rate, regardless of the spray pattern.

• Both fixed arc nozzles and variable arc nozzles (VAN) are available. 

• High-efficiency nozzles with a fixed spray pattern are also available. Some have larger droplets to 
reduce wind drift and provide more efficient coverage.

5.3 Rotating sprinklers (Figure 5-15) apply rotating streams of water over a given area. Rotating sprinklers 
may also be referred to as multi-stream sprinklers. Compared to spray sprinklers, rotating sprinklers offer 
more uniform coverage, lower precipitation rates, and can operate at higher pressures without misting 
or fogging. The larger water droplets put out by rotating sprinklers are less prone to wind drift than fixed 
spray sprinklers.

• Typical radius of throw of 6-35 feet.

• Typical precipitation rate of 0.4 to 0.8 in/hr.

• Typically designed to operate at 40 to 55 psi.

• Compatible with same spray bodies as fixed spray sprinkler nozzles. Some manufacturers make 
spray bodies specifically for rotating sprinkler nozzles, e.g. with pressure regulation at 40 psi rather 
than 30 psi.

5.4 Rotors (Figure 5-16) typically apply a single stream of water that rotates to apply water over a given area. 
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1 2 3

1 2 3

Figure 5-15: Left to right (1) Hunter MP Rotator, (2) Rain Bird R-VAN, (3) Toro Precision Series Rotating Nozzle (images courtesy of 
Hunter Industries Inc, Rain Bird Corporation, and The Toro Company)

Figure 5-16: Left to right (1) Hunter I-40, (2) Rain Bird 5000 Series, (3) Rain Bird AG-5 Maxi-Paw impact (images courtesy of 
Hunter Industries Inc, and Rain Bird Corporation)

Compared to fixed spray sprinklers rotors have a larger radius of throw, a relatively low precipitation rate, 
and often require higher water pressure.

• Typical radius of throw 15-100 feet.

• Typical precipitation rate of 0.25 to 1.5 in/hr.

• Typical operating pressure 40 to 110 psi – depending on radius of throw.

• Impact drive sprinklers are a type of rotor. These are commonly seen on older irrigation systems, 
agricultural systems, and systems applying non-potable water. The uniformity of coverage is not as 
high as gear-driven rotors. 

- Older worn impact sprinklers can tend to get “stuck” on one end of the rotation

- Stuck sprinklers will drastically over-water one small area while leaving the rest of the coverage 
area dry.

5.5 Drip emission devices apply water to a single point or points along a pipe or tube. Drip irrigation is well 
suited to a variety of landscape applications including trees, shrubs, perennials, groundcovers, and 
turf, with subsurface application. Compared to overhead irrigation, drip irrigation can achieve a higher 
uniformity of coverage. When properly installed and operated, drip irrigation provides the opportunity to 
apply the appropriate amount of water directly to the plant root zone. Since water is applied at or close 
to ground level, less water is lost due to factors such as evaporation from plant and soil surfaces, runoff 
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Figure 5-17: Dripline (image courtesy of Rain Bird Corporation)

caused by overspray, water being blocked by plant material, or wind drift. 

• Drip irrigation is often referred to as point source irrigation, low volume irrigation, or micro 
irrigation. 

• While the application rate of individual emitters is typically much lower than overhead emission 
devices, it can be relatively high for the entire system. For example, a grid of 0.9 gallon per hour 
(GPH) dripline with 12-inch emitter spacing and 18-inch line spacing has a precipitation rates of 0.98 
in/hr. 

• There is a plethora of drip irrigation application devices on the market and care should be taken 
to ensure that all devices on a given zone have the same precipitation rate, e.g. do not mix drip 
emitters with devices such as bubblers and microsprays on the same valve.

• Drip irrigation systems require filtration to prevent debris in the water from clogging the small 
orifice of emission devices. 

• Pressure regulation is recommended for emission devices to stay within the manufacturer’s 
recommended working pressure and to perform as specified.

5.6 Dripline (Figure 5-17) is polyethylene tubing with embedded emitters inside of the tube spaced evenly at 
various distances. Dripline is also available installed with fleece wrap or in a mat. The wrap/mat provides 
additional protection to the tubing for subsurface installations, provides more even dispersion of water, and 
can supplement the water holding capacity of the soil. 

• Emitter flow rates ranging from 0.26 to 1.0 GPH are available.

• Typical emitter spacing of 6, 12, 18 or 24-inch.

• Typical precipitation rate when laid out in a grid (Figure 5-18) of 0.1 to 2.0 in/hr depending on emitter 
flow rate, emitter spacing, and lateral (row) spacing (Figure 5-19).

Recommended features and practices for most dripline applications:
• Do not mix dripline of different rates or different emitter spacing on the same valve.

• ½ inch diameter tubing is recommended for permanent installations, as it is considerably more 
durable than ¼ inch tubing and can be installed in longer runs due to lower pressure loss.

• Emitter spacing and application rate should be matched for soil type and infiltration rate, e.g. clay 
soils are more suited to lower application rates with a wider spacing.

• Pressure compensating emitters.

• Built-in check valves.

• Layout evenly in a grid with a supply header and an exhaust header for even distribution of water in 
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a tightly spaced planted area. For slopes, dripline should follow contours.

• Follow manufacturers’ recommendations on maximum line run length.

• Design system to maintain adequate pressure throughout the system and to stay within maximum 
and minimum pressure requirements.

• Include a flush valve (manual or automatic) and an air/vacuum relief valve at the highest point 
(required if using an automatic flush valve). Check with manufacturer for specific requirements.

5.7 Point-source drip (Figure 5-20) consists of polyethylene distribution tubing combined with individual 
emitters that are either connected directly to the distribution tubing, or with ¼ inch spaghetti tube and 
fittings. There are a variety of emitter designs from different manufacturers including diaphragm, vortex, 
turbulent-flow, and flag emitters. Different emitter designs use different methods to reduce the water 
pressure and produce a uniform flow. 

• Typical emitter flow rates are ½, 1, 2, 4, and 6 GPH.  

Figure 5-19: Netafim Techline CV precipitation rate chart (image courtesy of Netafim USA)

Remote Control Valve

Filter & Pressure Regulator

Flush Valve

Supply Header

Exhaust Header

Figure 5-18: Dripline grid layout example
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• For commercial settings, certain drip emitters can be attached to threaded fittings at the end of 
½-inch tubing.

Recommended features and practices for most point-source drip applications:
• Pressure regulation should meet manufacturers’ specifications to avoid emitters being blown off of 

the distribution tubing.

• Protect system components from the sun, e.g. by covering with several inches of mulch. Small 
plastic fittings become brittle and prone to breaking with prolonged exposure to the sun.

• Do not place emitters at the base of the plant stem or trunk. Emitters should be placed towards the 
edge of the plant canopy in order to irrigate capillary roots that transfer water into the plant. 

• Roots at the base of the plant stem play a lesser role in water uptake and may be susceptible to 
crown rot. 

• Use multiple emitters for each plant appropriate for the plants’ mature size and water requirements.

• Use pressure compensating emitters to ensure uniform water application over long tubing runs, and 
significant elevation changes.

• Emitters with internal check valves are available to hold water in the line when the valve is off.

• Point-source drip emitters and ¼ inch spaghetti tube should be used with great care and 
consideration in both commercial and residential applications. 

- Individual components often come apart (often due to foot traffic), leading to water waste and 
water not going  to where it is intended. In this condition, the advantages of a drip system can 
quickly be lost. 

- For most applications, ½-inch dripline is a lower maintenance, more resilient option.

• Multiple-outlet manifolds are available and should be used with caution as they use ¼-inch tubing 
and fittings.

- If multiple outlet manifolds are used, they should be protected by installation in a emitter box. 

5.8 Low-volume bubblers (Figure 5-21) apply water to a small radius around the emission device and have a 
flow rate many times higher than point-source drip emitters, typically 0.25 to 2.0 GPM (15 to 120 GPH). 
Application of water can be in an umbrella pattern or fixed streams, and is sometimes adjustable.

• Low-volume bubblers are suitable for applying water to larger shrubs and trees in tree wells. 

• They can be a more robust choice in a commercial landscape application and to reduce long term 
maintenance.

1 2 3 4

Figure 5-20: Left to right (1) Rain Bird 1.0 GPH emitter, (2) Toro flag emitters, (3) Rain Bird 6-Outlet Manifold, (4) Hunter IH Riser 
(images courtesy of Rain Bird Corporation, The Toro Company, and Hunter Industries Inc)
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• Bubblers can be used in conjunction with other devices to deliver water directly to the plant root 
zone in close proximity to the bubbler (Figure 5-21 image 2).

5.9 Micro-spray (Figure 5-22) emitters apply water in a fine spray with a typical flow rate of 0 to 30 GPH. The 
radius of throw is larger  
 than for bubblers.

• Dripline or point-source drip should be used in place of micro-spray whenever possible due to the 
potential for overspray and evaporation from micro-spray.

• If overhead spray is appropriate, use a high-efficiency rotating sprinkler system. It is more robust and 

less prove to clogging and breaking.

• Micro-spray is suitable for starting seeds and establishing vegetable starts.

5.10 Soaker hose and laser tubing are alternative application devices. Soaker hose is porous tubing that emits 
water along its entire length. Laser tubing is tubing that simply has small holes drilled into it using a laser. 
These products are not recommended for  efficient irrigation as they do not have a reliable or known flow 
rate, are prone to clogging, and are not pressure compensating so the amount of water applied will not 
be uniform along the length of the line.

Figure 5-21: Left to right images courtesy of (1) and (2) Hunter Industries Inc, (3) Rain Bird Corporation, and (4) The Toro 
Company

4321

Figure 5-22: Left to right images courtesy of (1) Hunter Industries Inc., (2) The Toro Company, and (3) Rain Bird Corporation

1 32
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5.11 Water efficiency features that are available on many emission devices.

• Matched precipitation rate (MPR) emission devices serve to improve the uniformity of coverage of 
an irrigation zone. 

- Modern fixed and rotating spray sprinklers have matched precipitation rates. Use caution with 
older sprinklers that may not have matched precipitation rates (Figure 5-23).

- Nozzles on rotors need to be changed when the arc is changed in order to achieve a matched 
precipitation rate. For example, a half-circle head should have a nozzle with half of the flow of 
that in the full-circle head. Certain manufacturers produce matched precipitation rate nozzles 
for single-stream rotors.

- Do not mix emission devices from different manufacturers, as they will likely have different 
precipitation rates that will result in poor uniformity of coverage.

• A check valve is a valve that closes to prevent the backward flow of water. Emission devices that 
include a check valve contain the water in the lateral lines when the zone has completed its 
watering cycle. By preventing water left in the lateral lines from leaking out, check valves can save 
significant amounts of water. 

- Check valves are particularly effective for irrigation systems that are on a slope (low head 
drainage), and when irrigation is performed using multiple cycles (cycle and soak).

- Preventing low head drainage has the additional benefits of preventing property damage 
(often damage to asphalt due to water pooling on it) as well as preventing slip and fall hazards 
from water draining onto sidewalks and other walking services.

• Pressure regulation within spray bodies compensates for high or fluctuating water pressure that can 
result in misting or poor performance.

• Pressure compensating emitters are designed to deliver an even flow of water even with changes 
in pressure across the line. Pressure compensating emitters are particularly useful where there are 
significant elevation changes in the landscape, or where there are long runs of irrigation lines such 
that the pressure loss due to friction would be significant.

5.12 Irrigation practices and emission devices to avoid include installing and operating:

• Emission devices and components where the operating pressure is above or below the 
manufacturers specifications.

• Emission devices that do not have MPR on a single irrigation valve.

Figure 5-23: Old Champion sprinkler
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• Emission devices with mixed application rates on a single irrigation valve, e.g. drip line and 
microspray, or fixed spray sprinklers with rotating sprinklers.

• Emission devices with an unknown or uneven application rate such as soaker hose and laser tubing.

• Emission devices with an application rate that exceeds the infiltration rate of the soil, e.g. fixed spray 
on clay soils can only be operated with short run times to prevent runoff.

• Overhead spray that is blocked by plant material.

• Emission devices and components that are likely to become damaged, e.g. ¼ inch spaghetti tube 
and multiple-outlet manifolds for point-source drip.

• Drip emitters positioned at the base of the plant stem or trunk.

6 IRRIGATION SYSTEMS REVIEW QUESTIONS

6.1 What are the two types of water pressure?

6.2 What happens to water pressure as water travels through the irrigation system?
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6.3 True or false: For a given flow rate, the smaller the pipe diameter the greater the friction loss. 

6.4 What is the change in pressure for a 1-foot increase in elevation?

6.5 What device protects the potable water supply from contamination?

6.6 True or false: Reduced pressure models are the most reliable backflow prevention device.

6.7 What is the term for a grouping of irrigation valves?

6.8 True or false: Drip irrigation valves should have pressure regulation and filter components installed to 
operate properly.

6.9 How much higher must an anti-siphon valve be installed, relative to the highest emission device on the 
zone, in order to operate properly?

6.10 What is purple PVC pipe used for?

6.11 True or false: Fixed spray sprinklers have a higher precipitation rate than rotors.

6.12 True or false: Rotating sprinklers offer more uniform coverage than fixed spray sprinklers.

6.13 True or false: Drip irrigation can achieve a higher uniformity of coverage than overhead irrigation.

6.14 Why is it important not to mix drip emitters and bubblers on the same valve?
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IRRIGATION MAINTENANCE & TROUBLESHOOTING

Learning Objectives

1. Understand the reasons for performing irrigation systems maintenance

2. Understand how to perform a preseason irrigation system inspection and 

maintenance checkup

3. Understand how to perform an end of season irrigation system shut down

4. Learn how an irrigation valve works

5. Learn how to identify and troubleshoot irrigation valve and controller problems

Section 6: 
IRRIGATION MAINTENANCE & TROUBLESHOOTING
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1 SEASONAL IRRIGATION SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

1.1 Regular maintenance is essential to the proper operation of an efficient irrigation system over time. 
Performing maintenance at regular intervals can prevent water waste, extend the useful life of the 
irrigation system, save plants, and save money.

1.2 If a landscape site has a maintenance contract, it should include terms to cover the cost of routine 
irrigation system checks and repairs.

2 PRESEASON INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE CHECKUP

2.1 Irrigation controller check-up (Figure 6-1).

• Check the date and time on the controller and reset if necessary.

• Adjust the irrigation controller for a spring schedule.

- Further information is provided in Sections 8 and 9.

• Replace the back-up battery if necessary.

- It is recommended to change the battery at least every other year.

• Activate the valves.

Figure 6-1: Various examples of controllers on location

2.2 Flush the irrigation system to remove dirt and debris that might have built up.

• Flush filter(s) on drip irrigation zones.

• Remove the end cap, bubbler, or sprinkler head that is farthest away from valve.

• Turn on the valve for 30 seconds or until the water runs clear.

• Turn off the valve and replace end cap or sprinkler head.

• Clean individual sprinkler screens.

2.3 Irrigation system check-up.

• Activate the valves.

• Look, listen, and feel. Walk the irrigated area and: 

- Check and adjust water pressure.

- Clear clogged nozzles.

- Adjust arcs of variable arc nozzles and rotors to prevent overspray.
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- Adjust the radius of throw of overhead spray if out of adjustment. If alignment keeps going out 
when valve is turned on, replace the entire spray head.

- Realign tilted, sunken, or raised sprinkler heads.

- Inspect the area around pop-up spray heads when running for leaks that indicate worn wiper 
seals or loose caps.

- Where possible, remove plant material that is blocking spray heads, or move spray heads to 
keep spray off of tree trunks.

- Clean drip filters to ensure proper function.

- Listen to zones with drip irrigation for sounds that might indicate missing emitters or fittings, 
and punctured or leaking lines.

- Inspect drip emitters and fittings for cracks and other damage.

- Replace missing drip emitters and fittings.

- Repair severed driplines.

• Flag all troubled areas and write the issue on the flag.

• Fix all flagged areas using the same fixtures and components.

• When making repairs use the identical hardware to ensure that the application rate remains as 
specified. Do not use incorrect hardware just because it is on hand.

• Repeat with all hydrozones.

1 2 3 4

Figure 6-2: Left to right (1) (2) tilted sprinkler heads, (3) missing drip emitter, (4) severed drip line

3 END OF SEASON IRRIGATION SYSTEM SHUT DOWN

3.1 In many areas, irrigation is not required during the winter months. Preparing the irrigation system for the 
winter months will protect system components and extend their useful life. 

• Clean filters to leave the system clean over the winter.

• Turn off the water to the irrigation system at the main valve.

• Open each of the valves to release pressure in the pipes. Close valves once pressure has been 
released.

• Set the Irrigation controller to the “rain”, “suspend”, or “off” setting.

• Drain water out of irrigation components that might freeze.

• Install a freeze blanket on backflow device.

• Additional steps may be needed in areas prone to freezing, e.g. blow out lines with compressed air.
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Solenoid

Flow control

Flush Valve /
Manual Bleed

Ports

Diaphragm

Figure 6-3: Valve cutaway (image courtesy of Rain Bird Corporation)

4 VALVE ANATOMY AND OPERATION

4.1 An irrigation valve (Figure 6-3) allows water to pass through to the landscape when the diaphragm moves 
up, and stops water from passing through when the diaphragm moves down.

4.2 The valve is opened when one of the two ports is opened, allowing water in the upper chamber to leave 
the valve. This results in higher pressure below the diaphragm, which pushes the diaphragm up to open 
the valve.

• The solenoid port is opened when provided with an electrical impulse from the controller that 
activates a magnet and causes a small metal plunger to move upward. It is typically possible to turn 
the valve on manually by turning the solenoid about ¼ turn counter clockwise.

• The flush valve or manual bleed port is opened by turning the knob to manually bleed water from 
the upper chamber. Water will spray out of the top of the valve. Use caution not to completely 
remove the flush valve.

4.3 The flow control regulates the amount of water that passes through the valve; it should not be used to 
turn the valve on or off.
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5 VALVE, CONTROLLER, AND FIELD WIRE TROUBLESHOOTING

5.1 There are three possibilities for valve malfunction. Use a consistent and logical process of elimination to 
find the issue. Start either at the controller and work towards the valve, or at the valve and work towards 
the controller.

• Hydraulic: impaired water flow.

• Mechanical: something physically stopping the valve from operating.

• Electrical: an issue with the valve solenoid, the field wiring, or the irrigation controller.

5.2 Steps for troubleshooting:

• Check that the water is on at the point of connection (POC).

• Check the controller.

- Check that there is power to the controller.

- Check the controller program.

- Check fuses and sensors.

- Verify power using a volt/ohm meter.

- Check the station output terminals.

- Look for critters in the controller panel that could be interrupting the electrical signal.

• Check the valve.

- Open the valve manually by turning the solenoid. If the valve opens, the issue is electrical.

- Open the valve using the flush valve/manual bleed. If the valve does not open, the issue is 
hydraulic or mechanical.

• If the problem is electrical:

- Check field wire connections at controller terminals and at the valve.

- Look for broken or cut wires.

5.3 Valve won’t open.

Table 6-1: Troubleshooting guide for a valve that won’t open

Cause Solution

Valve tuning (flow control) Tune the valve using the flow control. If the flow control is too tight, 
the diaphragm cannot rise to allow the valve to open.

Bad solenoid Functional solenoids click when activated. Use volt/ohm meter 
to determine if there is a continuity issue. Replace solenoid if not 
functioning.

Valve mechanism clogged or 
damaged

Flush debris from valve using flush port. If unsuccessful, valve requires 
disassembly to clean ports and diaphragm. Replace diaphragm if 
necessary.

Poor wire connection Reconnect and seal connection with water proof connectors.

Controller problem Use volt/ohm meter to determine if the controller is sending a 24V 
signal. Issue could be fuse, transformer, or controller.

No power to valve Use volt/ohm meter to determine if there is a continuity issue. Repair 
or replace wiring.
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5.4 Valve won’t close. 

• Symptoms of a valve that doesn’t properly close include sprinklers / emitters running when the 
system is off, and water flowing from the lowest head (weeping valve).

Table 6-2: Troubleshooting guide for a valve that won’t close

Cause Solution

Controller problem Check controller and adjust start times in all programs as needed. Try turning 
the controller off, and turning off the power to the controller.

Valve manually opened Check that the flush valve is properly closed and that the solenoid is tight to 
enable pressure to build on top of the diaphragm.

Valve tuning (flow control) 1. Manually or electrically activate the valve.
2. Fully open the flow control valve (counterclockwise)
3. Slowly close the flow control valve ¼ turn at a time until the spray 

patterns dip/reduce.
4. Back off ½ turn.
5. Do not use the flow control valve to reduce pressure.

Valve mechanism clogged or 
damaged

Flush debris from valve using flush port. If unsuccessful, valve requires 
disassembly to clean ports and diaphragm. 

• Replace diaphragm if necessary.

• Check for damaged valve seat.

• Check solenoid plunger for deterioration.

• Check for cracks in the valve body or bonnet and integrity of seals.
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6 IRRIGATION MAINTENANCE & TROUBLESHOOTING  
 REVIEW QUESTIONS

6.1 Why is it important to perform regular maintenance on irrigation systems?

6.2 What would you do to prepare an irrigation controller for the irrigation season?

6.3 What steps would you take to conduct a check-up on irrigation system at the beginning of the irrigation 
season?

6.4 What steps would you take to prepare an irrigation system to be shut down at the end of the irrigation 
season?

6.5 Describe the function of an irrigation valve.

6.6 Describe how an irrigation valve is opened by the irrigation controller.

6.7 Describe two methods of manually operating an irrigation valve.

6.8 What are the three possibilities for valve malfunction?
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NOTES:
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IRRIGATION SYSTEM AUDITING

Learning Objectives

1. Understand the reasons for conducting an irrigation system audit

2. Have a basic understanding of the terms ‘distribution uniformity’ and ‘irrigation 

efficiency’

3. Have a basic understanding of the terms ‘precipitation rate’ and ‘matched 

precipitation rate’

4. Know how to determine the precipitation rate

5. Understand the tools required to conduct an irrigation system audit

6. Understand how to conduct an irrigation system audit site evaluation

7. Understand how to conduct an irrigation system audit tune-up

8. Understand how to conduct an irrigation system audit test for overhead spray

9. Understand how to conduct an irrigation system audit test for drip irrigation

Section 7: 
IRRIGATION SYSTEM AUDITING
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1 PURPOSE OF IRRIGATION SYSTEM AUDITING

1.1 The purpose of an irrigation system audit is to assess how effective an irrigation system is at applying 
water to a specific hydrozone. 

1.2 The results of the irrigation audit can be used to develop an irrigation schedule for the hydrozone tested. 
An accurate irrigation schedule helps to ensure that water is used as efficiently as possible within the 
limits of the irrigation system.

1.3 Observations made during the audit can be used to suggest system improvements. Optimizing irrigation 
system performance helps to improve the efficiency with which irrigation water is applied.

2 DISTRIBUTION UNIFORMITY & IRRIGATION EFFICIENCY

2.1 Distribution uniformity (DU) is a measurement of how evenly water is applied to a hydrozone. Irrigation 
efficiency (IE) is the ratio of the volume of water that is beneficially used by the plants in a hydrozone to 
the volume of irrigation water applied.

• DU is a value between zero and 1.0, where 1.0 represents perfect uniformity. DU can be expressed as 
a decimal or a percentage.

• IE is usually expressed as a percentage, where 100% is perfect efficiency.

2.2 A high DU is desirable because it allows the entire root zone to be irrigated sufficiently and evenly. It also 
helps to ensure adequate plant health. If DU is low, it is necessary to overwater in order to compensate for 
the uneven application of water. 

• Figure 7-1 shows a sports field with poor DU.

• Figures 7-2 and 7-3 illustrate a cross section of a hydrozone with poor DU. The dashed line represents 
the bottom of the root zone. Irrigation water that moves beyond the root zone is lost to deep 
percolation. Figure 7-2 illustrates the overwatering necessary to properly irrigate the entire area, 
whereas figure 7-3 illustrates insufficient watering of certain areas if water waste is to be avoided.

2.3 Irrigation efficiency (IE) differs from DU because it also takes into account factors that are not captured by 
DU, such as overspray, runoff, and run time of the irrigation system.

• An irrigation system with significant overspray might have a high DU but will have low IE.

• An irrigation system with a high DU, but with an application rate significantly higher than the 
infiltration rate of the soil, will have a low IE.

Figure 7-1: Irrigation circles on a sports field, a common indicator of poor DU
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Root Zone

Figure 7-5: Good DU and IE

Root Zone

Excessive Watering

Figure 7-2: Excessive watering with poor DU

Root Zone
Insufficient Watering

Figure 7-3: Insufficient watering with poor DU

Excessive Watering

Root Zone

Figure 7-4: Good DU with poor IE
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• Note that a high IE does not always translate to a healthy landscape, e.g. high IE can be achieved by 
under watering because more of the water applied will be beneficial.

• Figures 7-4 and 7-5 illustrate a cross section of a hydrozone with good DU. Figure 7-4 has poor IE 
due to overwatering, whereas figure 7-5 has good IE, as the water manager is irrigating to the proper 
depth.

2.4 Certain irrigation emission devices inherently apply water more evenly than others. Drip irrigation will 
typically have a higher DU than spray sprinklers. Table 7-1 shows typical DU values for different emission 
devices.

Table 7-1: Typical DU values for different types of irrigation systems

Irrigation System Distribution Uniformity

Drip irrigation 0.80 – 0.95

Rotating sprinkler 0.55 – 0.85

Rotors 0.55 – 0.85

Spray sprinklers 0.45 – 0.75

2.5 Overhead irrigation devices, such as sprinklers, are designed to have overlapping coverage as the spray 
pattern of individual sprinklers are typically not uniform for their entire diameter of throw. 

• Head-to-head coverage of sprinkler spray patterns is typically used to ensure optimal DU. By 
ensuring that the spray of one sprinkler goes all the way to the next, coverage between the two is 
uniform. Figure 7-6 illustrates the spray pattern for two sprinklers with head-to-head coverage.

• When wind is considered an issue, sprinklers should be placed even closer, perhaps as much as 45% 
of the diameter of throw.

- Whenever possible, use drip irrigation in high wind areas.

Figure 7-6: Head-to-head coverage
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2.6 Leading causes of poor DU and IE include:

• Improper head spacing (less than head-to-head spacing).

• Use of different head types in the same zone, e.g. rotors with spray sprinklers.

• Mismatched nozzles resulting in uneven application.

• Water pressure that is too high, causing misting, or too low, reducing the radius of throw.

• Overspray.

• Wear and tear of irrigation equipment over time without proper maintenance.

• Clogged heads or nozzles.

• Broken or missing heads.

• Tilted heads or heads below grade.

• Spray pattern blocked by hardscape features or plant material.

• Leaking seals.

• Missing emitters.

• Severed drip lines.

Figure 7-7: Clockwise (1) overspray, (2) tilted head,  (3) head below grade, (4) severed drip line, (5) missing emitter, (6) leaking 
seals
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3 PRECIPITATION RATE & MATCHED PRECIPITATION RATES

3.1 The precipitation rate (PR) is the rate at which water is applied measured in inches per hour. The gross 
precipitation rate measures the total flow of the hydrozone, whereas the net precipitation rate applied 
measures only the water that is effectively applied to the hydrozone landscape area. The difference 
between the gross PR and the net PR are water losses due to factors such as leaks, overspray, run-off, and 
wind drift.

3.2 Different irrigation application devices have different PRs. The PR will also vary depending on how the 
application device is laid out. Table 7-2 shows typical PRs for different application devices.

Table 7-2: Typical precipitation rates of irrigation devices

Application device Precipitation Rate (in/hr)

Fixed spray sprinklers 1.5 – 2.0

Rotating sprinklers 0.4 – 0.8

Rotors 0.25 – 1.50

Inline drip 0.1 – 2.0 (grid)

Point-source drip Depends on emitter placement

Low-volume bubblers Depends on flow rate and wetted area

3.3 It is important to know the PR in each hydrozone in order to properly determine the appropriate irrigation 
run time.

• Irrigation run time is covered in Section 8 Irrigation Scheduling

3.4 Within a hydrozone, make sure that the PR of individual emission devices is matched to ensure an even 
rate of water application.

• Table 7-3 provides an example of matched precipitation rate (MPR) rotating sprinklers.

- When the PR is matched, the flow rate of the emission device increases as the arc increases. The 
flow rate of a 180-degree head is double that of a 90-degree head.

Table 7-3: Matched precipitation rate example: Hunter Industries MP Rotator MP1000 (8-15-feet) at 40 PSI using a square head 
layout

Arc Flow (GPM) Precipitation Rate (inches / hour)

90-degree 0.21 0.41

180-degree 0.42 0.41

270-degree 0.63 0.41

360-degree 0.84 0.41
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• Table 7-4 provides an example of unmatched PR rotors.

- When the PR is unmatched, the flow rate of the emission device remains constant as the arc 
increases. The precipitation rate of a 180-degree head is half that of a 90-degree head.

- The PR of rotors can be matched using different nozzles depending on the arc of the rotor.

- Alternatively, rotors with different arcs can be grouped together on separate irrigation valves 
with different run times, e.g. only 90-degree rotors on one valve or valves, and only 360-degree 
rotors on a separate valve or valves.

- If older sprinklers are encountered that do not have a matched PR, they should be retrofitted 
with new matched PR sprinklers (preferably high-efficiency rotating sprinklers).

Table 7-4: Unmatched precipitation rate example: Hunter Industries I-40 Rotor with gray nozzle at 60 PSI using a square head 
layout

Arc Flow (GPM) Precipitation Rate (inches / hour)

90-degree 15.7 2.00

180-degree 15.7 1.00

270-degree 15.7 0.67

360-degree 15.7 0.50

4  PRECIPITATION RATE CALCULATION

4.1 Manufacturers specifications can be used to look up the gross PR of a hydrozone.

• It is necessary to know some specifics about the emission device in order to look up the precipitation 
rate. 

- Brand, model, nozzle, static water pressure, spacing pattern, and spacing dimensions. 

• Figure 7-8 shows an example of performance specifications for overhead emission devices.

- Flow and PR vary by radius of throw and static water pressure.

- Manufacturers typically publish the PR for sprinklers laid out in a square pattern and a triangular 
pattern.

- The actual PR will vary due to factors such as differences in system layout, changes in system 
pressure, overspray, and wind drift.

• Figure 7-9 shows an example of performance specifications for dripline.

- Manufacturers typically publish PRs for dripline laid out in a grid.

- PR varies by emitter flow rate, emitter spacing on the dripline, and lateral spacing of dripline.

- The flow rate and PR of most dripline should be constant at different pressures within the range 
published by the manufacturer.

- Actual PR will vary due to differences in line spacing in the field.
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Figure 7-8: Hunter Industries MP Rotator performance data (image courtesy of Hunter Industries Inc)

Figure 7-9: Netafim Techline CV precipitation rate chart (image courtesy of Netafim USA)

4.2 Flow rate formulas can be used to determine the gross PR of a hydrozone. 

• In order to use these formulas, it is necessary to know the total flow of the hydrozone. 

• The most accurate method of determining the flow of the hydrozone is to measure it using a water 
meter. 

- Activate the system to remove any air from the lines. 

- Take a meter reading and then allow the hydrozone to run for a certain amount of time (e.g. 5 
mins for spray, 10 mins for drip). 

- Take a second meter reading at the end of the time. 

- If the meter reading is in CCF first convert to gallons by multiplying by 7.48. 

- The flow rate is the number of gallons delivered divided by the run time in minutes. 

• An alternative method is to look up the flow rate of the emission devices installed using 
manufacturers specifications. 

- Sum the flow rates of the individual emission devices to obtain the flow rate for the hydrozone. 

- Convert drip emitter flow rates from GPH to GPM by dividing the flow in GPH by 60.
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• General PR formula used for spray irrigation and drip irrigation

PR =   96.3 × GPM 
      HA where

- PR = precipitation rate (inches/hour)

- GPM = total flow rate of the hydrozone (gallons per minute)

- HA = hydrozone area (square feet)

- 96.3 = constant to convert gallons per minute to inches per hour (60 min per hour divided by 
7.48 gallons per cubic foot multiplied by 12 inches per foot)

• PR formula for dripline laid out in a grid 

PR =              231.1 × GPH
          Emitter spacing × Row spacing where

- PR = precipitation rate (inches/hour)

- GPH = individual emitter flow rate (gallons per hour)

- Emitter spacing = distance between emitters on the dripline (inches)

- Row spacing = distance between rows of dripline (inches)

- 231.1 = constant to convert units

4.3 PR calculation examples.

• Square hydrozone measuring 28 feet by 28 feet irrigated with Hunter MP1000 rotating sprinklers in 
a square pattern and an operating pressure of 40 PSI.

- 4 90-degree heads with a flow of 0.21 GPM each (4 x 0.21 = 0.84 GPM)

- 4 180-degree heads with a flow of 0.42 GPM each (4 x 0.42 = 1.68 GPM)

- 1 360-degree head with a flow of 0.84 GPM

- GPM = 0.84 + 1.68 + 0.84 = 3.36 GPM

- HA = 28 x 28 = 784 square feet

- PR = (96.3 x 3.36) / 784 = 323.57 / 784 = 0.41 in/hr

• Rectangular hydrozone measuring 30 feet by 60 feet irrigated with Netafim Techline CV laid out in a 
grid with 0.4 GPH emitters, 18 inch emitter spacing, and 18 inch row spacing.

- 0.4 GPH is the nominal flow, the actual flow rate is 0.42 GPH

- PR = (231.1 x 0.42) / (18 x 18) = 97.06 / 324 = 0.30 in/hr

4.4 Perform a catch-can test to determine the net PR of a hydrozone.

• This is the preferred method of calculating the PR for overhead irrigation since it measures only the 
water effectively applied to the landscape hydrozone area and does not take account of any water 
lost due to factors such as leaks and overspray.

• Learning Objective 8, Irrigation System Audit - Irrigation System Testing - Overhead Spray below 
details how to perform a catch-can test.
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5 IRRIGATION SYSTEM AUDIT TOOLS

5.1 Catch cans are containers that are laid out in the hydrozone to catch water from overhead spray 
application devices in order to measure the DU and PR. All catch cans used for a test should be of uniform 
shape and size. While any container can be used as a catch can, there are several specialized containers 
available that allow faster measurement (Table 7-5 and Figure 7-10). Specialized cans either have 
integrated stands or require separate metal stands.

Table 7-5: Common catch can types

Can Type Measurement Scale Catchment Area 
(square inches)

Source

Cal Poly / ITRC / DWR ml 16.25 http://www.itrc.org

Texas A&M System ml / inches 16.61 http://irrigation.tamu.edu

Utah State University ml / inches / cm 12.94 http://cwel.usu.edu

Figure 7-10: Left to right (1) Cal Poly (2) Texas A&M (3) Utah State 

1 2 3

5.2 Flags are used to mark the location of irrigation emission devices.

5.3 Pressure gauges are used to measure the dynamic pressure of the irrigation system.

• A pitot tube attached to a pressure gauge is used to measure the pressure of rotors as well as drip 
tubing. 

• The pressure of other spray devices is measured using a gauge mounted to a tee and inserted into 
the stem of the sprinkler (Figure 7-11).

5.4 A soil probe is used to determine root depth and assess soil texture.

5.5 A measuring wheel or tape is used to measure head spacing.

5.6 An anemometer is used to measure wind speed.

5.7 A screwdriver and device specific tools are used to adjust application devices.

5.8 A clipboard, calculator, and stopwatch.
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5.9 A camera to document system issues.

5.10 Rags to clean-up equipment following the audit.

6 IRRIGATION SYSTEM AUDIT – EVALUATION OF THE SITE  
    AND IRRIGATION SYSTEM 

6.1 The first step to an irrigation system audit is to have an understanding of the site and irrigation system 
being evaluated.

6.2 It is important to understand the goals of the audit that should be established with the client.

6.3 Obtain as much information as possible about the site being audited.

• Landscape design 

• As-built irrigation plan

• Aerial images

• Water use records

• Plant material

• Microclimates

• Soil types

• Slopes

6.4 Perform a visual inspection of the irrigation system from the water meter to the emission devices and the 
controller.

6.5 Activate each irrigation hydrozone and observe issues that might impact system performance.

6.6 Irrigation issues should be noted and either resolved during the system tune-up or noted in the audit 
report.

6.7 Take photographs of irrigation system components and issues for future reference and for use in the audit 
report.

Figure 7-11: Left to right (1) pitot tube, (2) measuring pressure with a pitot tube, (3) gauge mounted to a tee

1 2 3
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6.8 Take measurements of the hydrozone(s) to be tested (Figure 7-12)

6.9 If there is sufficient information, determine an approximate water budget for the site that can be 
compared to water use records, and can also be used to calculate the cost savings that might be expected 
from irrigating more efficiently or performing system upgrades.

Figure 7-12: Landscape measurement example

Area: 1,424.00 ft.2
Perimeter: 181.52 ft.

9.3 ft

25.9 ft

24.5 ft

14.4 ft

22.8 ft

43.7 ft

4.8 ft

4.5 ft
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7 IRRIGATION SYSTEM AUDIT – IRRIGATION SYSTEM TUNE-UP

7.1 Depending on the parameters of the audit being conducted, it can be beneficial to perform a basic 
system tune-up prior to proceeding with system testing.

7.2 For new landscapes a system tune-up shouldn’t be necessary, but the auditor should look for elements of 
the system that might be missing and/or not installed properly.

• For example, ensure that drip valves have a filter and pressure regulator installed.

7.3 For existing landscapes the auditor should use judgment to make small adjustments. Caution should 
be used not to damage system components, especially with older systems where components may be 
corroded and/or brittle. Examples include:

• Check and adjust water pressure

• Clear clogged nozzles

• Adjust arcs of variable arc nozzles and rotors to prevent overspray

• Adjust the radius of throw if it is out of adjustment

• Rectifying tilted, sunken, or raised sprinkler heads

• Replacing missing point source emitters

• Remove plant material that is blocking spray heads, or move spray head

7.4 When issues exist that the auditor is not able to rectify, it must be decided whether or not to proceed with 
system testing. 

• If the performance of the system appears reasonable, proceeding with system testing can provide 
information that might inform upgrades. 

• If the performance of the system is significantly impaired, proceeding with system testing may be an 
inefficient use of time.
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8 IRRIGATION SYSTEM AUDIT – IRRIGATION SYSTEM TESTING –   
    OVERHEAD SPRAY

8.1 Draw a diagram of the test area including:

• Overall dimensions

• Head locations

• Head spacing

• Catch can locations

8.2 Measure wind speed using an anemometer.  Only 
conduct an irrigation audit on overhead irrigation 
systems if the wind speed is 5 mph or less.

8.3 Run zone to be tested and mark spray bodies with 
flags.

8.4 Place catch cans in zone to be tested.

• Use a minimum of 24 catch cans and use a 
number of cans that can be divided by four.

• Leave a space of about 2 feet between a spray 
body and a catch can.

• Layout catch cans in a uniform grid. 

- Space cans approximately 5 – 8 feet on 
center for fixed and rotary spray sprinklers.

- Space cans approximately 10 – 20 feet on center for rotors.

8.5 Pull flags before running test as they will obstruct the path of the spray.

8.6 Run the irrigation zone for a sufficient amount of time to collect a minimum volume of water of 20 ml for 
typical manufactured catch cans. Typically 5 – 10 min for spray and 10 mins + for rotors.

• For other can types the volume of water collected will depend upon the size of the can.

• If the test area covers more than one irrigation zone, the run time for each station must be adjusted 
to achieve a matched precipitation rate across the test area.

8.7 Measure and record the amount of water in each catch can.

• Use scale on catch can if available to measure volume of water in ml or depth of water in inches or 
centimeters.

• If no scale is available, pour water into a measuring jug or graduated cylinder with an ml scale.

• For catch cans with straight sides and a flat bottom, simply measure the depth of water in inches or 
centimeters using a ruler.

• Ensure that catch cans are numbered on the diagram so that the location of the measurements is 
known, as this may help to identify issues with the irrigation system.

  30ft.  

  30ft.  

Figure 7-13: Example test area diagram
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8.8 Calculate the low quarter distribution uniformity: 

 

DULQ   =
Average catch volume/depth of low quarter

Average catch volume/depth of all cans
 where

            
• Average catch volume/depth of low quarter is determined by summing the volume of water in ml 

(or depth of water in inches or centimeters) in the low quarter and dividing by the number of cans in 
the low quarter. 

- The low quarter is the 25% of catch cans with the lowest volume of water.

• Average catch volume/depth of all cans is determined by summing the volume of water in ml (or 
depth of water in inches or centimeters) in all cans and dividing by the total number of cans.

- If using cans with straight sides and a flat bottom but no scale, the depth of water in inches can 
be measured with a ruler.

8.9 Calculate the net precipitation rate:

• If using volume in ml: 
 

PRNET   =
Average catch volume of all cans × 3.66  

Test run time × Catch can throat area
 where

- Average catch volume of all cans is determined by summing the volume of water in ml in all 
cans and dividing by the total number of cans.

- Test run time is measured in minutes.

- Catch can throat area is measured in square inches.

- 3.66 is a constant to convert ml to cubic inches and minutes to hours (0.061 x 60).

• If using depth in inches or centimeters: 
 

 
PRNET   = 

Average depth of all cans x 60  
Test run time  where

- Average depth of all cans is measured in inches or centimeters. 
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8.10 Example calculations:

Catch can data: 
Test run time 20 mins
Catch can throat area 16.25 sq in

Catch Can 
Number

Catch Can 
Volume 

(ml)

Low 
Quarter

1 48

2 40

3 44

4 45

5 35

6 30 30

7 34 34

8 30 30

9 40

10 38

11 34

12 25 25

13 40

14 50

15 75

16 105

17 38

18 56

19 44

20 42

21 27 27

22 50

23 45

24 30 30

Sub-total 1,045 176

Average 43.54 29.33

= 0.67DULQ = =Average catch volume of low quarter
Average catch volume of all cans

29.33
43.54

Average catch volume of all cans

= 43.54= =Sum of catch volume of all cans
Total number of cans

1045
24

Average catch volume of low quarter

= 29.33= =Sum of catch volume of low quarter
Number of cans in low quarter

176
6

=PRNET Average catch volume of all cans x 3.66
Test run time x Catch can through area

43.54 x 3.66
20 x 16.25

0.49 in/hr= = =159.36
325
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9 IRRIGATION SYSTEM AUDIT – IRRIGATION SYSTEM TESTING –          
 DRIP IRRIGATION

9.1 It is not common practice to test the uniformity of drip irrigation systems, as it is not practical and is 
typically very high. Emission uniformity is typically 0.9 for pressure compensating emitters and 0.8 for non 
pressure compensating emitters.

9.2 Drip systems require a thorough evaluation of the site and irrigation system to ensure proper function. 

• Measure pressure at a minimum of three locations within the zone. Pressure readings should be 
taken at the beginning, midpoint and end(s). 

• If the pressure variance is greater than 20%, further investigation is required to find out where the 
pressure losses are happening and remedy them.

• Methods for taking pressure readings on drip irrigation: 

- Pressure readings can be taken on drip tubing by 
inserting a gauge equipped with a pitot tube directly 
into the tubing. When the zone has completed the 
irrigation cycle, use a goof plug to plug the hole. Where 
possible, use three gauges simultaneously to save time 
and to avoid getting wet. 

- A pressure gauge fitted to ¼-inch tubing can be  
attached directly to point-source emitters with a barbed 
fitting, such as flag emitters.

- A pressure gauge fitted to ¼-inch tubing can be  
attached to 17 mm dripline using a Netafim emitter 
micro-tubing adapter (Figure 7-14).

9.3 The precipitation rate of a drip irrigation system should be 
determined using the general PR formula for point-source drip or 
using the PR formula for dripline laid out in a grid.

• When determining the application rate of a drip zone, the 
auditor can either perform a flow test using the water meter 
as described in Section 4.2 above or look up the flow rate of 
the emission devices installed on the zone.

• Be careful to only include the area within the hydrozone that will be receiving irrigation in the 
precipitation rate calculation. Non-wetted areas should be removed from the precipitation rate 
calculation.

• Determining the wetted area is relatively simple if the hydrozone is irrigated with a grid of dripline, 
but more complicated if irrigated with point-source drip.

• For point-source drip there are several approaches:

- Estimate the percentage of the hydrozone area that receives irrigation.

- Estimate the wetted area per emitter and sum them for the hydrozone. Wetted area for each 
emitter will depend on the flow rate and soil texture.

Figure 7-14: Netafim emitter micro-tubing 
adapter (image courtesy of Netafim USA)
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10  IRRIGATION SYSTEM AUDITING REVIEW QUESTIONS

10.1 What is the purpose of an irrigation system audit?

10.2 True or false: A high DU is desirable because it allows the entire root zone to be irrigated more evenly.

10.3 True or false: DU and IE are the same?

10.4 Why is head-to-head coverage of overhead spray desirable?

10.5 What are some causes of poor DU and IE?

10.6 What is the difference between the gross and net precipitation rate?

10.7 True or false: When the PR is matched, the flow rate of the emission device increases as the arc 
increases?

10.8 True or false: When the PR is unmatched, the flow rate of the emission device remains constant as the 
arc increases?

10.9 True or false: Manufacturers specifications can be used to look up the net PR?

10.10 What are some of the tools needed to perform an irrigation audit?

10.11 True or false: A site inspection and evaluation should be performed prior to any system testing?

10.12 What is the minimum number of catch cans that should be used to perform an irrigation system test?
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IRRIGATION SCHEDULING

Learning Objectives

1. Understand the concept of irrigation scheduling

2. Know how to determine irrigation run time

3. Know how to develop an irrigation schedule

4. Tools to assist with monitoring and adjustment

Section 8: 
IRRIGATION SCHEDULING
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1 IRRIGATION SCHEDULING CONCEPT

1.1 It is important to understand irrigation scheduling in order to program both conventional and smart 
controllers.

• Weather based irrigation controllers (WBIC) aim to manage the application of landscape water 
by automatically adjusting the irrigation schedule to closely match changes in ETo based on site 
specific conditions.

• In order to effectively program a WBIC, it is necessary to have an understanding of how an irrigation 
schedule for a conventional controller is determined.

1.2 Irrigation scheduling is not an exact science. 

• The calculations used to determine an irrigation schedule provide a starting point for the water 
manager.

• Schedules may need to be modified depending on observed results.

1.3 When preparing an irrigation schedule the water manager is required to make decisions about various 
elements, including:

• How long to irrigate each zone (station run time).

• If runoff occurs, it may be necessary to split the run time to allow the water applied to infiltrate into 
the soil (cycle and soak).

• What time of day to operate the irrigation system (cycle start time).

• How many days each week to operate the irrigation system (frequency of irrigation).

• Different types of plant material have different water requirements and root depths, and thus 
require separate irrigation programs.

1.4 Irrigation scheduling involves water management and is one of the three primary elements of saving 
water in the landscape (Figure 8-1). 

• Water management in the landscape involves the management of water as a resource in order to 
optimize the beneficial use of the water to the plants in the landscape.

• Water management refers to the need to actively oversee landscape irrigation and plant health in 
order to fully realize water savings potential and a successful landscape.

• Figure 8-2 shows a graph of average monthly Net ET compared to average monthly single family 
seasonal water use for the City of Bozeman from 2015 to 2019.

- Average indoor water use in gallons per meter per day is represented by the blue bars.

- Average outdoor water use from May through September is represented by orange bars.

Figure 8-1: Elements of landscape water use
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- Average Net ET ([ETo x 0.75] - precipitation = Net ET) is shown from May through September 
represented by a light orange line.

• The goal of the water manager is to irrigate in line with changes in  ETo.

1.5 Remember the soil moisture reservoir from Section 3 (Figure 8-3)!

• The goal of the water manager is to maintain soil moisture below field capacity, but above 
permanent wilting point.

• The concept of management allowable depletion (MAD) determines how much the water manager 
allows soil moisture to be depleted before refilling the reservoir by irrigating.

• In order to irrigate the root zone properly, the water manager must know the root depth of the 
plants within the hydrozone.

- Plants with shallow roots require more frequent irrigation with less total run time, e.g. turfgrass.

- Plants with deep roots require less frequent irrigation with longer total run times, e.g. 
established perennials and woody plants.

- In order to achieve the required total run time, the use of multiple start times (cycle and soak) 
may be needed in order to minimize water waste due to run off.

- Irrigation should replenish moisture in the soil root zone.

• As noted in Section 3, soil type also plays an important role in irrigation scheduling.

- For sandy soils, use shorter run times to prevent water draining beyond the root zone and more 
frequent water days due to lower water holding capacity.

- For clay soils, use a lower application rate to prevent runoff, multiple start times to give water 
time to move through the root zone and allow time for air to return to the soil, and less frequent 
water days due to higher water holding capacity.

Figure 8-2: Bozeman average monthly Net ET compared to average monthly single family seasonal water use from 2015-2019.
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• Programmed and installed correctly WBICs are able to automatically adjust the irrigation schedule to 
water only when soil moisture reaches the MAD threshold.

• Conventional controllers require manual adjustment to deliver sufficient water to the landscape to 
replace water lost to ETo.

2 IRRIGATION RUN TIME

2.1 The first step to developing an irrigation schedule is to understand how much water the plants in the 
landscape need. Multiply ETo by the plant factor (PF) to determine the plant water requirement (PWR) in 
inches. 

• Choosing daily, weekly, or monthly ETo will determine whether you calculate a daily, weekly, or 
monthly run time. 

• Most conventional irrigation controllers operate on a weekly schedule, so it might be most useful to 
determine the weekly run time.

 

PWR = Weather x Plant Type
PWR = ETo x PF 

2.2 The run time multiplier (RTM) is calculated using the DULQ determined during an irrigation audit in order 
to adjust for irrigation system inefficiencies. The RTM is used to determine the maximum amount of water 
to apply to the hydrozone to maintain plant health given that the irrigation system does not deliver water 
in a perfectly uniform manner. The RTM results in a lower maximum amount of water than simply dividing 
by DULQ to reflect that there is lateral movement of water in the soil.

 

RTM = 1 ÷ [0.4 + (0.6 x DULQ)] 

Figure 8-3: The soil moisture reservoir
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2.3 Multiply the PWR by the RTM to calculate the irrigation water requirement (IWR) in inches.

 

IWR = PWR x RTM

2.4 The PWR and IWR are measured in inches and provide minimum and maximum amounts of water to be 
applied to the hydrozone to maintain plant health.

• The water manager should generally apply water within this range.

• Irrigating closer to the PWR may result in some stress to the plants in the hydrozone.

• Irrigating closer to the IWR should provide adequate water for healthy plant growth and account for 
irrigation system inefficiencies.

2.5 Determine minimum and maximum irrigation run times to translate the PWR and IWR from inches into 
minutes.

• The minimum irrigation run time (IRTMIN) is determined by dividing the PWR by the precipitation rate 
(PR) determined in an irrigation audit, multiply by 60 to convert to minutes. 

 

IRTMIN = (PWR ÷ PR) x 60

• The maximum irrigation run time (IRTMAX) is determined by dividing the IWR by the precipitation rate 
(PR) determined in an irrigation audit, multiply by 60 to convert to minutes.

 

IRTMAX = (IWR ÷ PR) x 60

2.6 Table 8-1 shows example weekly IRT for the typical irrigation season from May through September in 
Bozeman, MT. 

Table 8-1: Example weekly irrigation run times

Plant Type Low Water Use 
Shrubs

Moderate 
Shrubs

Cool Season 
Turfgrass

Cool Season 
Turfgrass

Irrigation Type Inline Drip Inline Drip Rotating 
Sprinklers

Fixed Spray 
Sprinklers

PF, DULQ, & PR PF 0.2, DU 0.9, 
PR 0.5 in / hr

PF 0.5, DU 0.9, 
PR 0.5 in / hr

PF 0.75, DU 0.7, 
PR 0.7 in / hr

PF 0.75, DU 0.6, 
PR 1.5 in / hr

Month
Monthly 

ETo 
(inches)

Weekly ETo 
(inches) Weekly IRTMIN / IRTMAX (minutes)

May 4.50 1.13 27 / 29 68 / 72 72 / 88 34 / 45

Jun 5.86 1.46 35 / 37 88 / 93 94 / 115 44 / 58

Jul 7.23 1.81 43 / 46 109 / 115 116 / 142 54 / 72

Aug 5.99 1.49 36 / 38 90 / 95 96 / 117 45 / 59

Sep 4.01 1.01 24 / 26 60 / 64 65 / 79 30 / 40

• Weekly run times are shown for four different hydrozones ranging from low water use shrubs 
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irrigated with inline drip, to cool season turfgrass irrigated with fixed spray sprinklers.

• The two numbers shown for each weekly run time are the minimum and maximum IRT in minutes.

• The difference between the minimum and maximum IRT is typically only a few minutes if the DULQ is 
relatively high since the RTM is close to 1.

• The difference between the minimum and maximum IRT is larger when the DULQ is relatively low 
and when the application rate is relatively low (as much as 30 mins in the examples provided).

• July is the peak watering month:

- Low water use shrubs with inline drip 43 to 46 mins per week.

- Moderate shrubs with inline drip 109 to 115 minutes per week.

- Cool season turfgrass with rotating sprinklers 116 to 142 mins per week.

- Cool season turfgrass with fixed spray sprinklers 54 to 72 mins per week.

3 IRRIGATION SCHEDULING

3.1 In order to use the IRT calculated to program the irrigation controller, it is necessary to determine:

• How many days to water.

• How long to water each day.

• How many start times to use.

• At what time of day to irrigate.

3.2 In order to make these decisions, the water manager must understand the limitations of the controller as 
well as the requirements of the landscape plants.

• How long does it take before runoff occurs?

• How many start times and programs does the controller have available?

• Is it possible to run more than one program at a time and does the irrigation system have sufficient 
pressure to run more than one valve at a time?

• Does the controller have a cycle and soak option?

• How deep are the plants roots in each hydrozone?

• What is the infiltration rate of the soil?

• If using overhead spray, avoid irrigating when it is typically windy and during the heat of the day in 
order to avoid water loss to evaporation.

3.3 Table 8-2 provides general recommendations for the number of days per week to irrigate for mature 
plants. The number of days to water is a management decision that must be made by the water manager 
and is a function of many factors such as:

• Desired appearance of the plants in the hydrozone.

• Drought tolerance and preferred soil moisture content of the plants in the hydrozone.
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• Root depth of the plant material, which is likely to be a function of soil type and condition. 

• Available watering window.
Table 8-2: Recommended number of days to irrigate for mature plants

Plant Type Cool Weather 
(May AND September)

Hot Weather 
(July-August)

Warm Weather
(June)

Turfgrass 1 – 2 days 3 – 6 days 2 – 3 days
Annuals 1 – 2 days 2 – 5 days 2 – 4 days
Perennials & Shrubs Every 2 weeks 2 – 4 days Every week
Trees None Once a week Once a month

3.4 Table 8-3 shows an example of number of days to irrigate for the same four hydrozones shown in Table 8-1 
(Check with local watering restrictions that may require less irrigation days than listed below) . 

Table 8-3: Example number of days to irrigate

Plant Type Low Water Use 
Shrubs

Moderate 
Shrubs

Cool Season 
Turfgrass

Cool Season 
Turfgrass

Irrigation Type Inline Drip Inline Drip Rotating 
Sprinklers

Fixed Spray 
Sprinklers

PF, DULQ, & PR PF 0.2, DU 0.9, 
PR 0.5 in / hr

PF 0.5, DU 0.9, 
PR 0.5 in / hr

PF 0.75, DU 0.7, 
PR 0.7 in / hr

PF 0.75, DU 0.6, 
PR 1.5 in / hr

Month
Monthly 

ETo 
(inches)

Weekly 
ETo 

(inches)
Number of Days Per Week to Irrigate

May 4.50 1.13 1 1 2 2

Jun 5.86 1.46 1 2 3 3

Jul 7.23 1.81 2 2 4 4

Aug 5.99 1.49 1 2 3 3

Sep 4.01 1.01 1 1 2 2

• It is assumed that the irrigation controller operates with a weekly schedule, so the minimum 
irrigation frequency possible is once per week. 

- Some controllers do not have this limitation. A monthly schedule allows for less frequent 
irrigation cycles and a deeper application of water. For large established plants and trees, this 
encourages deeper root establishment and therefore a healthier plant or tree. 

• The frequency for the low water use shrubs is selected as one day per week for cool and warm 
months and two days for hotter months. 

• The frequency for the moderate shrubs is selected as one day per week in May and September and 
two days per week during hotter months.

• The frequency for the cool season turfgrass is selected as two days per week in May and September, 
three days in June and August, and four days in July.

3.5 Having decided how many days to irrigate each week, divide the weekly IRT by the number of days to 
irrigate to determine the daily IRT. 
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Daily IRT = Weekly IRT ÷ Number of Days to Irrigate

3.6 Table 8-4 shows an example of daily IRT based on the number of days to irrigate in Table 8-3.

Table 8-4: Example daily run time

Plant Type Low Water Use 
Shrubs

Moderate 
Shrubs

Cool Season 
Turfgrass

Cool Season 
Turfgrass

Irrigation Type Inline Drip Inline Drip Rotating 
Sprinklers

Fixed Spray 
Sprinklers

PF, DULQ, & PR PF 0.2, DU 0.9, 
PR 0.5 in / hr

PF 0.5, DU 0.9, 
PR 0.5 in / hr

PF 0.75, DU 0.7, 
PR 0.7 in / hr

PF 0.75, DU 0.6, 
PR 1.5 in / hr

Month
Monthly 

ETo 
(inches)

Weekly 
ETo 

(inches)
Daily IRTMIN / IRTMAX (minutes)

May 4.50 1.13 27 / 29 68 / 72 36 / 44 17 / 22

Jun 5.86 1.46 35 / 37 44 / 47 31 / 38 15 / 19

Jul 7.23 1.81 22 / 23 54 / 58 29 / 35 14 / 18

Aug 5.99 1.49 36 / 38 45 / 48 32 / 39 15 / 20

Sep 4.01 1.01 24 / 26 60 / 64 32 / 39 15 / 20

• When calculating daily IRT, it might be necessary to go back and adjust the number of days to 
irrigate if the run times are excessively long or short.

• Daily IRT for the four hydrozones in the peak watering month of July are:

- Low water use shrubs with inline drip 22 to 23 minutes, twice per week.

- Moderate shrubs with inline drip 54 to 58 minutes, twice per week.

- Cool season turfgrass with rotating sprinklers 29 to 35 minutes, four times per week.

- Cool season turfgrass with fixed spray sprinklers 14 to 18 minutes, four times per week.

3.7 Divide the daily IRT by the time to runoff, to determine the number of irrigation cycles required each day. 
Round up to the next whole number. 
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Cycles per Day = Daily IRT ÷ Time to Runoff

3.8 Table 8-5 shows an example of the number of irrigation cycles per day required to irrigate the daily IRT 
values in Table 8-4, subject to the indicated time to runoff.

Table 8-5: Example number of irrigation cycles per day

Plant Type Low Water Use 
Shrubs

Moderate 
Shrubs

Cool Season 
Turfgrass

Cool Season 
Turfgrass

Irrigation Type Inline Drip Inline Drip Rotating 
Sprinklers

Fixed Spray 
Sprinklers

PF, DULQ, & PR PF 0.2, DU 0.9, 
PR 0.5 in / hr

PF 0.5, DU 0.9, 
PR 0.5 in / hr

PF 0.75, DU 0.7, 
PR 0.7 in / hr

PF 0.75, DU 0.6, 
PR 1.5 in / hr

Time to Runoff 30 30 20 8

Month
Monthly 

ETo 
(inches)

Weekly 
ETo 

(inches)
Min / Max Cycles Per Day

May 4.50 1.13 1 / 1 2 / 2 2 / 2 2 / 3

Jun 5.86 1.46 1 / 1 1 / 2 2 / 2 2 / 2

Jul 7.23 1.81 1 / 1 2 / 2 1 / 2 2 / 2

Aug 5.99 1.49 1 / 1 1 / 2 2 / 2 2 / 2

Sep 4.01 1.01 1 / 1 2 / 2 2 / 2 2 / 2

• In most cases in this example, two irrigation cycles are required to irrigate each hydrozone.

• The number of cycles required for the cool season turfgrass irrigated with fixed spray sprinklers is 
two to three cycles due to the short time to runoff of eight mins.

• The water manager should leave sufficient time between cycles for the water applied to infiltrate 
into the soil.

• If there are more cycles than the irrigation controller is capable of then the water manager will need 
to adjust the number of days to irrigate and daily IRT of the schedule.

- Alternatives to overcome the number of start times available on the controller and ensure 
that water reaches the desired root depth, include cycle and soak (if available), or using two 
programs to double the number of start times.

3.9 Divide the daily IRT by the number of cycles per day to determine the run time per cycle. Round up to the 
next whole minute.
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Run Time Per Cycle = Daily IRT ÷ Cycles per Day

3.10 Table 8-6 shows an example of run time per cycle based on the number of irrigation cycles per day in 
Table 8-5.

• It is important to sense check the run time per cycle numbers, e.g. a rotor may take several minutes 
to rotate a full circle.

Table 8-6: Example run time per cycle (min run time may be higher than max run time depending on the number of start cycles)

Plant Type Low Water Use 
Shrubs

Moderate 
Shrubs

Cool Season 
Turfgrass

Cool Season 
Turfgrass

Irrigation Type Inline Drip Inline Drip Rotating 
Sprinklers

Fixed Spray 
Sprinklers

PF, DULQ, & PR PF 0.2, DU 0.9, 
PR 0.5 in / hr

PF 0.5, DU 0.9, 
PR 0.5 in / hr

PF 0.75, DU 0.7, 
PR 0.7 in / hr

PF 0.75, DU 0.6, 
PR 1.5 in / hr

Month
Monthly 

ETo 
(inches)

Weekly 
ETo 

(inches)
Min / Max Run Time per Cycle (minutes)

May 4.50 1.13 27 / 29 34 / 36 18 / 22 8 / 7

Jun 5.86 1.46 35 / 37 44 / 23 16 / 19 7 / 10

Jul 7.23 1.81 22 / 23 27 / 29 29 / 18 7 / 9

Aug 5.99 1.49 36 / 38 45 / 24 16 / 19 8 / 10

Sep 4.01 1.01 24 / 26 30 / 32 16 / 20 8 / 10

• Run times per cycle for the four hydrozones in the peak watering month of July are:

- Low water use shrubs with inline drip 22 to 23   minutes, one cycle, twice per week.

- Moderate shrubs with inline drip 27 to 29  minutes, three cycles, twice per week.

- Cool season turfgrass with rotating sprinklers 29 to 18  minutes, two cycles, four times per week.

- Cool season turfgrass with fixed spray sprinklers 7 to 9  minutes, three cycles, four times per 
week.

3.11 The final piece of the irrigation scheduling puzzle is to select the appropriate start times, days to irrigate, 
and program for each hydrozone.

• Typically hydrozones that require the same number of days to irrigate and number of irrigation 
cycles per day, can reside on the same irrigation program. 

• In the example used throughout this section, four irrigation programs could be used using multiple 
start times for each hydrozone.

• Alternatively, three programs could be used by putting the two turfgrass zones on one program and 
using cycle and soak as an alternative to multiple start times.

• The start time and days to irrigate should be selected by the water manager in agreement with the 
owner or user of the landscape.

- Overhead spray is typically best to operate just before or around sunrise when winds tend to be 
lower, and the atmosphere and soil surface are cooler to minimize water loss to evaporation.
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- Care should be taken not to operate overhead spray when it is excessively windy.

• Check local watering restrictions.

3.12 Once the irrigation schedule is in operation, it is an essential component of water management to 
continually monitor each hydrozone and to make necessary adjustments over time.

• Monitor the soil moisture at the appropriate root depth for each hydrozone.

• Reduce run times if soil appears excessively moist and to limit excessive vegetative growth.

• Increase run times if soil appears excessively dry or if plants are showing signs of drought stress. 

• Figure 8-4 displays the steps explained above as a continuous cycle.

Figure 8-4: Irrigation scheduling cycle

Min & max weekly IRT

Monitor & adjust

Start time, days
to irrigate,

program

Run time per cycle

Number of days
to irrigate

Daily run time

Cycles per day
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4 TOOLS TO ASSIST THE WATER MANAGER WITH MONITORING  
   AND ADJUSTMENT

4.1 Regardless of the technology that is in place, there really is no substitute for the expertise and observation 
of the water manager. Being able to identify saturated soils or drought stressed plants are skills that are 
difficult to replace with automation and technology. 

4.2 Remember the soil probe!

• The soil probe is perhaps the easiest method of determining what’s happening beneath the soil 
surface.

- Check soil moisture.

- Check the depth of soil moisture.

- Check root depth of plants.

4.3 Weather based irrigation controllers (WBIC) have the ability to adapt to changing 
weather conditions much more rapidly than conventional controllers and can 
save the water manager a considerable amount of time.

• EPA WaterSense labeled irrigation controllers1 have been independently 
certified to ensure that they can adequately meet the watering needs of a 
landscape without overwatering.

• WBICs require careful programming and ongoing monitoring in order to 
operate properly.

• With proper programming of site specific efficiency settings, WBICs can 
provide water and time savings that translate to an excellent return on 
investment.

• Sensors for irrigation controllers interrupt the irrigation schedule in response to specific site 
conditions. 

• Sensors are covered in detail in Section 9, Irrigation Controllers.

4.4 Local water utilities often publish recommended watering schedules that can act as a great starting point 
for developing an irrigation schedule.

4.5 Local water utilities often publish recommended watering schedules that can act as a great starting point 
for developing a more detailed irrigation schedule.

1 https://www3.epa.gov/watersense/products/controltech.html
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5 IRRIGATION SCHEDULING REVIEW QUESTIONS

5.1 What are some of the decisions that the water manager needs to make when developing an irrigation 
schedule for a conventional controller.

5.2 What are the three methods of saving water in the landscape?

5.3 Using the concept of the soil moisture reservoir explain what the water manager is trying to achieve when 
managing water in the landscape.

5.4 What is the relationship between root depth and developing an irrigation schedule?

5.5 How is the plant water requirement calculated using ETo and the plant factor?

5.6 What does the run time multiplier do?

5.7 What is the difference between the plant water requirement (lower boundary) and the irrigation water 
requirement (upper boundary)?

5.8 What is the daily run time if the weekly run time is 30 minutes and irrigation will occur 2 days per week?

5.9 How many cycles per day are required if the daily run time is 15 minutes and the time to runoff is 5 
minutes?

5.10 What is the run time per cycle if the daily run time is 15 minutes and the number of cycles per day is 3?

5.11 Name a few important considerations regarding the time of day to operate overhead irrigation.

5.12 What is the most important aspect of irrigation scheduling? Hint: continually monitor and adjust.

5.13 What tools are available to the water manager to assist with monitoring and adjustment of the irrigation 
schedule?
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NOTES:



Section 9: 
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IRRIGATION CONTROLLERS

Learning Objectives

1. Understand the function of an irrigation controller

2. Understand the various types of irrigation controllers

3. Understand the parameters required to program a conventional controller

4. Programming a conventional controller

5. Understand how a weather based irrigation controller works

6. Using sensors to improve irrigation efficiency

Section 9: 
IRRIGATION CONTROLLERS
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1 IRRIGATION CONTROLLERS

1.1 The primary function of an irrigation controller is to control the operation of electric irrigation valves and 
the delivery of water to the landscape.

1.2 If used properly, irrigation controllers can efficiently manage the application of irrigation water and 
provide reliable operation of irrigation systems at any time of day or night.

2 IRRIGATION CONTROLLER TYPES

2.1 Irrigation controller manufacturers produce a variety of products designed to meet specific needs.

2.2 Controllers might be available in either indoor or outdoor configurations. 

• Indoor controllers have an external plug-in power supply that transforms the electrical input from 
120 volts down to 24 volts.

• Outdoor controllers have an internal power supply and are hard-wired. Outdoor controllers are 
typically installed in a weatherproof enclosure that can be locked.

2.3 Controllers are often specified to as residential or commercial. 

• Residential controllers are specified for common residential applications. They typically have fewer 
stations than commercial controllers and a more basic feature set with the emphasis on being 
relatively easy to use. 

- Residential and light commercial controllers often come in both indoor and outdoor models.

• Commercial controllers are specified for larger sites and typically include more advanced features 
such as more programs and start times, remote control, electronic troubleshooting options, and 
flow alert monitoring. 

- Commercial controllers are typically specified for outdoor installation.

2.4 The term standalone controller is used to describe a conventional controller that operates on a fixed 
irrigation schedule.

• A variety of sensors can be used to improve the efficiency and performance of standalone 
controllers.

• Most modern controllers have non-volatile memory, so programming will remain in the controller 
in the event of a loss of power. However, many older models rely on a battery backup to retain the 
programming if power is lost.

- For controllers that rely on battery backup, a battery replacement schedule is necessary to 
ensure optimum memory performance.

- It is recommended that the battery be changed at least every other year.

2.5 Weather based irrigation controllers (WBICs) use local weather, landscape conditions, and type of 
irrigation equipment to tailor watering schedules to actual conditions on the site. 

• Some conventional controllers can be upgraded to WBICs with the addition of a module and/or 
sensor.

• Weather data may be from an on-site weather station or from an off-site source of weather data.

• Weather data may be subscription based or free.
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• Some WBICs also have historical average weather data stored on-board that can be used in the 
event that current data is unavailable.

2.6 Soil moisture-based controllers use soil moisture sensors to measure soil moisture within the root zone 
and shut off the irrigation system when the desired soil moisture level has been reached.

• Soil moisture-based controllers do not rely on weather data to operate.

• The controller compares soil moisture readings to the desired moisture level for the soil type, plant 
type, and other landscape variables programmed into the controller.

• If the amount of moisture measured in the root zone meets or exceeds the target level, the 
controller overrides the irrigation system. If the amount of moisture measured in the root zone is 
less than the target level, the controller allows the system to operate as programmed.

2.7 The term WiFi irrigation controller is used to describe irrigation controllers that can be connected to a WiFi 
network. 

• WiFi irrigation controllers can be controlled remotely from a web browser or 
dedicated application. 

• Many WiFi irrigation controllers are also WBICs.

2.8 For large commercial installations, central control enables the control of a network of compatible 
irrigation controllers through one central system. 

• Central control systems can be used to manage multiple sites and controllers remotely.

• Remote operation can be used to program, monitor, and operate the network of connected 
controllers.

• Central control compatible controllers can be linked to the system by a variety of methods including 
hard wiring, radio, cellular, local area network (LAN), and WiFi.

2.9 Irrigation controllers can have conventional wiring or two-wire systems.

• Conventional wiring uses one common wire and a hot wire for each irrigation valve.

• Two-wire uses only two wires combined with a decoder. Two-wire systems are used for large 
commercial and residential systems or phased installations where the cost savings in wire and other 
advantages can be significant.
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3 CONVENTIONAL IRRIGATION CONTROLLER PARAMETERS

Figure 9-1: Left to right (1) Hunter Pro-C, (2) Irritrol Rain Dial-R, (3) Rain Bird ESP-ME, (4) Toro Evolution 
(images courtesy of Hunter Industries Inc, Irritrol, Rain Bird Corporation, and The Toro Company)

1 2 3 4

3.1 Programs are separate irrigation schedules to allow the water manager to group hydrozones with similar 
irrigation requirements together; e.g. program A for turf zones, program B for shrub zones, and program C 
for trees. 

• Each program will irrigate all of the zones selected to run on the same days of the week and with the 
same  number of cycles.

• Hydrozones are grouped together in the same program based on factors such as:

- Water requirements of the plant material

- Root depth

- Microclimate (sun, shade, wind, heat)

- Soil type

- Irrigation emission device application rates

- Time to runoff

- Other factors such as convenience and constraints of the controller

3.2 Start time is the time of day that a given program will commence. 

• Multiple start times help prevent runoff by splitting the total run time into shorter run times. 
Multiple start times are also useful for keeping newly installed plant material moist during 
establishment, and for allowing water to penetrate deeper into the root zone. 

• Cycle and soak is an alternative to multiple start times. The cycle time and soak period are specified, 
and the controller determines the total number of cycles by dividing the total run time by the cycle 
time.

3.3 Run time is the length of time that the controller will run the individual valves for each program start time. 
A separate run time is entered for each station on the controller.

• The program run time should be less than the observed time to runoff. Multiple start times can be 
used to make up the entire irrigation run time.
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3.4 Water days are the days of the week that the controller will run the program. There are several commonly 
used approaches to water days:

• Specific days – the water manager can select specific days of the week to run the irrigation program.

• Odd/even days – the water manager can select either odd or even days to run the irrigation 
program.

• Interval watering – the water manager can select the interval in days between irrigation cycles for 
the program. This feature works well for low water use plants and trees that require watering less 
than once a week.

3.5 Seasonal adjustment – is a percentage adjustment that adjusts all or selected programs and run times in 
the controller. 

• This setting can save the water manager a significant amount of time when reprogramming controllers 
through the season.

• The run time should be entered for the hottest month of the year so that the seasonal adjustment 
can be used to reduce run times during the year.

4  PROGRAMMING A CONVENTIONAL CONTROLLER

4.1 Program the following peak month irrigation schedule into a conventional controller.

Table 9-1: Example irrigation schedule

Plant Type Low Water Use 
Shrubs

Moderate 
Shrubs

Cool Season 
Turfgrass

Cool Season 
Turfgrass

Irrigation Type Inline Drip Inline Drip Rotating Sprinklers Fixed Spray 
Sprinklers

Station 1 2 3 4

Program A B C D

Start Times 6 a.m., 8 a.m. 7 a.m., 9 a.m. 4 a.m., 5 a.m. 4 a.m., 4:30 a.m., 
5 a.m., 5:30a.m.

Run Time 28 24 20 4

Water Days Su We, Sa Odd Even

Weekly Run Time 56 96 140 56

4.2 Considerations

• Is the controller capable of multiple start times and/or cycle and soak? If the controller does not offer 
these basic features, consider upgrading it.

• Does the controller have 4 programs available? Many controllers are limited to 3 programs.

• Does the controller allow a monthly or bi-monthly irrigation schedule using interval programming? 
Trees on a separate hydrozone may benefit from monthly or bi-monthly irrigation cycles.

• If there are insufficient programs to input the desired schedule, the water manager must look for 
alternatives or adjust the schedule.
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• One solution for the irrigation schedule above is to combine stations 3 and 4 onto one program if a 
cycle and soak feature is available.

- Both stations would need to run on the same days.

- Station 3 would have a run time of 40 mins, a cycle time of 20 mins, and an appropriate soak 
time (e.g. 15 – 30 mins).

- Station 4 would have a run time of 16 mins, a cycle time of 4 mins, and an appropriate soak time 
(e.g. 15 – 30 mins).

• A second solution would be to combine stations 1 and 2 onto one program. This would require 
changing the schedule of one station to have the same watering days as the other.

- Station 1 could be changed to have a run time of 14 mins with 2 start times and run on the same 
two days as station 2.

4.3  Hunter X-Core Controller (Figure 9-2)

• Set the time and day.

- Turn dial to current time/day.

- Use + and - buttons to change year, month day, and time.

- Progress using the  button.

• Set the program start times.

- Turn dial to start times.

- Use PRG button to select program A, B, or C.

- Use + and - buttons to change start time (15 min increments).

- Add additional start times using the  button. 

- Up to 4 start times can be used for each program.

• Set station run times.

- Turn dial to run times.

- Use PRG button to select program A, B, or C.

- Use + and - buttons to change the station run time.

- Use the  button to progress to the next station.

• Set watering days.

- Turn dial to water days position.

- Use PRG button to select program A, B, or C.

- Use + and - buttons to toggle watering on or off for each day of the week. The cursor 
automatically moves to the next day.

- Odd / even watering days can be used as an alternative to specific days. With the cursor on SU 
press the  button. Use the + and - buttons to select odd or even watering days.
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- Interval watering can be used as an alternative 
to specific days or odd / even watering days. 
With the cursor on odd / even press the  
button. Use the + and - buttons to select the 
number of days between watering (1 – 31 days).

- Turn dial to the run position.

• Seasonal adjustment. 

- Turn dial to seasonal adjustment.

- Use + and - buttons to adjust percentage in 10% 
increments.

- Note: adjusted run times will be displayed. 
Return seasonal adjustment to 100% to program 
run times.

• Cycle and Soak (hidden feature)

- Turn dial to run.

- Press and hold the + button for 3 seconds.

- While holding the + button turn dial to run 
times.

- Use the  and  buttons to select the station.

- Use the + and – buttons to set the cycle time.

- Press the PRG button to access the soak menu.

- Use the  and  buttons to select the station.

- Use the + and – buttons to set the soak time.

4.4 Irritrol Rain Dial (Figure 9-3)

• Set function switch to set programs. 

• Set the time and day.

- Turn dial to current time.

- Use + and - buttons to set correct time.

- Turn dial to Today.

- Use + and - buttons to select correct day.

• Select program A, B, or C.

• Set valve run times.

- Turn dial to station number (1 – 12).

- Use + and - buttons to set run time.

• Set program start times.

- Turn dial to start time number (1 – 3).

- Use + and - buttons to set start time.

- Up to 3 start times can be used for each program.

• Set watering days.

- Turn dial to desired day.

Figure 9-2: Hunter X-Core controller (image courtesy 
of Hunter Industries Inc)
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- Use + and - buttons to turn day on or off.

- Repeat for all days.

- Skip days can be used to program an interval rather than using specific days (1 – 31 days).

• Seasonal adjustment.

- Turn dial to skip days / special functions.

- Press manual button twice (display should show 100).

- Use the + and - buttons to set the desired percentage.

• Repeat for each program.

• Set dial to current time and function switch to run.

 

5 WEATHER BASED IRRIGATION CONTROLLERS (WBICS)

5.1 Although all WBICs utilize evapotranspiration data to determine irrigation schedules, there can be 
significant differences in the parameters that need to be entered.

• Some WBICs require the water manager to enter a peak month irrigation run time and frequency. 
The WBIC uses rainfall and current weather data to adjust the frequency and run time of irrigation 
events according to the parameters entered.

- This type of controller relies on the water manager to understand how to determine an effective 
irrigation schedule for each hydrozone, similar to a conventional controller.

• Other WBICs require the water manager to enter field data in order for the controller to perform 
the scheduling calculation. The data required might include: type of irrigation device, irrigation 
efficiency, plant material, soil type, root depth, slope, and microclimate.

- This type of controller uses assumptions derived from the field data, entered together with 
current weather conditions to generate an irrigation schedule. If the field data does not 
correspond to site conditions, the irrigation schedule will be inaccurate.

• Different controllers will generate different irrigation schedules due to differences in the 
assumptions used and differences in the ability to tailor those assumptions to match the landscape.

Figure 9-3: Irritrol Rain Dial controller (image courtesy 
of Irritrol)
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- The water manager should understand the underlying assumptions used by the controller 
so that the irrigation schedule generated can be tuned to meet the watering needs of the 
landscape.

Figure 9-4: Left to right (1) Hunter Pro-HC, (2) Rain Bird ESP-LXME,  (3) Toro Evolution, (4) Rachio (images courtesy of Hunter 
Industries, Rain Bird Corporation, The Toro Company, and Rachio, Inc)

1 2 3 4

5.2 There are two common approaches that WBICs use for watering frequency and run times. Both methods 
are based on the concept of management allowable depletion (MAD) with the goal of restoring the soil 
moisture reservoir to field capacity at each irrigation event.

• Variable watering frequency with a fixed run time. This means that the number of days between 
watering will change depending on evapotranspiration and rainfall.

• Fixed watering frequency with a variable irrigation run time. This means that the number of 
days between watering will correspond to the peak month irrigation frequency that has been 
programmed into the controller, but that the number of minutes that the irrigation program will run 
for will change depending on evapotranspiration and rainfall.

5.3 EPA WaterSense provides a list of WaterSense labeled irrigation controllers. These WBICs have been 
independently certified to ensure that they can adequately meet the watering needs of a landscape 
without overwatering.

5.4 Smart Water Application Technologies (SWAT) is a coalition of water purveyors, equipment manufacturers, 
and irrigation practitioners that develops testing protocols and promotes water-efficient products 
including WBICs.
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5.5 Potential issues with WBICs:

• The ability to properly program the controller to reflect site conditions 
depends on the flexibility of the controller and the expertise of the water 
manager.

• The ET data used might not properly match site conditions due to being 
from an off-site source that has a significantly different microclimate.

• Data source connection issues will result in the controller using historic ET 
data or the most recent information downloaded until the connection is 
restored.

• Where on-site ET data is used, sensors require proper setup and maintenance to function accurately.

• Close observation and system tuning is critical following initial installation and setup to ensure 
proper irrigation depth and frequency. This is especially true when establishing new plantings or 
when establishing the peak watering month irrigation schedule.

6 SENSORS FOR IRRIGATION CONTROLLERS 

6.1  Sensors for irrigation controllers are devices that interrupt the electrical signal in response to specific site 
conditions and modify the operation of the irrigation controller. Sensors can save significant amounts of 
both time and water.

6.2 ET sensors can upgrade a standard controller to a WBIC. They are weather sensors that determine 
evapotranspiration and adjust the controller based on local weather conditions. 

• ET sensors require a compatible controller. 

• ET sensors typically incorporate rain and freeze sensors to shut down the irrigation system.

6.3 Flow sensors shut down the irrigation system when a specified level of overflow or underflow has 
occurred. Many flow sensing systems automatically send flow alerts to the water manager.

• Flow sensors can prevent catastrophic water waste in the event of a pipe rupture or other leak, 
prevent property and landscape damage, and prevent the loss of valuable plant material due to a 
non-functioning valve.
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6.4 Soil moisture sensors measure soil moisture within the root zone, and can be programmed to shut off the 
irrigation system when the desired soil moisture level has been reached.

• These are typically located in the ground within specific hydrozone boundaries.

• Soil moisture sensors can be used to override the irrigation schedule when the measured soil 
moisture content indicates that irrigation is not required.

• Strategically placed soil moisture sensors can prevent excessive irrigation from taking place if the 
programmed run times are higher than required.

• The use of soil moisture sensors can make-up for inefficiencies in the irrigation schedule of both 
conventional controllers and WBICs.

• For soil moisture sensors to be effective, they must be placed in a position that reliably represents 
the entire zone and/or system.

• Moisture sensors should be checked periodically to ensure they are still functioning properly.

6.5 Rain sensors shut down the irrigation controller during periods of measurable rainfall. 

• Rain sensors are inexpensive and can save significant amounts of water due to rain events during 
the regular irrigation season.

6.6 Wind sensors shut down the irrigation controller during periods of high wind.

• Wind sensors are useful for overhead irrigation in unprotected areas.

6.7 Freeze sensors prevent the irrigation system from operating in freezing temperatures. 

Figure 9-5: Left to right (1) Hunter Solar Sync, (2) Irritrol Climate Logic, (3) Rain Bird WR2 Rain/Freeze Sensor, (4) Toro Precision 
Soil Sensor, (5) Hunter Flow Sensor (images courtesy of Hunter Industries In, Irritrol, Rain Bird Corporation, and The Toro 
Company)

321 4 5
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7 CONTROLLER REVIEW QUESTIONS

7.1 What is the primary function of an irrigation controller?

7.2 If used properly what are some of the benefits that an irrigation controller can provide?

7.3 What is the difference between an indoor and outdoor irrigation controller?

7.4 How is a WBIC different from a conventional controller?

7.5 What is a potential application of a central control system?

7.6 What are the four parameters needed to program a conventional irrigation controller?

7.7 Explain how the seasonal adjustment feature of a conventional controller works?

7.8 True or false: All WBICs require the user to enter field data about the irrigation system, plants, and soil to 
determine the irrigation schedule.

7.9 True or false: There are several different approaches used by WBICs for watering frequency and run times.

7.10 Where would you look to find a list of WBICs that have been independently certified to ensure that they 
can adequately meet the watering needs of a landscape without overwatering?

7.11 What are some potential issues with WBICs?

7.12 Describe how sensors for irrigation controllers interact with the controller schedule.

7.13 Describe how soil moisture sensors can be used to improve the irrigation efficiency of both conventional 
controllers and WBICs.
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Section 10: 
BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

Learning Objective

1. Put the tools that you have learned into practice
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1 CASE STUDY

Use the information provided to calculate the following for each landscape.

1.1 Peak month landscape water budget calculated using peak month ETo, plant factors, and hydrozone 
areas.

1.2 Irrigation water requirement for the peak month, taking into account effective precipitation (rainfall) and 
irrigation efficiency.

1.3 Peak month weekly minimum and maximum irrigation run time in minutes.

1.4 Suggest how the peak month weekly irrigation run times could be used to program a conventional 
irrigation controller.

1.5 Explain how you would manage these landscapes to irrigate to a monthly landscape water budget.

1.6 Extra credit:

• Using the traditional landscape determine the volume of mulch and compost needed to sheet 
mulch the two turfgrass zones.

- Assume a 2-inch layer of compost and a 4-inch layer of mulch.

• Using the sustainable landscape:

- Determine the annual rain catchment potential.

1.7 Assumptions

• The case study illustrated in Figure 10-1  exemplifies how sustainable landscapes are cost-effective, 
environmentally beneficial, and easy to replicate. 

• The hydrozones have been simplified for the purposes of illustration.

• The ETo of 7.23 inches is the peak month ETo for the AgriMet Bozeman Station .

• For this example it is assumed that:

- Effective precipitation is equal to 25% of precipitation.

- Irrigation efficiency is equal to low quarter distribution uniformity (DULQ).

- There is a dedicated irrigation meter at each site to monitor landscape water use.
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Figure 10-1: Landscape Design Case Study

Table 10-1: Traditional landscape hydrozones

Hydrozone PF LA  
(sq ft)

ETo  
(inches)

Rainfall 
(inches)

DULQ PR  
(in / hr)

Turfgrass – front yard 0.75 845 7.23 0.85 0.6 1.5

Turfgrass– parkway 0.75 320 7.23 0.85 0.6 1.5

Shrubs 0.5 530 7.23 0.85 0.6 1.5

• Time to runoff: 5 mins

Table 10-2: Sustainable landscape hydrozones

Hydrozone PF LA  
(sq ft)

ETo 
(inches)

Rainfall 
(inches)

DULQ PR  
(in / hr)

Natives - front yard 0.2 950 7.23 0.85 0.9 0.5

Natives - parkway 0.2 100 7.23 0.85 0.9 0.5

• Time to runoff: 15 mins

Native Plants

Traditional 
Shrubs

Native Grasses

Cool Season 
Turfgrass

Permeable 
Paving

Dry Screen Bed

Run Off Retention 
System

Utility Access
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Table 10-3: AgriMet Bozeman Station ETo and precipitation by watering month

Month ETo 
(inches)

Rainfall
(inches)

May 4.50 2.35

June 5.86 1.99

July 7.23 0.85

August 5.99 0.96

September 4.01 1.42

Total 27.59 7.58

Table 10-4: Sustainable landscape additional information

Roof area 1,350 sq. ft.

Number of residents 3
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2 PEAK MONTH LANDSCAPE WATER BUDGET SOLUTION

Calculate the peak month landscape water budget calculated using peak month ETo, plant factors, and 
hydrozone areas.

Water Budget = Weather x Plant Type x Area
Water Budget = ETo x PF x LA x 0.62

Table 10-5: Traditional landscape water budget

Hydrozone ETo 
(inches) PF LA 

(sq ft)
Water Budget 

(gallons)

Turfgrass – front yard 7.23 0.75 845 2,841

Turfgrass – parkway 7.23 0.75 320 1,076

Shrubs 7.23 0.5 530 1,188

Total 1,695 5,105

Table 10-6: Sustainable landscape water budget

Hydrozone ETo 
(inches) PF LA 

(sq ft)
Water Budget 

(gallons)

Natives - front yard 7.23 0.2 950 852

Natives - parkway 7.23 0.2 100 90

Total 1,050 941

2.1 The sustainable landscape has a smaller total irrigated area due to unirrigated areas such as a dry stream 
bed and permeable paving.

2.2 The lower plant factor of the hydrozones in the sustainable landscape combined with unirrigated areas 
means that the sustainable landscape has a water budget that is 81% lower than that for the traditional 
landscape.
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3 IRRIGATION WATER REQUIREMENT FOR THE PEAK MONTH    
 SOLUTION

Calculate the irrigation water requirement for the peak month taking into account effective precipitation 
(rainfall) and irrigation efficiency.

Irrigation Water = [(Weather x Plant Type) – Rain] x Area ÷  Efficiency
Irrigation Water = [(ETo x PF) – EP] x LA  ÷ IE x 0.62

Table 10-7: Traditional landscape irrigation water requirement

Hydrozone ETo 
(inches) PF EP

(inches)
LA 

(sq ft) IE
Irrigation 

Water 
(gallons)

Turfgrass – front yard 7.23 0.75 0.85 x 0.25 845 0.6 4,549

Turfgrass – parkway 7.23 0.75 0.85 x 0.25 320 0.6 1,723

Shrubs 7.23 0.5 0.85 x 0.25 530 0.6 1,863

Total 1,695 8,135

Table 10-8: Sustainable landscape irrigation water requirement

Hydrozone ETo 
(inches) PF EP

(inches)
LA 

(sq ft) IE
Irrigation 

Water 
(gallons)

Natives - front yard 7.23 0.2 0.85 x 0.25 950 0.9 807

Natives - parkway 7.23 0.2 0.85 x 0.25 100 0.9 85

Total 1,050 892

3.1 The irrigation water requirement of the traditional landscape is higher than the corresponding water 
budget due to the poor irrigation efficiency of the emission devices used.

3.2 The irrigation water requirement of the sustainable landscape is slightly higher than the water budget due 
to the high irrigation efficiency.

3.3 Taking into account irrigation efficiency and effective precipitation, the sustainable landscape requires 
89% less irrigation water than the traditional landscape.
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4 PEAK MONTH WEEKLY IRRIGATION RUN TIMES SOLUTION

Peak month weekly minimum and maximum irrigation run time in minutes.

PWR = Weather x Plant Type
PWR = ETo x PF
RTM = 1 ÷ [0.4 + (0.6 x DULQ)] 
IWR = PWR x RTM
IRTMIN = (PWR ÷ PR) x 60
IRTMAX = (IWR ÷ PR) x 60

For the solutions provided below:
• Peak month ETo of 7.23 inches per month is equal to 1.63 inches per week.

• PWR, RTM, and IWR are rounded to two decimal places.

• IRTMIN and IRTMAX are rounded up to the nearest minute.

Table 10-9: Traditional landscape peak month weekly irrigation run time

Hydrozone PWR 
(inches) RTM IWR 

(inches)
IRTMIN
(mins)

IRTMAX
(mins)

Turfgrass– front yard 1.22 1.32 1.61 49 64

Turfgrass– parkway 1.22 1.32 1.61 49 64

Shrubs 0.82 1.32 1.07 33 43

Table 10-10: Sustainable landscape peak month weekly irrigation run times

Hydrozone PWR 
(inches) RTM IWR 

(inches)
IRTMIN
(mins)

IRTMAX
(mins)

Natives - front yard 0.33 1.06 0.35 39 42

Natives - parkway 0.33 1.06 0.35 39 42

4.1 The difference between IRTMIN and IRTMAX is larger for the traditional landscape because of the lower 
irrigation efficiency which results in a higher run time multiplier.
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5 CONTROLLER PROGRAMMING SOLUTION

Suggest how the peak month weekly irrigation run times could be used to program a conventional irrigation 
controller.

5.1 The programs below are based on management decisions and are just one potential solution.

5.2 Weekly run time should be between IRTMIN and IRTMAX.

5.3 The schedule programmed should be continually evaluated and adjusted to maintain plant material to 
the desired level of appearance.

Table 10-11: Traditional landscape controller program

Hydrozone Week Run Time 
(mins)

Number of Days 
to Irrigate

Daily Run Time/ 
Cycle (mins)

Number of Cycles 
Per Day

Turfgrass – front yard 56 4 7 2

Turfgrass – parkway 56 4 7 2

Shrubs 36 2 9 2

5.4 Turfgrass irrigated 4 days per week for 7 minutes with two cycles, for a total run time of 14 minutes each 
day, or 56 minutes each week.

5.5 Shrubs irrigated 2 days per week for 9 minutes with two cycles, for a total run time of 18 minutes each day 
or 36 minutes each week.

Table 10-12: Sustainable landscape controller program

Hydrozone Week Run Time 
(mins)

Number of Days 
to Irrigate

Daily Run Time/ 
Cycle (mins)

Number of Cycles 
Per Day

Natives - front yard 44 1 22 2

Natives - parkway 44 1 22 2

5.6 Montana natives irrigated 1 day per week for 22 minutes with two cycles for a total run time of 44 minutes 
a week. 

5.7 The relatively long run time for the sustainable landscape hydrozones is due to the much lower 
precipitation rate compared to the traditional landscape.
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6 MANAGING TO A MONTHLY WATER BUDGET SOLUTION

Explain how you would manage these landscapes to irrigate to a monthly landscape water budget. 

6.1 The following solution is just one of many potential solutions.

• Develop a monthly water budget for the landscape.

• Include water rates and calculate potential cost savings.

• Take meter readings at the end of each month to determine actual water usage.

• Compare budgeted water usage to actual water usage.

• If water usage exceeds the budget find out why and fix the issue. The water budgets shown are 
the irrigation water requirements based on monthly historical average ETo, rainfall, and irrigation 
efficiency. 

• The monthly water budget examples shown below are based on the ETo and rainfall numbers 
provided in Table 10-3.

• Effective precipitation (rainfall) is calculated as 25% of precipitation for the month.

• In the real world it would be more accurate to update the planned budget using actual ETo and 
precipitation at the end of each month.

• The water usage numbers are shown in gallons, when in the real world they would be billed in 
thousands of gallons or CCF.

• The assumed tier 1 cost of water is $2.40 per 748 gallons up to the first 4,488 gallons of consumed 
water. The assumed tier 2 cost of water is $3.24 per 748 gallons for all water usage exceeding that 
which falls under tier 1. For the purposes of this case study, it is assumed that all indoor single family 
water usage is captured under the tier 1 rate and all associated outdoor water consumption will be 
charged at the tier 2 rate.1

• Many water providers bill based on a water budget. In this case it would be more meaningful to 
align the water budget calculation with that used by the water provider.

• Assumed water usage numbers are used for the purposes of illustration.

- Water usage for the traditional landscape is based on operation with a conventional irrigation 
controller with a typical residential watering pattern as illustrated in Figure 8-2

- Water usage for the sustainable landscape is based on watering with a weather based irrigation 
controller that is watering more closely to the calculated budget.

6.2 The table and figures below show that the cost of watering the traditional landscape to be $206.47 per 
year, compared to only $24.00 per year for the sustainable landscape. 

• The inefficient irrigation of the traditional landscape results in potential cost savings of $105.61, 
which represents 51% of the total annual water cost.

- The cost of purchasing and installing a weather based irrigation controller could be repaid in 
just a few years.

• Converting the traditional landscape together with a weather based irrigation controller would save 
about $300 annually.

- Local utility sponsored rebate programs could significantly reduce the cost of the conversion, 
e.g. a $1.00 per square foot turfgrass conversion rebate would contribute $1,165 to the process.

1 Based on City of Bozeman water rates effective 12/1/2021
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- The additional benefits of sustainable landscaping over traditional landscapes make conversion 
a compelling solution.

Table 10-13: Traditional landscape monthly water budget

Month

Water Budget / 
Irrigation Water 

Requirement 
(gallons)

Assumed 
Actual Water 

Usage (gallons)

% Over / Under 
Budget

Cost of Water 
($)

Cost Savings 
Potential ($)

May 4266 8700 204%  $32.81 $19.13

June 6021 11300 188%  $44.18 $23.08

July 8135 14000 172%  $55.98 $25.64

August 6622 11500 174%  $45.05 $21.32

September 4100 7700 188%  $28.44 $16.44

Total 29145 53200 183%  $206.47 $105.61

Figure 10-2: Traditional landscape monthly water budget vs water usage
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Table 10-14: Sustainable landscape monthly water budget

Month

Water Budget / 
Irrigation Water 

Requirement 
(gallons)

Assumed 
Actual Water 

Usage (gallons)

% Over / Under 
Budget

Cost of Water 
($)

Cost Savings 
Potential ($)

May 226 800 354%  $4.80 $0.00

June 488 1000 205%  $4.80 $0.00

July 892 1000 112%  $4.80 $0.00

August 692 1000 144%  $4.80 $0.00

September 324 800 247%  $4.80 $0.00

Total 2622 4600 175%  $24.00 $0.00

Figure 10-3: Sustainable landscape monthly water budget vs water usage in gallons
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7 EXTRA CREDIT SOLUTIONS

7.1 Volume of mulch and compost needed to sheet mulch the two turf zones of the traditional landscape.

• Volume in cubic feet rounded to the nearest cubic foot.

• Volume in cubic yards rounded to one decimal place.

Table 10-15: Traditional landscape compost volume

Hydrozone Area
 (sq ft)

Depth 
(inches)

Volume 
(cubic feet)

Volume 
(cubic yards)

Turf – front yard 845 2 141 5.2

Turf – parkway 320 2 53 2

1,165 194 7.2

Table 10-16: Traditional landscape mulch volume

Hydrozone Area 
(sq ft)

Depth 
(inches)

Volume 
(cubic feet)

Volume 
(cubic yards)

Turf – front yard 845 4 282 10.4

Turf – parkway 320 4 107 4

1,165 389 14.4

7.2 Annual rain catchment potential for the sustainable landscape.

• Rain catchment potential = area in square feet x rainfall in inches x 0.62

Table 10-17: Sustainable landscape annual rain catchment potential

Roof Area 
(sq ft)

Annual Precipitation 
(inches)

Annual Rain Catchment Potential 
(gallons)

1,350 7.58 6,344

• The annual rain catchment potential of 6,344 gallons is equal to 132% of the annual water budget of 
4,789 gallons. In addition, the landscape itself also receives rainfall.

• Directing rainwater into the landscape would ensure that the soil moisture reservoir remains at field 
capacity into the spring and would help to delay the point at which irrigation is required.

• Adding a cistern would go further to reduce the supplemental irrigation requirement.
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8 BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER REVIEW

8.1 Know where your water comes from and be aware of local rebate programs.

8.2 Be able to use a water meter for tracking water usage and leak detection.

8.3 Consider landscapes as mini-watersheds that reside within a larger watershed.

8.4 Healthy living soils are the foundation of sustainable landscapes.

8.5 Reference evapotranspiration and climate appropriate plants to determine how much water the 
landscape needs.

8.6 A water budget is an estimate of how much water is needed to maintain a healthy landscape for a given 
time period.

8.7 High-efficiency irrigation systems and landscape water management are important components of 
conserving water supplies.

8.8 Regular maintenance is essential to the proper operation of an efficient irrigation system over time.

8.9 The purpose of an irrigation system audit is to assess how effective an irrigation system is at applying 
water to a specific hydrozone.

8.10 Irrigation scheduling involves developing a plan for the operation of the irrigation system.

8.11 If used properly, irrigation controllers can efficiently manage the application of irrigation water and 
provide reliable operation of irrigation systems at any time, day or night.
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Irrigation Audit Exercise Instructions

1 of 6

①

② Complete site information, evaluation, and basic system tune-up prior to irrigation system testing.
● Only conduct an irrigation audit if the irrigation system is determined to be in good working order.

③ Irrigation System Testing Procedures
● Draw a diagram of the test area including dimensions, head locations, and catch can locations.
● Only conduct an irrigation audit on overhead irrigation systems if the wind speed is 5 mph or less.
● Run zone to be tested and mark spray bodies with flags.
● Place catch cans in zone to be tested.

○ Ensure all cans are of the same size and shape.
○ Use a minimum of 24 catch cans and a number of cans that can be divided by four.
○ Leave a space of about 2 feet between a spray body and a catch can.
○ Layout catch cans in a uniform grid. 
○ Space cans approximately 5 – 8 feet on center for fixed and rotary spray sprinklers.
○ Space cans approximately 10 – 20 feet on center for rotors.

● Pull flags before running test as they will obstruct the path of the spray.
●

○

● Measure and record the amount of water in each catch can.
○

○ If no scale is available pour water into a graduated cylinder with a ml scale.
○

○

④ Calculate the low quarter distribution uniformity (DULQ):

⑤ Calculate the net precipitation rate (PRNET):

⑥ Use the DULQ and PRNET to determine a basic irrigation schedule for the test area.

Ensure that catch cans are numbered on the diagram so that the location of the measurements is 
known as this may help to identify issues with the irrigation system.

The irrigation audit must be conducted as part of a QWEL workshop or independently supervised by a 
QWEL certified professional. Calculations must be completed independently. Completed forms must be 
submitted to the QWEL Professional Certifying Organization through which you are obtaining the QWEL 
certification.

Run the irrigation zone for a sufficient amount of time to collect a minimum volume of water of 20 ml. 
Typically 5 – 10 min for fixed spray sprinklers and 10 – 30 mins for rotors and rotating sprinklers.

If the test area covers more than one station the run time for each station must be adjusted to 
achieve a matched precipitation rate across the test area.

For catch cans with straight sides and a flat bottom, simply measure the depth of water in inches 
or centimeters using a ruler.

Use scale on catch can if available to measure volume of water in ml or depth of water in inches 
or centimeters.

Auditor Name: Date:

Certifying Organization:

Audit Location:
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Irrigation Audit Exercise Auditor, Test Area, and
Irrigation System Info

2 of 6

Date:

Auditor

First Name: Phone Number:

Last Name: Email:

Test Area

Site Name: Test Area Name:

Site Type: Test Area Size: sq ft

Soil Type: Plant Material:

Microclimate: Root Depth: inches

Slope: Plant Factor (PF):

Time to Runoff: min ETo for 1 Week: inches

Irrigation System

Water Source: Meter Type:

Static Pressure: psi Meter Size: inches

Dynamic Pressure: psi Meter Units

Irrigation Type: Backflow:

Options
Site Type
Residential
Commercial

Soil Type
Sandy
Loam
Silt
Clay loam
Clay

Microclimate
Shade
Part shade
Full sun
Extreme heat

Slope
Flat
Slight
Moderate
Steep

Water Source
Municipal Well
Recycled water
Graywater
Rain water

Irrigation Type
Spray sprinklers
Rotating sprinklers
Rotors

Meter Type
Dedicated irrigation
Mixed use

Meter Size
5/8", 1", 1.5", 2",
3", 4", 5", 6"

Meter Units
Gallons
CCF

Backflow Device
Reduced pressure assembly
Double check valve
Anti-siphon valve 
(atmospheric breaker)
Pressure vacuum breaker
None
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Irrigation Audit Exercise Test Area Diagram

3 of 6

Include: test area dimensions, head locations, catch can locations, catch can numbers, north arrow.
Sprinkler = 
Catch can = 

Auditor Name: Date:
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Irrigation Audit Exercise Irrigation Issues Checklist

4 of 6

Check relevant boxes

Priority High Low Fixed

Mixed hydrozone

Needs mulch

High pressure

Low pressure

Valve malfunciton

Broken pipes

Unmatched precipitation rates

Mixed emission devices

No head-to-head coverage

Uneven head spacing

Excessive overspray

Broken or missing nozzles

Tilted heads

Heads below grade

Blocked spray

Leaking seals

Clogged nozzles

Low head drainage

Heads not rotating

Observations

Auditor Name: Date:
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Irrigation Audit Exercise Catch Can Test

5 of 6

Catch Can 
Number

Catch Can 
Volume / 

Depth
Low Quarter 

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10 Catch Can Type
11 Cal Poly / ITRC / DWR
12 Texas A & M System
13 Utah State University
14
15 Catch Can Type:
16
17 Throat Area: sq in
18
19 Test Run Time: min
20
21 DULQ Calculation
22
23
24
25
26
27 PRNET Calculation using volume in ml
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35 PRNET Calculation using depth in inches or centimeters
36

Sum

Average

16.25
16.61
12.94

Throat Area (sq in)

Instructions
● Enter catch can volume (ml) in the second column of the table.
● Enter the depth in inches for cans with straight sides and a flat bottom.
● Identify catch cans in the low quarter and enter the volume (or depth) 
of these cans in the third column of the table.
● Enter the sum of each column at the bottom of the table.
● Divide the sum of each column by the number of cans in the column to 
calculate the average for all cans and for the low quarter.
● DULQ: Divide the average catch volume of the low quarter by the 
average for all cans. Round to two decimal points.
● PRNET: Use the correct formula depending on whether using volume in 
ml or depth in inches or centimeters. Round to two decimal points.

DULQ

Average catch volume 
of low quarter

Average catch volume 
of all cans

= = =

=PRNET

Average volume 
of all cans

Test run time

=

x

x

3.66

Catch can
throat area

x

x

3.66

=

PRNET

Average depth
of all cans

Test run time
=

x 60
= =

x 60

in / hr

Auditor Name: Date:
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Irrigation Audit Exercise Irrigation Schedule

6 of 6

Plant Water Requirement (PWR) - use ETo for 1 week

PWR = ETo x PF

= x = in / wk

Run Time Multiplier (RTM) - used to adjust time for irrigation system inefficiencies

RTM =

= =

Irrigation Water Requirement (IWR)

IWR = PWR x RTM

= x = in / wk

Minimum and Maximum Weekly Irrigation Run Time (IRTMIN and IRTMAX)

IRTMIN =

= = min / wk

IRTMAX =

= = min / wk

Weekly 
ETo

Cool
0 - 0.5 "

Warm
0.6 - 1.0"

Hot
above 1"

Turf 1 - 2 days 2 - 3 days 3 - 7 days
Annuals 2 - 3 days 3 - 5 days 4 - 7 days
Shrubs Every 2 weeks Every week 2 - 4 days
Trees None Every 2 months Every month

Daily IRT =

= = min

Cycles Per Day - round up to the next whole number

Cycles Per Day =

= =

Run Time Per Cycle - round up to the next whole minute. 

Run Time Per Cycle =

= =

Daily Run Time
● Weekly IRT is a management decision between weekly 
IRTMIN and IRTMAX

● Number of days to irrigate is a management decision. 
Use the table for guidance.

Number of Days Per Week to Irrigate (Mature Plants)

1 ÷ 0.4 + 0.6 × DULQ

1 ÷ 0.4 + 0.6 × _________

PWR ÷ PRNET × 60

__________ ÷ __________ × 60

IWR ÷ PRNET × 60

__________ ÷ __________ × 60

Weekly IRT ÷ Number of Days to Irrigate

_______________ ÷ _______________

Daily IRT ÷ Time to Runoff

_______________ ÷ _______________

Daily IRT ÷ Cycles Per Day

_______________ ÷ _______________

Auditor Name: Date:
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Exam Formula Sheet 1 of 1 v2.0 

  

QQWWEELL  EEXXAAMM  FFOORRMMUULLAA  SSHHEEEETT  

Conversion 
1 foot = 12 inches 

1 cubic foot (CF) = 7.48 gallons 

100 CF = 1 CCF = 748 gallons 

Geometry - Area 
Square or rectangle = width x length 

Triangle = ½ x base x height 

Circle = 3.14 x radius2 

Water Budget Formulas 
Water Budget = ETo x PF x LA x 0.62 

Irrigation Water = [(ETo x PF) – EP] x LA ÷ IE x 0.62 

Precipitation Rate & Distribution Uniformity Formulas 
PRGROSS for spray and drip = (96.3 x GPM) ÷ HA 

PRGROSS for dripline laid out in a grid = (231.1 x GPH) ÷ (Emitter spacing x Row spacing) 

DULQ = Average catch volume or depth of low quarter ÷ Average catch volume or depth of all 
cans 

PRNET using volume in ml = (Average catch volume or depth of all cans x 3.66) ÷ (Test run time 
x Catch can throat area) 

PRNET using depth in inches or centimeters = (Average depth of all cans x 60) ÷ Test run time 

Scheduling Formulas 
PWR = ETo x PF 

RTM = 1 ÷ [0.4 + (0.6 x DULQ)] 

IWR = PWR x RTM 

IRTMIN = (PWR ÷ PRNET) x 60 

IRTMAX = (IWR ÷ PRNET) x 60 
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NOTES:
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